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Abstract 
Bioleaching is a naturally occurring process that has been harnessed in metal recov-
en' from low grad(· orcs. The lwap biolcctChing technique involves complex interactions 
het,wen chemical 1·ectCtions, microhinl processes <lncl transport processes. The need for 
efficient heup opentions has led t.o the scientific invcstigutiou of heap bioleu.ching, and 
the development of mathematical models for the process. Over time, the focus of heap 
leach modelling has moved from models that emphasize particle scale processes to models 
that emph8size bulk scale processes. In many cases however, the particle scale effects in 
these bulk scale models are quite simplified. 
This thesis aims to provide a means for the ::;ystematic integrat ion of particle (or 
micro-) scale processes into bulk (or macro-) scale models for heap bioleaching, by the 
development of an intermediate (or meso-) scale "agglomerate" model. The agglomerate 
is defined as a unit volume of a heap that comprises a solid phase (a size distribution 
of ore particles), a liquid phase (stagnant and flowing leaching solution, which contains 
dissolved solutes, attached and planktonic microbes) and a gas phase (flowing air and air 
pockets). The processes incorporated into the proposed model include reagent diffusion 
nnd ree1ction in a ::; .ze clistri bu tiuu of un· part ide::;. microbial attachment. detachment and 
oxidation processes, ami the transport of chemical aml microbic~! species to and from the 
agglomerate. I sot Lernwl agglomerut.c coud it ions. and a uniform clist ri bu tion of reagents 
in the stagnant liq uicl phase, are among the modelling assumptions made. 
The agglomerate model is applied to investigate the meso-scale bioleaching of a theo-
reticdl cuse study ore that contains Illcliuly chalcocite ami pyrite, in the presence of iron 
oxidizing microbes. The numerical implementation of the model is clone in the Python 
programming l<'lngnage. The integrity of the numerical results is confirmed by performing 
mass balance checks at the end of each simulation. 
Simulation results suggest that as chalcocite leaching progresses deeper into the coarse 
ore particles, its high intrinsic conversion rate is retarded due to the presence of unre-
acted covellite and pyrite in outer regions of the particle. The sensitivity of the model 
with re::;pect to copper recovery relative to the base case results was investigated for 
the following parameters: temperature, particle size distribution, solution flow rate, inlet 
substrate concentr.'ttion, mass transfer parameters. Arrhenius rate constant, inlet iron oxi-
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dizing microbial population, maximum iron oxidizing microbial growth rate, and presence 
of sulfur oxidizers. The sensitivity studies show that the following parameters have the 
most effect on incn·a.sing copper recovery above the base case value: flow rate, inlet ferric 
concentration, inlet. oxygen concentration, and the proportion of fine ore particles. 
The study of model sensitivity to temperature suggests the possibility of higher copper 
recovery by operating in a temperature range below the optimum temperature of the iron 
oxidizing microbes. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Bioleaching ref<>rs to the conversion of an insoluble metal (usually a metal sulfide) 
into soluble form (usually the metal sulphate), accompanied by biological oxidation and 
complexation processes (Rawlings, 2002; Rohwerder et a!., 2003). Copper is the primary 
metal targeted by this technique, although it is also considered for zinc, cobalt and nickel 
recovery (Brierley a.nd Brierley, 2001). In bioleaching, the metal being recovered is sol-
ubilized. A similar process to bioleaching is biooxidation. Biooxidation refers to the 
process in which the recovery of a metal is enhanced by microbial decomposition of the 
mineral, but the mdal being recovered is not solubilized (Rawlings, 2002). An example is 
the recovery of gold and silver from refractory sulfidic ores, where the activity of leaching 
bacteria is applied only to remove interfering metal sulfides from ores bearing the precious 
metals prior to cyanidation treatment. Biomining is a general term that may be used to 
refer to both processes (Rawlings, 2002). 
Bioleaching offers several advantages over conventional physico-chemical methods for 
ore processing, some of which are listed below (Brierley and Brierley, 2001; Kinnunen, 
2004; Rawlings, 2002): 
• It does not produce sulfur dioxide, or other harmful emmisions 
• There is no need for large amounts of energy like in roasting or smelting. 
• It offers low capital and operating costs, especially in metal recovery from low-grade 
ores, where the metals are not economically recoverable by non-biological methods. 
• Reagents (ferric ions and sulfuric acid) are regenerated in the heap under the action 
of naturally occurring bacteria. 
• It offers low technological skills requirement, operational simplicity, and shorter 
construction times. 
The major disadvantages of bioleaching are (Kinnunen, 2004): 
1 
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• Long reaction times. 
• Dependence on climatic conditions (in heap bioleaching). 
• Heavy metal toxicity to micro-organisms. 
• The potential for acid and metal into leak to the environment . 
Since 1980 at least 13 copper bioleach operations have been commissioned, and at 
least seven plants have been commissioned for the biooxidation pre-treatment of sulfidic-
refractory gold con•:entrates (Brierley and Brierley, 2001; Olson et al., 2003). In addition, 
several technologies have been developed for the biooxidation of gold, such as BacTech 
(by BachTech, Australia), Genmin (by GENCOR, South Africa), BIOX (by BMS, Inc.), 
and GEOCOAT (by Geobiotics, Colorado; also used for copper, zinc and nickel). 
1.2 Bioleaching Techniques 
The main bioleaching techniques are in situ, dump, heap, vat and tank leaching (Kin-
nunen, 2004). In situ, dump and heap bioleaching are irrigation type processes applied 
mostly to copper recovery, whereas vat and tank bioleaching take place in some form of 
vessel. Gold biooxidation pre-treatment is primarily by means of tank bioleaching, but 
it has been demonstrated that pre-treatment of lower value, refractory, whole gold ores 
can be conducted in heaps (Brierley, 1997). The key characteristics of these leaching 
techniques are summarized in Fig.l.l. 
Jow-oraue ore,.-·· 
low c~sts in situ 
poor control 
long leaching t:Jme 
large volumes 
dump heap vat tank 
concentrates 
high costs 
goou control 
short leaching time 
small volumes 
Figure 1.1: Characteristics of different bioleaching techniques (Kinnunen, 2004). 
In situ bioleaching refers to the process where ore is treated in-place without mining 
from the host rock. The ore is fractured by blasting or natural processes, thus producing 
voids and porosity to allow free solution flow. The pregnant leach solution is collected 
generally at the bot tom of the mine and processed for metal recovery. The application of 
this process has not been widespread, as it requires very specific ore body characteristics 
(high permeability ore with low permeability host rock). 
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Dump bioleaching is used for untreated, uncrushed, run-of-mine rock piles which 
were previously considered waste. The ore is stacked, and acidified leaching solution 
applied to the top percolates through the dump, reacting with the mineral. The leaching 
solution, rich in dissolved metal, is collected at the bottom of the dump and processed 
for metal recovery. The resulting raffinate is recycled for further dump irrigation. 
Heap bioleaching is similar to dump leaching, but it is designed to be more efficient 
and better controlled. The ore is crushed, agglomerated with sulphuric acid to prevent 
segregation of particles, and placed on prepared impermeable leaching pads before irri-
gation with leaching solution (Rawlings, 2002). The process involves forced aeration of 
the heap, to enhance microbial oxidizing ability. The leaching solution may be inoculated 
with bacteria. However, bioleaching bacteria are ubiquitous, so it is not clear whether 
inoculation speeds up the process (Rawlings, 2002). 
recycled leach liquor 
Heap irrigation 
Heap of copper containing ore 
Heap aeration 
Solvent extraction 
and 
electrowinning Copper metal 
Figure 1.2: Heap leaching of copper-containing ore (adapted from (Rawlings, 2002)). 
Tank bioleaching is used for high-value ores and concentrates, since it has the highest 
construction and operating costs (Kinnunen, 2004; Rawlings, 2002). Here, leaching of 
fine ore particles takes place in aerated, agitated, stirred tank bioreactors. The tanks are 
typically arranged in series and are operated in continuous-flow mode, with feed being 
added to the first tank and overflowing from tank to tank, until the leaching of the mineral 
concentrate is sufficiently complete (Rawlings, 2002). 
Vat bioleaching is a hybrid of heap and tank bioleaching- crushed ore is leached in 
concrete vats with acid-proof material. This technique does not involve agitation; rather 
the vats (containing crushed ore) are flooded with the leaching solution. The vats provide 
for better control of the leaching environment while not having the expensive requirement 
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of agitation and ail· distribution. 
This research is concerned with the mathematical modelling of heap bioleaching. A 
brief overview of heap bioleach modelling, and the motivation for this study, are given in 
the section below. 
1.3 Motivation 
Heap bioleachiug of marginal sulfide ores, especially chalcocite, has become increas-
ingly popular with the decline of available high-grade deposits (Petersen and Dixon, 2003). 
However, many of the parameters in heap bioleaching, such as temperature, pH, and avail-
ability of oxygen and carbon dioxide, are not well controlled (Petersen and Dixon, 2003). 
Scientific investigation of heap bioleaching has led to the development of mathemat-
ical models for the process, some of which are reviewed and compared by Dixon (2003). 
Ultimately, the purpose of a heap model is to improve the design and optimization of heap 
leaching operation~, and to act as a diagnostic tool for existing heaps. Most of the early 
heap leaching models dealt with leaching at the particle scale (Bartlett, 1992a; Braun 
et al., 1974; Davis et al., 1986; Davis and Ritchie, 1986, 1987; Roman and Olsen, 1974; 
Shafer et al., 1979). On the other hand, more recent bioleaching models emphasize the 
effects of bulk scale phenomena, such as liquid flow, gas flow, and temperature distribu-
tion , on heap performance (Dixon, 2000; Dixon and Petersen, 2003; Leahy et al., 2003, 
2005a,b; Moreno e1 al., 1999; Pantelis et al., 2002; Petersen and Dixon, 2002a; Sidborn 
et al., 2003). Although the effects of both particle scale and bulk scale phenomena are 
important in heap bioleaching, little has been done to systematically integrate particle 
scale models into bulk scale models. Most existing bulk scale models account for particle 
scale effects using simplified models. 
The focus of this thesis is therefore on providing a systematic link between particle 
and bulk scale heap bioleaching models by modelling the heap at an intermediate scale. 
This intermediate scale model is what is referred to as the agglomerate model. 
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1.4 Thesis Scope and Outline 
The aim of this work is to develop an intermediate-scale agglomerate model. The 
agglomerate model includes particle scale effects. and can he integrated into, or form the 
building blocks of. a bulk scale model (Fig.1.3). The agglomerate model will be applied to 
study copper bioleaching from a theoretical case study ore, consisting mainly of chalcocite 
and pyrite, in the presence of iron oxidizing microbes. 
Particle scale Agglomerate scale Bulk scale 
Figure 1.3: Schematic representation of the agglomerate model as au interrnecliate-scale 
model. 
The thesis is st ructured as follows. We start by reviewing the approaches in literature 
to modelling the important sub-processes in heap hiolcaching, in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 
contains a detailed description of the proposed agglomerate model. In Chapter 4, the 
agglomerate mood is applied to the case study, and the smsitivity of the model, in terms 
of the effect of various parameters on copper recovery, is investigated. The concluding 
discussion. and recommendations for further work, are presented in Chapter 5. 
CHAPTER 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter presents a review of modelling strategies employed in literature to de-
scribe the main sub-processes that take place in heap bioleaching, especially heap bi-
oleaching of copper sulfide ores. Dump leaching models have also been also been included 
in this review, as dumps and hea.ps a.re based on similar principles. The major difference 
between the two techniques is that. hea ps are designed to be more efficient and better con-
trolled; for instance while dumps are aerated only b.Y natural convection, forced aeration 
is applied in heap hioleaching. 
For further reference on a review and comparison of heap leach models, see (Dixon, 
2003). 
2.1 Overview of Sub-Processes 
Bacterial leaching of a copper sulfide ore heap is a complex process that involves the 
following phenomena: 
1. mineral oxidation by reaction with ferric ions. 
2. ferrous oxidation (in the presence of microbes, oxygen and acid) to produce ferric, 
and sulfur oxidation (in the presence of microbes and oxygen) to produce sulfuric 
acid. 
3. transport of the dissolved species in the heap. 
4. transport of gas and leaching solution in the heap. 
5. transport, growth, attachment and catalytic actions of micro-organisms. 
6. generation aiLd transport of hea.t. 
7. hydrolysis and precipitation of ferric based complex compounds. 
The phenomena listed above can be classified into micro-scale, meso-scale and macro-scale 
processes (Dixon and Petersen, 2003). 
6 
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adsorbed and 
planktonic 
microbes 
Mineral 
MeS 
(a) ~1im~ral grain 
1----::z!~- Particle 
clusters 
stagnant--~ 
solution ....._ _ ~ 
(c) Stagnant cluster 
Mineral inclusion in 
crack 
----T---Porous particle 
.,_+---Mineral cluster 
within particle 
~--Mineral cluster at 
particle surface 
'--- - Freely occuring mineral 
grain within particle 
(b) Cross section of an ore part.ide 
(d) Heap scale 
solution flow 
internal heat 
generation 
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Figure 2.1: Different modelling scales in heap bioleach modelling. 
2.1.1 Micro-Scale Processes 
Micro-scale processes occur at the mineral grain and ore particle levels. At the mineral 
grain kvel (Fig.2.l(a)), th~ leaching rh~mistry and reaction kinetiC's arc the dominant 
factors. The key mineral leaching reaction in bioleaching of a sulfide mineral is the 
oxidation of the metal sulfide (IvieS) by ferric ions: 
(2.1) 
The chemical reactions are primarily a function of temperature (characterized by the 
activation m~rgy). and ronr~ntrat.ion of r~artants. Although the principal mcrhani::-;ms 
of such reactions are understood, the exact values of critical parameters for each specific 
cas~ ar~ subject to mcasur~m~nt (Dixon and Pct~rscn, 2003) . 
At the level of an ore particle (Fig.2 .l(b)), the distribution of mineral grains in the 
particle comes into consideration. The assumption that the mineral grains are uniformly 
distributed in the ore particle, coupled with relatively fast mineral dissolution, lends itself 
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to the shrinking core kinetics model (Levenspiel, 1972). In reality, the minerals may occur 
as free grains or iu grain clusters, and may be distributed on the particle surface or as 
inclusions in veinlets within the ore. 
Another important process at the particle level is the transport of reactants to, and 
reaction products from, reaction sites within the particle. This process is diffusion gov-
erned, and is limited by the size and porosity of the ore particle, the diffusion gradient , 
and the diffusivity of the species. 
2.1.2 Meso-Scale Processes 
!vleso-scale processes occur at the level of a cluster of ore particles (Fig.2.1(c)). The 
important processes at this level are oxygen uptake into solution, diffusion of dissolved 
chemical species through the inter-particle pores, and microbial processes. 
Oxygen is a key reactant in heap bioleaching as the microbes can oxidize ferrous and 
sulfur only to the extent to which oxygen is available in the system. Oxygen uptake into 
solution is a temperature dependent mass transfer step. The mass transfer coefficient is 
subject to measurement, and has been highlighted as an important parameter in heap 
leach modelling (Bouffard and Dixon, 2003). 
The dissolved chemical species (reactants and reaction products), must diffuse through 
stagnant solution occupying the bed voidage in order to be recovered in the leaching 
solution, or to tak<' part in chemical reactions within the ore particles. The extent of the 
effect of this inter-particle pore diflusion on extraction rate and mineral leaching depends 
on the length of the diffusiou pc1thway, which may be significant for systems with poor 
solution distribution (Dixon and Petersen, 2003). 
Growth, transport and oxidation of micro-organisms present an additional level of 
complexity. The key microbial oxidation reactions in sulfide mineral leaching are: 
4Fe2+ + 0 2 + 4H+ 
S0 + 1.502 + H20 
microbes 
microbes 
4Fe3+ + 2H20 
H2S04 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
:Vhcro-orga.nisms in the heap may be attached to the ore particles or floating in solu-
tion. Their growth depends on a number of factors , including availability of nutrients, 
availability of dissolved oxygen, and temperature. 
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2.1.3 Macro-Scale Processes 
Macro-scale processes are essentially the "flow" processes in the heap. The processes 
are solution flow, gas flow and heat flow (Fig.2.1(d)). 
Heaps need to be irrigated for reagent delivery, product recovery, temperature con-
trol, and in order to maintain internal moisture. Heap irrigation is usually by means of 
sprinklers or drippers, so as to promote uniform solution distribution. Solution flow is a 
function of heap pt ~rmeability and saturation. Although a common modelling assumption 
is uniform solution flow, the flow is usually confined to preferential channels in the heap 
(Orr, 2002). 
Gas transport is important for the supply of oxygen to the heap. Gas transport 
in a heap is a function of heap permeability and saturation, heap temperature, oxygen 
depletion and water vapor production. When forced aeration is applied, the effect of gas 
diffusion on overall gas transport may be reduced (Dixon , 2003). 
Heat generated by chemica.! reactions in a heap is transported via convection by the 
gaseous and liquid phases, and via couductiou through the heap. Heaps assume temper-
ature profiles depending on the irrigation and aeration rates, and these rates can be used 
to achieve a certain level of temperature control (Dixon, 2000). 
In the sections below, approaches in literature to modelling the sub-processes presented 
above are reviewed. 
2.2 Leaching Kinetics 
Copper oxide mineral leaching is rapid compared to copper sulfide mineral leaching at 
ambient conditions. Hence, while the leaching of copper oxide minerals can be represented 
by a model that assumes diffusion limitation alone , it is important to consider both 
diffusion and reaction limitat ion in modelling copper sulfirle leaching. B;:ntlett (1992b) 
identified two approaches to particle sca le modelling for (prima.ry) copper sulfide ore 
leaching: the pseudo-steady state mixed kinetics lllOciel (or reaction zone model) and the 
unsteady state mixed kinetics model. 
The reaction zone model was developed by Braun et al. (1974). In this model, it 
is assumed that a. narrow reaction zone in the ore particle moves topologically inwards 
during the course of leaching (see Fig.2.2) . Steady state diffusion occurs through the 
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reacted outer region, and the diffusing flux is equal to the rate of chemical reaction within 
the reaction zone. Mathematically (Bartlett, 1992b), 
( 8
2C 28C) 0 =De ~2 + -'!:} + S ur 'I' u1' (2.4) 
Here, C is the species concentration , S is the rate of production or consumption of the 
species, De = DEjT is the effective species diffusivity, where E the particle porosity, and T 
the particle tortuosity, a fa ctor that accounts for the windedness of the effective diffusion 
pathway within th~ ~ particle. S is obtained by examining each leaching reaction the species 
takes part in. It is common practice to express the rate of mineral leaching in terms of the 
rate of mineral conversion X. The rate of mineral conversion within t he narrow reaction 
zone is given by (Braun et al. , 1974): 
dX 
dt (2.5) 
where Cox is the concentration of the reactant ( fenic for copper sulfide ores) . T1 and T2 are 
factors that include the grade of the mineral, the intrinsic rate of oxidation, the part icle 
shape factor , the stoichiometric coefficient , the diffusion coefficient of the oxidant, the 
molecular weight of the sulfide mineral and the radius of the particle. 
The more narrow the reaction zone, the closer this model gets to the classical shrinking 
core model (Levenspiel, 1972). The reaction zone model presented above was applied by 
Braun et al. (1974 in a modi fiPc1 fo rm that accounts for the occurrence of a higher mineral 
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grade at the surface of an ore particle, and an increase in the effective reacting interfacial 
area due to the development of cracks and fissures as leaching progresses. The model has 
also been modified to account for mass transfer at the liquid-solid film (Sid born et al., 
2003). 
The unsteady state mixed kinetics model is stated mathematically below: 
E-=D -+-- +S DC (D2C 2 8C) 8t P. Dr2 r Dr (2.6) 
The source term S in Eq.(2.6) is described by a rate law that includes functions for the 
effect of temperatttre, solution composition and mineral topology. The exact form of the 
rate law depends on the mineral being leached. Topological effects in heap bioleaching 
are not easily determined. This refers to the way in which mineral grains occur in a 
particular ore, and how they are distributed across different particle size classes. In 
general, the distribution of mineral grains in an ore particle and across different particle 
sizes is not homogeneous (Dixon and Petersen, 2003). A certain degree of empiricism is 
often required to reduce this topological complexity to simple model parameters. 
A slightly different approach to modelling leaching kinetics was taken by Casas et al. 
( 1998), 1vioreno et al. ( 1999) and Leahy et al. (2003). In these models , the rate of copper 
extraction \Vas defined in terms of microbial activity alone using the Michaelis-Menten 
equation, with dissolved oxygen as the limiting reactant. This model is a steady state 
simplification of Eq. (2.6), ignoring diffusion effects and assuming the source term S is 
purely due to microbial activity. 
In addition to copper mineral dissolution reactions , other chemical reactions may 
have a significant impact on the overall leaching process. Examples of such chemical 
reactions are acid consumption by gangue, and equilibrium processes such as precipitation, 
complexation, and adsorption. These can affect reagent and product balances, or induce 
pore plugging and loss of permeability (Dixon, 2003). For instance, a concern in the 
ferric leaching of chalcopyrite is the passivation of the mineral at high solution potentials. 
Although formation of elemental sulfur layers and surface precipitation of jarosites have 
been offered as ar1 explanation, it is still unclear why this phenomenon occurs (Olson 
et al., 2003; Peter&en and Dixon, 2002b). 
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2.3 Biological Phenomena 
The use of microbes in the solubilization of metals has deep historical roots dated 
as far back as the fifteenth century (Olson et a!., 2003; Rawlings, 2002). The action of 
microbes in industrial metal recovery serves one of two purposes. One is their use in the 
pre-treatment process to oxidize unwanted minerals , thereby permitting other chemicals 
to penetrate the ore and liberate the desired metal. This process is known as biooxidation , 
and is applied in the removal of sulfide minerals from refractory gold ores. The other action 
of microbes is in the conversion of insoluble metal sulfides to water soluble sulfates. This 
process is known as bioleaching. The bioconversion of metal sulfides to metal sulfates is 
also the major cau~e of acid-mine draiuage. Other microbial species have found application 
in its treatment. (where they arc used to oxidize a.nd precipitate iron), and also in the 
desulfuriza tion of coal ( N ema.ti et a!., 1998) . 
l\1icro-organisnts, specifically iron and sulfur oxidizing microbes, play the important 
role of ferric and acid regeneration in heap bioleaching operations, thus producing in situ 
the reagents needed for mineral oxidation. A large and growing body of literature exists 
on the microbial leaching process (for reviews see Hansford, 1997; Nemati et a!., 1998; 
Ojumu eta!.. 2005; Rawlings, 2002, 2005). The objectives of these studies are to provide 
a fundamental understanding of the microbial oxidation mechanisms, to gain insight into 
the identification of the microbial strains best suited to leaching particular types of ore, 
the best operating conditions for the bacteria, and the effect of diverse conditions and 
substances on these microbes. 
Two mechanisms have been proposed in literature for the microbial oxidation of min-
erals in heap biolE:aching. These are the direct and indirect mechanisms. In the direct 
mechanism. the mineral is leached by some biological agent, in other words the micro-
organisms obtain t•lectrons directly from the miuera l (Silverman and Ehrlich, 1964). The 
bacteria are attached to the ore, which brings them in close proximity with the mineral. It 
is now generally accepted that the direct mechanism does not exist for the ferric oxidation 
of minerals (Rohwerder eta!., 2003; Tributsch, 1999) , although it may exist for elemental 
sulfur oxidation. In the indirect mechanism, the minerals are leached only by ferric ions, 
and the role of th~· microbes is to oxidize the ferrous ions formed in the mineral leaching 
process back to ferric. This mechanism is further divided into contact and non-contact 
mechanisms (Ra.vvlings, 2002). The non-contact mechanism is the oxidation of ferric ions 
in solution by planktonic microbes. The contact mechanism takes into account that most 
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cells attach to the surface of sulfide minerals, and by means of ferric ions complexed in 
their extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) layer, they begin to degrade the sulfide 
minerals (Sand and Gehrke, 2006). This means that the electrochemical processes result-
ing iu the clissolu tiou of sulfide miuerals take place at the interface between the bacterial 
cell (wall) and the mineral sulfide surface (Rolnverder et al., 2003). The microbes typically 
form an extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) layer when they adhere to the surface 
of the mineral, and it is within this layer that the microbial oxidation reactions take place 
most rapidly and efficiently (Rawlings, 2005). 
The micro-organisms that have been identified in bioleaching fall into mesophiles ( op-
erating at 15- 45 '(;:1, thermophiles (operating at 40- 60'(;) and extreme thermophiles ( oper-
ating at 50-90 'C:). The prominent mesophiles in bioleaching are Acidithiobacillus ferroox-
idans, Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans, Acidithiobacillus caldus, Leptospirillum ferrooxidans 
and Leptospirillum ferriphilum (Rawlings, 2005). Examples of moderately thermophilic 
bacteria are Acidithiobacillus caldus and Sulfobacillus thermosulfidooxidans, and extreme 
thermophiles are mostly archaea. Four important characteristics of these micro-organisms 
are (Rawlings, 2005) : 
1. They gro\\' <wtotrophically by fixing carbou dioxide frolll air. 
2. They get their energy by using ferrous ion or reduced inorganic sulfur compounds 
as electron donor, and oxygen ru:; electron acceptor. 
3. They are acidophiles - they grow at pH of typically 1.4-1. 6. 
4. They are tolerant to a wide range of metal ions. 
In order to include biological processes in a mathematical model of heap bioleach-
ing, microbial growth, oxidation and transport must be expressed mathematically. The 
development of a comprehensive mathematical description of the rate of microbial oxida-
tion (which incorporates the effects of substrate concentration, temperature, pH, biomass 
concentration, ionic strength, and other factors) is an area of intense research. Both em-
pirical and qualitative functions for microbial oxidation have been implemented in heap 
bioleaching models. 
The effect of microbial oxidation alone on ext raction (excluding microbial growth and 
transport), cau bE studied by a::;smuiug a constant concentration of micro-organisms in 
a heap. This is the approach taken by Pautelis aud Ritchie (1992), Casas et al. (1998) 
and Sidborn et al (2003). Pantelis and Ritchie (1992) incorporate microbial effects by 
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implementing a temperature function that multiplies the shrinking core equation. This 
temperature function is 1 for temperatures less than a certain threshold T0 , decreases 
monotonically to zero for To < T :::; T00 , and is zero for T > T00 . This disregards the 
actual microbial oxidation reaction , and hence has a limited scope. 
Casas et a!. (1998) assume that the ferrous ions are always in excess, and so express 
the rate of copper sulfide dissolution purely as a function of the rate at which the micro-
organisms consumE dissolved oxygen. This function is implemented as a Michaelis-Menten 
equation. The dependence of microbial respiration rate on temperature was expressed by 
fitting a model equation to experimental data for the ferrous oxidation of At. ferrooxidans. 
This model clearly overlooks the kinetic dependence of copper sulfide leaching on ferric 
ion concentration. Sidborn et a.!. (2003) also express the rate of oxygen consumption 
in the heap by a Michaelis-Menten equation. However, this is related to the rate of 
ferric regeneration in the heap. Again, ferrous ions are assumed to be in excess in the 
bulk solution, and so the rate of ferric regeneration is limited only by the availability of 
dissolved oxygen. Mineral oxidation is modelled separately using the reaction zone model 
with ferric ions as the oxidant. 
The models by Neuburg et a!. (1991), Dixon and Petersen (2003) and Leahy et a!. 
(2005a) account for both microbial growth and microbial transport. The model by 
Neuburg et a!. (1991) employs Monod kinetics to describe the effect of ferrous ion on 
microbial growth. Also accounted for are the effects of pH and dissolved oxygen, although 
the form of this dependence is not explicitly stated. The model does not, however, ex-
plicitly include a death rate for the microbes. The authors distinguish between adsorbed 
and desorbecl microbial populations , <:lnd include the rate of adsorption and desorption in 
the model. The rate of ferrous consmnption is related to the microbial kinetics through 
the microbial yield parameter in the standard way. Advective microbial transport is also 
considered. 
The model by Leahy et a!. (2005a) takes a similar, but more sophisticated approach. 
The maximum microbial growth rate is modified by the effects of temperature (using 
the empirical model by Casas et a!. (1998)), and Monod terms for dissolved oxygen and 
ferrous ions. A specific death rate of the microbes is included in the model. Adsorbed and 
desorbed microbes are also considered separately. The rate of adsorption and desorption is 
accounted for following a model by Tan et a!. (1994). No differentiation is made between 
bulk and particle concentrations of the dissolved chemical species, and so the net rate 
of change of ferrous ion is obtained by subtracting the rate of consumption by microbes 
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(obtained via the yield coefficient) from the rate of production in the chemical leaching 
reactions. Advective and diffusive transport of the desorbed microbes is also considered. 
The model by Dixon and Petersen (2003) is currently the only one (among the models 
reviewed here) tha t inc! udes sulfur oxidizing microbes. In addition to the limitation to 
microbial growth rate caused by ferrous and oxygen, this model allows for the influence of 
acid concentration, and growth inhibition due to overcrowding. The model also includes 
effects that characterize the microbial population under stress, such as cell maintenance 
and endogenous decay. The authors differentiate between a growth temperature func-
tion that affects the microbial growth kinetics, and a death temperature function which 
accelerates microbial death rate at unfavorable temperatures. Microbial adsorption and 
desorption is accounted for by the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. The microbial transport 
model consists of <:t diffusion-reaction equation for the microbes in the stagnant channels, 
and an advection Pquation for the flowing channels. 
The microbial models have been presented here in an approximately increasing order 
of sophistication. It is observed that while it is desirable to implement a comprehensive 
microbial model, the number of parameters increase with increasing level of sophistication, 
making the model characterization more difficult. Hence, there is a trade-off between the 
increased sophisti( ation, and the ease of implementation of the microbial model. 
2.4 Solute and Solution Transport 
Chemical and microbial species in a heap are transported by diffusion through the 
solution filled spaces, and by the advection of the leaching solution. Solution flow in a 
heap can be described by the theory of unsaturated fluid flow in porous media. 
The transport equation for a solute i in the liquid phase takes the form: 
(2.7) 
Ci is the liquid concentration of solute i , €L is the liquid volume fraction of the ore bed, 
liL is the liquid velocity, D; is the diffusion coefficient of the solute in the liquid, and 
S; is the n:tte of ('Onsumptiou or genera tion of the solute. There are variations to the 
implementation of Eq.(2.7) in heap bioleaching literature. For instance, Eq.(2.7) may be 
modified to include terms for adsorption (Bouffard and Dixon, 2003; Cariaga eta!., 2005; 
Dixon and Petersen, 2003). 
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It is common practice to calculate the liquid velocity liL from Darcy's law: 
(2.8) 
where J\iu is the intrinsic permeability of the heap, sis the effective saturation of the heap, 
kL is the relative permeability of the wetting phase (water in this case) and depends on s, 
f.LL, PL and PL are the viscosity, density and pressure of the flowing liquid. The pressure of 
the flowing liquid depends on capillary pressure, which depends in turn on the saturation 
of the heap. 
The mass conservation equation for unsaturated flow of solution through a porous 
medium is: 
8(cLPL) + " . ( ) = S Bt v PLliL . (2.9) 
Here, S is the volumetric production or consumption of the liquid. The liquid velocity liL 
is given in Eq.(2.s:1. Substitution of Eq.(2.8) in Eq.(2.9) gives rise to Richard's equation, 
which is an advect10n-diffusion equation for the effective saturation of the heap. Solution 
flow tends to follow preferential flow paths due to uneven heap permeability and satura-
tion. This may result in flowing channels that are separated by large pockets of stagnant 
solution. 
l'dost heap bioleaching models consider only the one-dimensional downward transport 
of solutes in a heap under conditions of constant liquid velocity (Dixon and Petersen, 
2003; Leahy et aL 2005a; Sidborn et al., 2003). The effect of heap saturation has also 
been investigated by some authors (Bennet et al., 2003: Cariaga et al., 2005; Sheikhzadeh 
et al., 2005). CariJga et al. (2005) developed a model that simultaneously considers the 
change in bed saturation and the transport of two components (copper and acid) by the 
fluid phase in heap leaching. Dixon and Petersen (Dixon and Petersen, 2003; Petersen 
and Dixon, 2002a) attempt to capture the segregation of solution in a heap into flowing 
and stagnant regions by dividing the heap into bulk flow channels surrounded by stagnant 
diffusion zones. The stagnant zones are conceptually defined as side branches attached to 
the bulk flow chaunel, and one dimensional transverse solute diffusion is modelled here. 
Transport in the bulk flow channel is modelled by the one dimensional advection equation 
in the axial direction, with a source term for the contribution to the solute concentration 
from the diffusion side branches. This formulation captures transverse diffusion which 
can be very important, especially in situations where flowing channels are separated by 
large pockets of stagnant solution (Petersen and Dixon, 2003). 
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2.5 Gas Transport 
Gas (air) transport is an important aspect of heap bioleaching, as oxygen availability 
is crucial to the oxidation reactions occurring in a heap. Natural convection is typically 
the only means of air transport in dumps; heap leaching on the other hand involves the 
forced aeration of heaps. Natural convection in a dump or heap is due to variations in 
gas density, caused by temperature changes, oxygen depletion and humidificat ion (Casas 
et al. , 1998). 
As stated nbO\·e, the component of interest in the gas phase with respect to heap 
(and dump) leaching is oxygen, even though some models include the transport of water 
vapor by the gas phase (see Pantelis et al., 2002). Although carbon dioxide is also an 
important substrate for the microbes, none of the models that are reviewed here consider 
it. The transport of oxygen in the gas phase is given by Eq.(2 .7) where liquid phase 
parameters are replaced by gas phase parameters. Even though most models consider the 
axial diffusion of oxygen, (which is important in dump leaching), its relative magnitude 
is insignificant wh<>.n forced aeration is employed (Dixon, 2003). 
Gas flow in a porous medium depends on the degree of water saturation. When the 
water saturation ir, relatively small, the gas phase is continuous and can flow through the 
medium. A high water saturation, on the other hand , results in the gas phase becoming 
disconnected and occluded (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993; Pantelis et al., 2002). The 
mass balance for the gas phase is given by Eq.(2.9), replacing all subscripts 'L' with 'g' 
to represent the gas phase. Most authors calculate the gas phase velocity from Darcy's 
law (see Eq.(2.8)). which takes the degree of water saturation into account by including 
the relative gas pc·rmeability of the bed kg(s) (in place of kL(s) in Eq.(2.8)), where sis 
the degree of water saturation. 
Casas et al. (1~)98) and Sidborn et al. (2003) reported that under natural convection 
conditions, air flo\\'S into the heap from the sloped sides and out at the top. This leads to 
oxidation rates that are higher at the bed slopes and decrease as we move inwards. Both 
authors assume constant bed permeability. J\1oreno et al. ( 1999) extended the model by 
Casas et al. (1998) to include a varying bed permeability that increases continuously from 
top to bottom. They argue that the segregation of particles of different sizes when the 
bed is being built leads to the accumulation of coarse ore particles at the bottom of the 
bed. It seems mo1e likely however, that the materials at the bottom of the heap will be 
compacted as m01e material is added to the top of the heap, causing heap permeability 
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to decrease \vith dPpth. Therefore, this argument is questionable. They reported higher 
oxygen concentration towards the center of the bed, leading to higher copper recovery. 
Forced aeration has the effect of increasing copper extraction , as reported by Leahy 
et al. (2003). The authors accounted for forced aeration by solving steady state Navier-
Stokes equations. They expressed the body force in these equations in terms of the porous 
media resistivity to flow, and the effect of gravity. Their simulation results for the case 
studied also indica! ed that for heap permeabilities greater than a certain threshold, better 
copper extraction was not achieved by forced aeration. The model was later extended by 
solving unsteady-state N avier-Stokes equations (Leahy et a!., 2005b). However, a different 
heap geometry was implemented in this case. The authors reported that simulation results 
showed a bottom-up trend in copper leaching, because the iron oxidizing microbes were 
initially limited by low oxygen concentrations at the top of the heap. 
Dixon and Petersen (2003) assumed that forced aeration led to a. negligible effect in the 
axial diffusion of oxygen. A stcadv-state we~s ~dso a,ssumecl. such the~t the rate of oxygen 
transfer between the gas phase and the liquid phase was equal to the rate of oxygen 
consumption in ch,~mical reactions within the heap. Oxygen transport was implemented 
as a one-dimensional advection equation. The authors applied this model to both heap and 
column leaching of an ore containing chalcocite and pyrite, and found that in a situation 
where oxygen was in abundant supply relative to demand, increasing the aeration rate 
had no effect on copper extraction, and the rates of heat generation were insufficient for 
the rate of aeration to have much influence on the temperature distribution. This model 
was also applied by Bouffard and Dixon (2003) in studying the biooxidation of pyritic 
refractory gold under isothermal conditions. They reported that at high temperatures 
(> 45°C), the oxygen gas-liquid mass transfer seemed to be the rate-limiting step. 
2.6 Heat Transport 
Heat transport in a heap is important for several reasons . Firstly, the micro-organisms 
which catalyze the oxidation reactions nre seusitive to temperature. As stated in Section 
2.3, these micro-organisms are grouped into mesophiles, moderate thennophiles and ex-
treme thermophilE'S depending on the temperature ranges within which they exist. It 
might be advantageous to maintain a heap within a certain temperature range to ensure 
the survival of a particular strain of micro-organisms. This is useful, for instance, in the 
bioleaching of chalcopyrite, which leaches to higher extractions using thermophiles in the 
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temperature range of 65- 75 OC, compared to its leaching using mesophiles (the mineral 
has a tendency to passivate at the high solution potentials associated with mesophile 
leaching) (Petersen and Dixon, 2002b). Secondly, many oxidation reactions central to 
copper recovery from secondary ores are strongly temperature dependent. For instance, 
the reaction for thE· leaching of covellite has a high activation energy, hence every lOOC in-
crease in temperat11re represents an almost threefold increase in the reaction rate (Dixon, 
2000). 
Heat is transported in a heap by advection of the liquid and gas phases, and by 
conduction. This can be represented by an equation similar to Eq.(2.7): 
pep~~+ 'V · (r[(PLCpLUL) + (pgCpglig)]- (ka 'VT)) + Q = 0, (2.10) 
where p, cP and k8 are the average heap density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity 
respectively, the subscripts 'L' and 'g' stand for the liquid and gas phase respectively, and 
Q represents heat generation (or consumption) in the heap. Q incorporates the heat of 
reaction, heat of solution of reaction products, and heat of evaporation and condensation. 
Several heap bioleaching models include a model for heat balance (see Bennet et a!., 
2003; Leahy et al., 2003, 2005a; Pantelis and Ritchie, 1992; Sidborn et a!., 2003) . Dixon 
(2000) investigated heat conservation in hec1p leaching by developing a model that ac-
counts for such boundary effects as evaporation. convection and radiation at the heap 
surface (based on geo-climatic conditions), aud heat exchange at the point of application 
of process air to the lower heap surface. The model also accounts for evaporation of wa-
ter within the heap, and hence treats both heat carried by dry air, and heat carried by 
water vapor. For the purpose of the study, a constant rate of heat generation in the heap 
by chemical reactions was assumed, and the parameters were set up to simulate a heap 
operating in a desert, and at high altitude. By keeping all other parameters constant 
and varying the r1:1tio of the aeration rate ( Ga [kg/m2h]) to the solution application rate 
(GL [kgjm2h]), two distinct regimes were observed in the model simulation results, with 
a critical Ga/GL where the regimes switch. The first regime had, at steady state, low 
temperatures at the top of the heap and high temperatures at the bottom of the heap. 
The other regime had high temperatures at the top of the heap and low temperatures at 
the bottom of the heap. A given steady state regime of the heap was attained for a given 
Ga/G L ratio. regm·ctless of the init.icd temperature of the he<1p. As evaporation at the 
heap surface is a critical factor for '' heap opernting under desert conditions, the effect of 
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an evaporation shield on the heap heat conservation was investigated. The author also 
investigated the effects of solution and air heating on the heat profile in a heap. The 
conclusion drawn from these investigations was that the most effective way of achieving a 
high degree of heat conservation for a heap in the high desert is by controlling the Ga/ G L 
ratio. 
Although the rr,oclel described above provides insight into predicting heat conservation 
in a heap, its main limitation with respect to a.pplication is that it is developed in isolation 
from the chemical and microbial processes occurring in the heap (a constant rate of heat 
generation in the heap was assumed). Hence if integrated with a model for solute and 
microbial kinetics, and given values for the volullletric heat generation of specific minerals, 
the lllodel may pmvide more reliable iuformatiou on the effect of operation parameters 
(such as Ga and G1.) on heap performauce. This was clone by Petersen and Dixon (2002b) 
in investigating the thermophilic hea.p leaching of a chalcopyrite concent rate. Geo-climatic 
conditions were chosen to reflect conditions at an existing mine site. They observed that 
for the case studied, varying the Ga/ GL ratio showed a steady state temperature in the 
60-85 OC range. Temperature profiles were such that a peak developed near the top of the 
heap (environmental effects led to a reduction in temperature at the heap surface), and the 
heap was heated homogeneously within the active zone of the heap. Substantial cooling 
took place only in the drainage layer, with the outftowing solution more or less at the same 
temperature with the inflowing. Different heap heights were also modelled, indicating that 
shorter heaps (3.5m active zone) allow more favorable temperature distributions than 
taller heaps, but are otherwise equivalent. 
Leahy et al. (2005a) studied microbial tempcrdture dependence in heap bioleaching of 
chalcocite by solvi11g Eq.(2.10) iu conjunction with equations for mineral leaching, solute 
transport and microbial oxidc:1tiou aud transport. The average heap parameters p, Cp and 
ks in Eq.(2.10) were calculated from weighted sum formulae involving the solid, liquid 
and gas phases, aud the source term Q was calculated from the heats of reaction. The 
effective heat generation in the heap, obtained by considering only the most exothermic 
and endothermic reactions , was exothermic. Constant temperature boundary conditions 
were assumed. The heat model implemented here is, on the whole, less sophisticated than 
that developed by Dixon (2000); it does not iuclude the boundary effects stated in the 
previous paragraph, or the effect of water evaporation within the heap. The simulations 
were set up under ferric limiting conditions, such that the rate of leaching depended 
on the rate of microbial production of ferric. The effect of temperature on microbial 
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growth rate was implemented using an empirical function. Simulation results showed a 
top-down leaching mechanism in the presence of mesophiles, with the development of a 
sharp front within the heap. A number of factors were investigated, including the effect 
of solution flowrate, and initial heap temperature. Findings indicated that the rate of 
mineral leaching was controlled by the rate of ferric regeneration by microbes, and this 
rate in turn was strongly dependent on the temperature profile within the heap. The 
temperature profile developed as an interplay between the cooling effect on incoming 
liquid, and the heat generated by mineral oxidation in the heap. 
As the effect of air flow rate with respect to heat conservation was not considered 
by Leahy et al. (2005a), an interesting investigation would be the effect of the Ga/GL 
ratio on copper extraction. Varying this ratio may change the top-down leaching profile 
observed by Leah)· et al., ancl may lead to entirely different profiles for the two heat 
regimes discussed by Dixon. 
2. 7 Heap Geometry 
A heap may measure from several meters to several tens of meters in height and several 
hundreds of meters in width. Most heaps are built in 6- 10rn lifts; either single lifts (pad 
leaching, each lift is removed at the end of leaching), or multiple lifts (each lift built on 
top of existing lift:,;). Heaps built into valleys can be several hundred meters in height. 
Although the specific geometry of a heap may be difficult to determine, a domain must 
be specified for the equations that model a heap. Most heap models in literature are 
developed within the context of a two-dimensional heap cross section. 
A popular assumption in literature is that the cross-section of a heap is trapezoidal 
in shape, and the model is solved for the full trapezium (Cariaga et al., 2005; Davis and 
Ritchie, 1986; Pamelis et al., 2002) (see Fig.2.3(a)) or half trapezium (Casas et al., 1998; 
Leahy et al., 2003; Moreno et al., 1999; Sidboru et al., 2003) (see Fig.2.3(b), Fig.2 .3(c)). 
Other geometries in literature include cylindrical (Bouffard and Dixon, 2003; Pantelis and 
Ritchie, 1992: P etersen and Dixon, 2002a.), truncated cone (Pantelis and Ritchie, 1991) , 
rectangular cross-section (Leahy et al., 2005a,b) (see Fig.2 .3(d)), and a three dimensional 
approach by assuming a stack of unit volumes (Bartlett. 1992b: Roman and Olsen , 1974) 
(see Fig.2.3(e)). Trapezoida,l type heaps geometries (Fig.2.3(a)- Fig.2.3(c)) are relevant 
only in the context of free convection models , where air flow at the heap slopes may be 
significant. Othet wise, the sloped sides of the heap are insignificant compared to the 
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Figure 2.3: Some heap geometries in literature. 
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typical dimension of a heap. The application of forced mr (and leaching solution) at 
spaced intervals in a heap suggests the assumption that the heap is made up of recurring 
sections. Bearing in mind that forced aeration reduces the effect of air diffusion within a 
heap, periodic boundary conditions can be assumed within the heap, and a section can 
be modelled either as a cylinder or a stack (Fig.2.3(d)-(f)). 
The effect of heap geometry on model results was investigated by Pantelis and Ritchie 
(1992). The authors studied the effect of a cylindrical shaped heap, and truncated cone 
shaped heap on the clump leaching of pyritic ore, and found that the temperature, oxygen 
and gas velocity profiles within the heap were different for the different geometries, and 
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that the amount of material oxidized in the first four years in the truncated cone heap 
was less than in the cylindrical heap. This suggests that a geometry close to that of 
the planned heap should be used when making predictions about heap performance from 
mathematical models. 
2.8 Numerics 
The mathematical model for heap bioleaching is a set of coupled differential equations, 
to which an anahtical solution is usually cxt.rernel.v difficult to determine. Hence the 
equations must be solved numerica lly ou a computer. Issues surrounding the numerical 
solution of differential equations include stability, consistency and convergence. Stability 
is not an independent quality of a discretization, but depends on the relative size of the 
spatial and temporal node steps, as well as the actual differential equation being solved. 
Apart from the question of the consistency of the numerical method being used (which is 
treated extensively in texts), consistency in the application of the numerical discretization 
to the analytic equations should also be addressed. In other words, whether the discrete 
equations, and the solution algorithm implemented, represent the analytic case that we 
intend to solve. 
Some of the numerical methods that have been applied to obtain solutions to heap 
bioleaching models in literature are (implicit) finite difference methods (Casas eta!., 1998; 
Dixon and Petersen, 2003; Pantelis and Ritchie, 1992; Sheikhzadeh et a!., 2005), finite 
volume methods(Bennet et a!., 2003; Cariaga et al , 2005) and finite element methods 
(Cariaga et al.. 2005: Siclborn et. al.. 2003). Some authors have reported writing their 
o\vn code (Dixon and Petersen, 2003; Pantelis and Ritchie, 1992), while others have used 
commercial softwme (Leahy eta!., 2005a,b; Sidborn eta!., 2003). 
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2.9 Conclusion 
A revie\v of th·~ sub-processes in heap bioleaching, and the various models that have 
been used to represent these sub-processes, has been presented. Heap bioleaching models 
in literature have become increasingly sophisticated, as the sub-phenomena and driving 
forces in the heap are better understood, and with higher computing power available to 
solve these sophisticated models. Over time, the emphasis in heap modelling has moved 
from particle scale phenomena, to bulk scale phenomena. However, this transition does 
not offer a systematic inclusion of particle scale effects, such as particle size distribution, 
into the bulk scale model. Often, simplified particle scale models, such as the shrinking 
core model, with a single ore particle radius, are assumed in the bulk scale models. 
Fundamental to the choice of model scale is an assumption of which sub-processes 
are limiting in a heap. In particle scale models, it could be the reaction kinetics, mass 
transfer effects, or Jiokinetics. In the bulk scale models, it is usually the supply of oxygen 
that is limiting ab•Jve all C:'bc. One aspect tlwt. has come out of the work of Dixon and 
Petersen (Dixon a.ud Petersen, 2003; Petersen, 2006; Petersen aud Dixon, 2002b, 2003) 
is that both local and bulk effects can be mte-limitiug, and one cannot predict a priori 
which effect will be rate-limiting. Hence, there is a. need for a model that integrates both 
particle and bulk scale effects. This is the focus of this thesis, and is pursued through the 
development of an intermediate scale agglomerate model. 
CHAPTER 3 
Model Development 
In the previous chapter, the cla~sification of the physical processes that take place in 
heap bioleaching illto micro-, meso- and macro-scale processes was discussed. The focus 
of this chapter is C•n the development of a mathematical model for the meso-scale. This 
meso-scale model will henceforth be called the "agglomerate model" . 
In this chapter, the agglomerate model is developed within the context of bioleaching 
of copper sulfide ores. The model will be built on fundamental principles, and so can be 
extended to include other copper minerals. 
The agglomeraf.e is described in detail in Section 3.1, and the model equations are 
derived in Section :3.2. 
3.1 Problem Formulation 
3.1.1 Definition of the Agglomerate 
The agglomerat·~ model for hee~p bioleaching is an intermediate model between a parti-
cle scale model and a heap scale model. As such, the agglomerate model includes detailed 
particle scale processes, and can form the building blocks of (or be incorporated into an 
existing) heap scale model. 
The agglomerate model is developed in the context of a representative unit volume 
in a heap. The unii volume approach to heap bioleaching was applied in an early model 
by Roman and Olsen (1974). However this application had limited sophistication, and 
the concept is driven further here. A conceptual diagram of the agglomerate is shown in 
Fig.3.1. In this work, the agglomerate is defined as a unit volume of a heap that comprises 
a solid phase (a size distribution of ore particles), a liquid phase (stagnant and flowing 
leaching solution, which contains dissolved solutes, attached and planktonic microbes) 
and a gas phase (flowing air and air pockets). The significant processes that occur at this 
level are : 
• Mineral dissolution reactions. 
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Figure 3.1: The agglomerate model. 
• Microbial processes (growth, oxidation and transport). 
• Diffusion of dissolved solutes within the ore particles, and through the stagnant 
solution. 
• Heat generation and diffusion. 
• Solution and gas flow through the agglomerate. 
The agglomerate model can be extended to a heap scale model by stacking the unit 
volumes to form a unit heap column, and including in the model the interaction between 
neighboring unit volumes in the unit heap column, and bulk flow phenomena. F\trther 
development from this point will require a description of the interaction between adjacent 
heap columns. The scope of this work is limited to modelling a single agglomerate unit, 
hence the development of a heap scale model will not be pursued. 
3.1 .2 Model Description 
In this section, an overview of the physical processes that are included in the model, 
and the assumptions made in model development, are given. 
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Chemical Species Modelling 
The gas phase (air flow and gas pockets) is not explicitly included in the model. It 
is rather assumed that dissolved oxygen is present in the incoming flowing solution at a 
given concentration. The liquid phase in the agglomerate is separated into the stagnant (or 
bulk) and flowing ]>bases, with exchange of chemical and microbial species occurring across 
these phases. This separation is to capture the effect in heaps where significant lateral 
flow of solution away from channels following the initial heap wetting is not expected 
(Dixon, 2003). The change in the bulk concentration of a species is a result of exchange 
with the flowing solution, and diffusion out of (or into) the ore particle (see Fig.3.1(b)). 
It is assumed that there is no exchange across the agglomerate faces by diffusion. It is 
also assumed that the dissolved species are uniformly distributed in the bulk solution at 
any given time, and so diffusion within the bulk solution is not included in the model. 
Chemical and microbial reactions in the flo\ving solution are not included in the model. 
Transport by the flowing solution is modelled by an advection equation. Although the 
solution may follow several preferential flow patterns (channelling) within the agglomerate, 
this is not taken iuto consideration in the model. 
Diffusion and reaction of species in the ore particles is modelled by a diffusion-reaction 
equation. A perfectly spherical shape is assumed for the ore particles. A surface layer 
surrounding the particles is assumed, such that a diffusion gradient exists between the 
surface concentration aud the bulk concentration of any given chemical species. The 
resistance to mass transfer across this layer is expressed in terms of a simplified mass 
transfer coefficient. Although a size distribution of ore particles will be considered, the 
particles are assumed to be well distributed in the agglomerate, and occupying a certain 
volume fraction, Ep, of the agglomerate. Representing the volume fraction of the bulk 
solution as Eb, and that of the flowing solution as cf, and bearing in mind that the gas 
phase is not modelled explicitly, then Ep + Eb + cf = 1. 
Microbial Modelling 
Micro-organisms in the agglomerate may be adsorbed (sessile) onto the ore surface, 
or desorbed (planktonic). Microbes that are attached to the ore particle surface form 
an extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) layer. It is proposed that the EPS layer is 
heavily impregnat<~d with fenic ions, and so provides a reaction space within which the 
microbial oxidation reactions take place more rapidly (Rawlings, 1997b, 2005; Rohwerder 
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et al., 2003). Although the microbial attachment process is predominantly mediated by 
the EPS surrounding the cells, the microbial interfacial processes with regards to the 
ferric/ferrous cycle are not clarified (Sand and Gehrke, 2006). 
(a) Classic bionlm (left) and biofilm with ad-
sorbed cells (right) ( Karamanev, 1991; N e-
mat i et al., 1998). "1" points to extracellu-
lar polymer c substances (left) and biofilm 
framework (right) . "2" points to the cells. 
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(b) Schematic representation of present 
model for EPS layer. Cbulk is t he 
concentration of a chemical species 
in the bulk solution, while Csurfacc 
is the concentration of a chemical 
species at the particle surface. 
Figure 3.2: Microbial adsorption layer. 
Fig.3.2(a) sho\YS two biohl111 structures in literature. The structure on the left is the 
classic biofilm strudure, which consists of cells forming the framework of the biohlm and 
bridges of the EPS layer (Nemati et al, 1998). A different structure was proposed by 
Karamanev (1991). where the cells do not form part of the mechanical framework of the 
biofilm. Rather, the cells are adsorbed as a. monolayer to the surface of the biofilm, made 
of ja.rosites. 
Fig.3.2(b) is a schematic representation of the model implemented in this work. Ad-
sorbed microbes are treated differently from desorbed microbes (in terms of their respec-
tive growth rates), and the two populations related using the Langmuir isotherm. Mi-
crobial activity at the particle surface is accounted for by introducing a microbial source 
term at the particle surface. 
It will be assumed that microbial kinetics in the flowing solution is negligible, and so 
the flowing solution only serves to transport the microbes between unit volumes. It is 
also assumed that the planktonic microbes are uniformly distributed in the bulk solution. 
Changes in the respective adsorbed and desorbed microbial populations in the agglom-
erate are due to growth/death kinetics, the adsorption/ desorption process, and exchange 
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between the bulk and flowing liquid phases. 
Summary of Model Assumptions 
1. The agglomerate is saturated with liquid , and the gas phase (consisting of flowing 
gas and stagnant gas pockets) is not included in the model. 
2. There is a fixed concentration of dissolved oxygen in the incoming liquid phase. 
3. The leaching solution in the agglomerate is separated into the stagnant and flowing 
phases. 
4. The concentration of chemical and microbial species iu the bulk solution is uniform. 
5. There is no exchange. by diHusion. of chemical and microbial species across the 
agglomerate boundaries. 
6. The ore particles are spherical and contain uniformly distributed minerals at initial 
time. 
7. Diffusion of dissolved solutes within the ore particles proceeds principally in the 
radial direction, hence angular diffusion is neglected. 
8. Chemical and microbial reactions in the flowing solution are not considered - only 
transport by the flowing solution is considered. 
9. The growth rates of adsorbed and desorbed microbes (for a given species) are treated 
differently. 
3.2 Model Equations 
3.2.1 Transport Model 
Chemical Species 
Each particle size class j is modelled by a representative (or mean) particle of radius 
Ri. The mass balance equation for each dissolved species i, in each size class j , is given 
by the diffusion-reaction equation below: 
[ 
mol ] 
em~ min 
(3.1) 
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where t: is the particle porosity, C; is the species concentration, D; is the species diffusion 
coefficient, v;1 is the stoichiometry of species 'i in leaching reaction l, and S1 is the rate 
term for the mineral leaching reaction l (discussed in Section 3.2.2). The last term on 
the RHS of Eq. (3.1) accounts for the microbial oxidation reactions at the particle surface. 
Here, V;m is the stoichiometry coefficient species 'i in microbial oxidation reaction m , and 
Ssurf is the microb1al oxidation term at the particle surface (discussed in Section 3.2.2). 
The boundary conditions for Eq.(3.1) are: 
aa~i ( o, t) = o , (3.2) 
(3.3) 
where Chi is the bulk concentration of the species, and kbs is the mass transfer coefficient 
at the particle surface/bulk interface. At initial time, a uniform concentration of species 
i in size class j is <lSsumed 
Changes in thE concentration of a chemical species in the bulk solution result from 
exchange at the particle surface/bulk interface. exchange Cit the bulk/flowing solution 
interface, and the rate of formation (or consumption) of the species within the bulk. This 
is represented by the mass balance equation below: 
[ 
mol ] 
cm3 min 
(3.4) 
The symbols me defined in the nomenclature. The first term on the RHS in Eq.(3.4) 
represents average rate of exchange between all particles and the bulk solution, (where the 
subscript j stands for particle size class). The second term represents the rate of exchange 
at the bulk/flowing solution interface. kbf is the mass transfer rate at this interface, given 
by 
k* k exchange surface area "b = "bf . 
f agglomerate volume ' (3.5) 
where kbr is the mass transfer coefficient at the bulk/flO\ving solution interface. The 
thin.l term represents the gcncratiou or consumption of species in the bulk as a result of 
microbial oxidatioH reactions. Sbulk is discussed in Section 3.2.2 . 
The rate of change of the concentration of a chemical species in the flowing phase is 
due to advection, and the rate of exchange with the bulk solution. This is given by the 
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equation below: 
[ 
mol ] 
cm3 min 
(3.6) 
where u is the sup<~rficial velocity of the flmving solution. 
Microbial Species 
The overall population density of a given microbial species i, N; (cells/cm~gg), consists 
of adsorbed microbes Na,i (cells/gore) and desorbed microbes Nd,i (cells/ cm~ulk) related 
by 
(3.7) 
The rate of change of the adsorbed population for a species i and size class j is: 
[ 
cells ] 
gore m1n 
(3.8) 
where !La is the growth rate of the adsorbed microbes and kdeath is the specific death rate 
of the microbes. The forms of the microbial growth and death rates are discussed later 
in Section 3.2.2. 
The rate of change of desorbed population is expressed as: 
[ 
cells ] 
cm3 min 
(3.9) 
where /1d is the gwwth rate of the desorbed microbes, and Nf is the population density 
in the flowing phase. 
The rate of change of the microbial population in the flov-ring solution is due to advec-
tion, and rate of exchange with the bulk solution. This is given by the equation below: 
[ 
cells. ] 
cm3 mm 
(3.10) 
The adsorbed and desorbed microbial populations are coupled by the adsorption/des-
orption process. The adsorption of a species onto a solid offering sites for adsorption can 
be simply expressed as a reaction proceeds rapidly to equilibrium: 
(3.11) 
Adsorption kinetics can be suitably described by adsorption isotherms (Petersen, 1998). 
Single and multicomponent adsorption models were summarized by Volesky (2003). Three 
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well known adsorption isotherms are Freundlich, based on an empirical equation, Lang-
muir, based on an .tssumed mono-layer adsorption, and BET, based on multilayer adsorp-
tion considerations. The Langmuir isotherm model is used in this work. 
The Langmuir isotherm model originates from gas adsorption on catalysts. The major 
assumptions of this model are: 
1. Adsorption cannot proceed beyond monolayer coverage. 
2. All surface sites are equivalent and can accommodate, at most, one adsorbed atom. 
3. The ability of an atom to adsorb at a given site is independent of the occupation of 
neighboring ~ites. 
At equilibrium. the rate of adsorption of the clesorbed species equals the rate of des-
orption of adsorbed species. The Langmuir isotherm is then written as: 
Cadsmax 
KaCdes 
1 + KaCdes . 
(3.12) 
In Eq.(3.12), Cads is the adsorbed concentration (mol/g), Cadsmax is the concentration 
corresponding to complete a mono-molecular layer (mol/g), Cdes is the desorbed concen-
tration (mol/L), aud Ka is the adsorption equilibrium constant (L/mol). 
Hence, the Langmuir isotherm for the microbial model is: 
(3.13) 
3.2.2 Reaction Model 
Sulfide Mineral Leaching 
The rate of the sulfide mineral leaching reactions is a function of temperature, reactant 
concentration and the unreacted mineral fraction. It can be expressed in terms of the rate 
of change mineral conversion X, by rewriting the mineral grade g as g0X, where g0 is the 
initial mineral grade (Dixon and Petersen, 2003). Hence, 
a9 ax 5 = p(1 -E)- = p(l- E)g0-0t Dt ' (3.14) 
where 
00~ = k(T)j(C)h(X). (3.15) 
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k(T) is the temperature dependent n1te constant given by Arrhenius law: 
k(T) = kref exp (- E []:_ - - 1 ] ) . 
R T Trer 
(3.16) 
where kref is the Arrhenius constant at the reference temperature Tref. 
The concentra1 ion function f( C) is given as: 
J(C) = CFe3+ 
(kA + CFe3+ )l-m(ka + CFe2+ )m (3.17) 
Eq.(3.17) is from work by Dixon and Petersen (2003) , and is better understood in the 
light of leaching chemistry. 
Mineral leaching is an electrochemical process, involving the movement of charged 
species (ions and electrons) across the solid-liquid phase boundary (Crundwell, 1997). 
Both oxidative (for instance, copper sulfide mineral leaching by ferric ions) and non-
oxidative (for instance, copper oxide mineral leaching by acid) dissolution of minerals 
are electrochemicc•l in nature. The rate of <Ill electrochemical reaction is dependent on 
the potential difference across the electrocle-solutiou interface, the concentration of the 
reacting species, and temperature (Crundwell , 1997). 
Dissolution reactions that result in the change of the oxidation state of the mineral 
can be separated into anodic and cathodic half-reactions. For example the dissolution of 
a mineral M in an aqueous solution containing the oxidant B3+ , and represented by the 
reaction: 
(3.18) 
can be split into the anodic dissolution of the metal l'd , 
(3.19) 
and the cathodic 1eduction of the oxidant B3+ 
(3.20) 
The rate of dissolution of M is then given by (Crundwell, 1997: Nicol and Needes, 1975): 
( 
k"c[RH] ) " 
'I"Jiss = ka ka + k~ [B2+ J • (3.21) 
where ka is the rate constant for the anodic half reaction, kc and k~ are the rate constants 
for the cathodic hcdf reaction of [B3+] and [B2+J respectively, and a is the charge-transfer 
coefficient. 
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The terms in Eq.(3.21) are rearranged to a form similar to Eq.(3.17) as shown below: 
( kak~) [B3+] rdiss = k~l ([B3+])1-a(;~~ + [B2+])a . 
Comparing Eq.(3.17) to Eq.(3.22), 
k_.;. = 0; 
k(l k __ ·. 
B- /,; ' 
cl 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
assuming Kc is a rate constant that is factored out. Eq.(3.17) can represent any one of 
the following cases 
1. Anodic mineral decomposition is rate controlling: ka « kcdB2+], in which case 
ks « CFe2+, ,'tnd k.4 = 0. J( C) is then a function of the ferric to ferrous ratio: 
(3.24) 
2. Cathodic fenic reduction is rate controlling: ka » kc1[B2+], in which case ks » 
CFe2+, and kA = 0. J( C) depends on the ferric concentration alone: 
(3.25) 
(/,; )))] \vhere Kc is now slightly dift'erenL Kr = k" k: (Compare with Kc in Eq.(3.23)). 
3. A third case 1epresented by Eq. (3.17) is when ferric mass transfer is rate controlling, 
in which case k.4 =J 0. Here k.4 » CFe3+, ks » CFe2+, and f( C) is of the form: 
(3.26) 
h(X) is a topological term which accounts for the change in reacting surface. A power 
law, proposed by Dixon and Hendrix (1993), is implemented: 
h(X) = (1- X)<P . (3.27) 
¢ is an empirical parameter that usually falls between 0.5 and 2.0 (Petersen and Dixon, 
2002a). 
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Biological Phenomena 
The models fo1 microbial oxidation, growth, death and temperature dependence are 
presented in this section. The effect of sulfur oxidizing microbes on mineral leaching 
will be investigated in Chapter 4. Hence in addition to the mathematical model for iron 
oxidizers, the mathematical model for sulfur oxidizers is also outlined in this section. 
Microbial Oxidation 
The rate of microbial oxidation is related to the microbial growth rate through a 
stoichiometric factor, the yield coefficient Y, and through the cell maintenance rate, k111 
(Dixon and PetersPn, 2003; Ojumu et al., 2005). The yield coefficient is the number of cells 
formed per mol of substrate oxidized. The maintenance rate is the moles of substrate used 
for cell mainteucuLe per cell per uni t time. The microbial maintenance rate is modified 
by temperature. Hence, the rate of microbial oxidation is: 
(3.28) 
The subscript k identifies either the adsorbed or planktonic microbial population. 
Microbial Growth Rate 
The developmE·nt of rate equations for iron and sulfur oxidizing bacteria in heap bi-
oleaching is a dynamic field of study. Over the years, several rate equations have been 
formulated , some of which are compared in Ojumu et al. (2005) . It is worthy of note that 
most of these rate equations appear to be of a modified Monod form. In the absence of 
an established rate• equation, the formulation of Dixon and Petersen (2003) is adopted in 
the present model. 
:-.licrobial gro\Yth rote is expressed as a maximum microbial growt h modified by lim-
iting factors: 
f..Li = f..Li ,tllaxF(T, Co2, Cacid, N, CFe'2+ orCs, ... ) . (3.29) 
The growth rate of iron oxidizing microbes is given by: 
, ) ( [ Cacid ] ) ( CFe2+ ) f.lFe = /LFe,max · f ,T · 1 - exp - C . }' C . 
acid lim \ Fe2+ + Fe2-t-
( Co2 ) ( J(I ) (3.30) Ko2 +Co2 K1 + NFe 
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Eq.(3.30) shows a dependence of the growth rate of iron oxidizing microbes 011 temper-
ature, pH, ferrous ion concentration, dissolved oxygen concentration, and cell crowding. 
The cell crowding factor becomes inhibitory as the microbial population increases beyond 
the cell inhibition constant Kr. The substrate concentrations in Eq.(3.30) are either patti-
de surface or bulk concentrations, depending on \Vhether adsorbed or desorbed microbial 
populations, respectively, are under consideration. 
A similar expression is written for the growth rate of sulfur oxidizing microbes. Sulfur 
oxidizing microbes grow by oxidizing elemental sulfur at the surface of the ore particles. 
Therefore, it will be assumed that planktonic sulfur oxidizers do not grow. The growth 
rate of adsorbed sulfur oxidizers is given by: 
(3.31) 
where gs is the sulfur grade. 
Microbial Death Rate 
A constant specific natural death rate is implemented for kdeath· kdeath is different 
for each microbial species. Other models for the death rate are possible. For example, 
Dixon aud Peterseu (2003) implement a combination of an cndogeuous decay rate and a 
temperature dependent death rate. 
Microbial Temperature Function 
The dependence of microbial growth rate on temperature can be described by the 
Ratkowsky equation (Ratkowsky et al., 1983). Defining f(T) = F(T)/ F(Tapt) as the 
normalized temper.:tture function, the Ratkowsky function F(T) is given by: 
F(T) = Vr = b(T- Tmin)(1- exp(c(T- Trnax))) , (3.32) 
where r is the grov. th rate constant, Tis the temperature (in Kelvin), and b, care fitting 
parameters. Tmin, 1'max are the theoretical extrapolated minimum and maximum temper-
atures for microbial growth, while Tapt is the temperature at which optimal microbial 
growth rate is achi<'ved. 
The Ratkowsk\ equation 1s a pmdy empirical equation that was developed to fit 
experimental data. Zwietering et al. ( 1991) evaluated the suitability and usefulness of 
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different models that describe the relationship between microbial growth and tempera-
ture by statistical analysis of large amounts of experimental data, and concluded that 
modified forms of the Ratkowsky equation were the most suitable. Franzmann et a!. 
(2005) have reported the Ratkowsky equation parameter values (Tmin, Tmax, Tapt, b, c) for 
selected common mineral leaching microbes growing on either ferrous ion or sulfur com-
pounds. They expressed the rate constant r in Eq. (3.32) as the inverse of a generation 
time or the time taken to reach a specific condition (e.g . the time it takes a culture to 
increase its opticai density to 0.3 absorbance units). 
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Temperature p1.rameters for L. ferriphilmn and At. thiooxidans are chosen in this work 
for iron and sulfur oxidizers respectively. Based on parameters reported by Franzmann 
eta!. (2005), the Ratkowsky plots for these microbes are shown in Fig.3.3. L . ferriphilum 
exists between tht~ temperature range 10.7- 48.5 ·c and has Tapt = 38.6 ·c, while At. 
thiooxidans exists between the temperature range -4.2-39.7 ·c and has Tapt = 32.8 ·c. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
An agglomerate scale heap bioleaching model has been proposed. This model includes 
transport, chemical and microbial processes occurring at the level of a cluster of different 
sized ore particles. The model was developed in the context of a representative unit 
volume of a heap, comprising of a solid volume fraction (ore particles), and a liquid 
volume fraction (stagnant and flowing liquid phases). 
Particle scale kinetics was modelled by grouping particles into size classes, and solving 
a diffusion-reaction equation for each size class. A well mixed assumption was made for 
the stagnant phase, which is reasonable, comparing the scale of the agglomerate to the 
scale of the heap. The model developed here did not explicitly cater for the gas phase 
(flowing gas and g.1s pockets). Instead , a certain concentration of dissolved oxygen was 
specified in the incoming liquid phase. 
Two significant assumptions made in the model are isothermal conditions, and con-
stant incoming dissolved oxygen concentration. The mineral leaching reactions (especially 
covellite leaching), and the microbial growth rate, are temperature dependent. Also, the 
rate of gaseous oxygen uptake into solution, which is a temperature dependent mass trans-
fer step, is an important parameter in heap modelling. since oxygen is a key reactant in 
the microbial oxidation reactions. Hence, the present model can be made more realistic 
by incorporating these processes. 
CHAPTER 4 
Numerical Results 
In this chapter, the agglomerate model is applied to study copper bioleaching from 
an ore that has chalcocite and pyrite as its major components. The response of the 
cumulative copper recovery to various model parameters is investigated. 
4.1 Description of Case Study 
The agglomerate model is tested on a theoretical case study ore that contains a mixture 
of chalcocite and pyrite, in the presence of iron and sulfur oxidizing microbes. 
Chalcocite leaches by a two-stage mechanism. In the first stage, chalcocite reacts 
\vith ferric ions to form a covellite-likc intermediate mineral (sometimes referred to as 
blaubleibender (Dixon and Peterseu, 2003)), and releases about 40% of the total copper 
(Eq. ( 4.1)). In the second st8ge, covel lite formed in the first stage reacts with ferric ions 
to release the remE~ining 60% of the total copper, and elemental sulphur (Eq.(4.2)) . 
Cu2S + 1.6Fe3+ ---+ 0.8Cu2+ + 1.6Fe2+ + Cu1.2S 
Cu1.2S + 2.4Fe3+ ---+ 1.2Cu2+ + 2.4Fe2+ + S0 
( 4.1) 
(4.2) 
The intrinsic rate of the first stage is high even at room temperature, and is limited 
primarily by the diffusion of ferric ions to the reaction sites in the ore particle. This 
stage has a relatively low activation energy, (values from 4-25 kJ/mol have been reported 
(Petersen and Dixon, 2003) ). The intrinsic rate of the second stage is much slower, and 
it has a much higher activation energy that the first stage (values from 55- 105 kJ j mol 
have been reported); hence the leaching rate increases significantly with temperature 
(Petersen and Dixon, 2003). The second stage shows a near half-order dependence on the 
ferric to ferrous ratio, which suggests control by charge transfer in the anodic half-reaction 
(Petersen and Dixon, 2003) . 
Pyrite is often found with chalcocite in pra.ctice. It leaches by reaction with ferric 
ions to release ferrous ions, sulfates, and (depending on the redox potential), elemental 
39 
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sulphur: 
FeS2 + (14 - 60)Fe3+ + 4(2 - O)H20 ____, 
(15- 60)Fe2+ + 8(2- O)H+ + (2- O)So~- + OS0 
(4.3) 
0 in Eq.(4.3) is the fraction of pyrite that goes to elemental sulphur rather than sulphate. 
It takes a value between 0 and 1 depending on the redox potential (Dixon and Petersen, 
2003). In this study, it is assumed that 0 = 0, that is, no elemental sulfur is formed from 
pyrite. 
In addition to Eq.(4.1)- Eq.(4 .3) above, acid consumption by gangue is also consid-
ered , according to the reaction below: 
( 4.4) 
where MO is the g.:mgue mineral. 
The microbial oxidation reactions (ferrous and sulfur oxidation) are given by the equa-
tions below: 
Fe2+ + 0.2502 + 0.5H2S04 
S0 + 1.502 + H20 
microbes 
microbes 
Fe3+ + 0.5H20 
H2S04 
( 4.5) 
(4.6) 
From Eq.(4.1)-Eq.(4.4), the following stoichiometry matrix for the leaching reactions 
in the ore particles is formed (refer to Eq. ( 3.1)): 
Eq. ( 4.1) Eq. ( 4.2) Eq.( 4.3) Eq.(4.4) 
0.8 6.0 0.0 0.0 Cu2+ 
-1.6 -2.4 14- 6,3 0.0 Fe3+ 
IJii = 
Fe2+ 
(4.7) 
1.6 2.4 15-60 0.0 
0.0 0.0 8-40 - 1.0 Acid 
where the rows of the matrix vil (denoted by subscript i) represent the dissolved species, 
and the columns (denoted by subscript l) represent the mineral leaching reactions. 
Simulations wete carried out on three particle size classes of radii 1mm, 3mm and 
5mm. The following initial conditions were used: 
Cr,Fe2+ (z, 0) = 0.1 g/1, 
Cr,H2so4 (z, 0) = 8 g/1, 
Cb,i(O) = Cr,i(z, 0), 
Cr,FeH (z, 0) = 0.1 g/1 , 
Nr(z, 0) = 1010 cells/1, 
Nd(O) = Nr(z, 0) cells/1, 
Cr,o2 (z, 0) = 0.008 g/1 (4.8) 
Cp,i(r, 0) = 0 
Na(O) = 0 cells/g 
(4.9) 
( 4.10) 
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z m Eq.(4.9) and Eq.(4.10) is one of the dissolved spec1es [Cu.Fe3+, Fe2+,02,H2S04] . 
Initial copper concentration in the system was set to zero. The initial bulk concentration 
of all chemical species was set equal to the initial concentration in the flowing phase, as 
shown in Eq.(4.10). 
Other baseline simulation parameters are listed in Table 4.1-Table 4.4. The parameter 
values for this case study are taken from literature, and modelling and experimental work 
done by Petersen and Dixon (2003). The solid volume fraction in the agglomerate is 
0.6, the stagnant ,iquid volume fraction is 0.3, and the flowing liquid volume fraction 
is 0.1. A baselinE temperature of 38.6°C is chosen, to correspond with the optimum 
operating tempera1 ure of the iron oxidizing microbes. The proportion (by mass) of pyrite 
to chalcocite in thE' ore is roughly 5:1, which represents the proportion that was found in 
a Chilean chalcocite ore sample (Dixon and Petersen, 2003). 
Parameter Unit Fe Ox (Meso) S Ox (Meso) 
Nr,inlct cells/L 1010 109 
M (molar mass) gjmol 1012 1012 
y cells/mol substrate 2 x 1012 2x1011 
Jl.max 1/ min 0.0017 0.00083 
kctcath 1/ min 0.00017 0.00001 
k m mol substrate/cell/ min 0.0 0.0 
Namax cell/g 1.5 X 109 1.5 X 109 
Ka Ljcell 67 x 10-12 17 x 10-12 
f{,ubstratc moi/L (!{Fe) or mol/g (Ks) KFc= 0.0001 Ks = 0.00006 
Kacicl moi/L 0.01 -
Ko2 moi/L 0.00005 0.00005 
K1 cells/L 1012 1012 
~nin 'C 9.6 -4.2 
Tmax 'C 49.5 39.7 
Topt 'C 38.6 32.8 
b (Hat.kuwskv lit.ti11g parulli<'l<•r) 0.01551 0.00293 
c (Ratkowsky fitti11g parmneter) 0.22061 0.30891 
Fe Ox (i\Ieso) = Iron oxidizing mesophile;;, S Ox (ivleso) = Sulfur oxidizing mesophiles. 
Table 4.1: Microbial Parameters 
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Parameter Unit Copper Ferric Ferrous Acid Oxygen 
D m2 /s w-9 w-9 w-9 3 X w-9 w-9 
Cr,inlct g/L 0.0 0.1 0.1 8 0.0008 
M g/mol 63.54 55.85 55.85 98.07 32 
krcf 1/ min - - 31.17 9.3 x w-4 -
Trcf ·c - - 100 20 -
E kJ/mol - - 68.6 20 -
Table 4.2: Species Parameters 
Parameter Unit Chalcocite Covellite Pyrite 
li' - 1.3 0.6 2.0 
1/l - 0.124 0.5 0.5 
I> ref 1/min 0.446 0.01 0.00005 
1~cf ·c 35 75 55 
D kJ / mol 23.9 97.9 74.3 
AA mol/ L 0.154 0.0147 0.00001 
hs moi/L 0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
b mol/ kgorc 0.05GG 0.0566 0.3 
M g/ mol 159.14. 541.54 119.97 
rjJ and m are non-dimensional. 
Table 4.3: l'v1ineral Parameters 
Parameter Unit Value 
p g/em3 1.45 
f em3 /em3 0.08 
Eb em3 /em3 0.3 
Er em3 /em3 0.1 
T ·c 38.6 
L em 20 
u em/min 0.05 
ksb em/min 0.1 
k* bf 1/ min 0.1 
L = Length of side of unit volume. 
Table .J . .J: User Specified Pe~rameters 
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A discussion of the numerical methods used in this work is given in Appendix A. The 
consistency of the simulation results was checked by performing a mass balance at the 
end of each simulation. Total copper formed, based on the final conversion of the copper 
minerals, was compared to the total dissolved copper obtained during the simulation (that 
is, the sum of the amount of copper in the agglomerate at the end to the simulation, and 
the total copper that ht'ls been carried out of the system by the flowing phase). The 
maximum relative error obtained from this calculation, for all the simulations that were 
run in this thesis , was <0.7%. More discussion on the error is given in Appendix A. 
4.2 Interpretation of Base Case Simulation Results 
The bulk concentration of copper, and the average conversion of chalcocite, covellite 
and pyrite in each of the particle size classes. for leaching in the presence of iron oxidizing 
microbes, are shown in Fig.4.1. Each size class is equally weighted. The average conversion 
graphs for the size classes (see Fig.4.1(b)-(d)), were obtained by taking a volume average 
of mineral conversiOn profiles: 
(4.11) 
( 4.12) 
where Vj ( 4.13) 
for mineral i and ~ ize clw;s j . 
The first ten days of the simulation are dominated by chalcocite leaching. Fig.4.1(b )-
(d) show rapid conversion of chalcocite in this time period, with about 90% chalcocite 
conversion in the 1 mm radius size class. The bulk concentration of copper jumps to 0.06 
g/L within the firs t. few hours of the simulation (see Fig.4.1(a)), due to rapid introduction 
of copper into the system by chalcocite lea.ching (especially in the 1mm radius size class). 
However, the bulk copper concentration falls to less than 0.01 g/1 in the first ten days of 
simulation, as the flowing phase carries copper away from the agglomerate. 
The rate of decrease in the bulk concentration of copper slows down considerably from 
day 20. A gentle concavity in the bulk copper concentration is observed between days 20 
and 150. This is mostly due to covellite conversion in the 1mm size class. Comparing 
Fig.4.1(a) to Fig.Ll.1(b), it is seen that the concavity starts at about the completion of 
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Figure 4.1: Bulk concentration of copper and average mineral conversion profiles for 
baseline parameters. 
chalcocite leaching in the lmm size class, and ends at about the completion of covellite 
leaching in this size class. As stated earlier, covellite leaching releases 60% of the total 
copper. Therefore. covellite conversion in the 1mm size class bet\veen days 20 and 150 
introduces a significant amount of copper into the system, cH.using the observed concavity 
in the bulk copper concentration. From day 150, the bulk copper concentration is low 
and slowly declining, signalling the effect, on copper extraction , of diffusion limitation in 
the coarse ore par1.icles. 
Experimental evidence indicates that first stage chalcocite leaching is limited by the 
availability of reag~>.nts, while second stage chalcocite leaching is limited by mineral kinetics 
(Petersen and Dixon. 2003). This cH.n be seen in Fig.4.2 , which shows the progression of 
mineral leaching in the lmm size class in more detail. Steep conversion profiles, typical 
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Figure 4.2: Mineral conversion profiles in the 1mm radius size class after 120 days. On 
the radial scale, 0 represents the center of the particle, and 1 the particle surface. 
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Figure 4.2: Contd. 
Figure 4.3: Mineral leaching in a coarse 
ore particle. 
of fast chemical k net ics relative to the diffusion rate of reagents into the particle, are 
observed for chalcocite, while covellite reacts more homogeneously. The successive nature 
of the first and secc,nd stages of chalcocite leaching is also apparent from Fig.4. 2( a) and (b); 
covellite conversion is only in regions where chalcocite conversion is near completion. It is 
noted here that in 1.he model implementation, it was assumed that all the covellite available 
from chalcocite WEtS present at initial t ime. It is clear from Fig.4.2 that this assumption 
yields expected qualitative results, with respect to covellite conversion proceeding only in 
regions in the ore particles •vherc chalcocite com·ersiou has c1dvcmced considerably. Pyrite 
reacts more slowly than the copper minerals (as shown in Fig.4. 2( c)) . 
The effect of cltffusion distance on mineral lec.1.ching at the particle scale is illustrated 
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by Fig.4.1(d). Within the first 50 days of simulation, the minerals exhibit very different 
conversion rates, and the higher intrinsic rate of chalcocite reaction is apparent. There-
after, the mineral conversion rates are quite similar, with the conversion rate of chalcocite 
slowing down cons.derably. This behavior is observed because as chalcocite leaching pro-
gresses into the coc rse particles, ferric ions diffusing into the particle come in contact (and 
react with) the unreacted covellite and pyrite before they can to get to chalcocite deeper in 
the particle (Fig.4.3). Therefore, although chalcocite has a higher intrinsic reaction rate, 
it does not leach 111uch faster than pyrite or covellite in the coarse ore particles. In the 
absence of covellitE· and pyrite, chalcocite conversion conversion in the three size classes in 
completed within the first 50 days of simulation, as shmm in Fig.-'l..:l(b). Iu finer particles, 
ferric ions have a snorter diffusion distance to travel, and so all the chalcocite is converted 
before this competitive leaching of minerals is established. Hence, the simulation results 
suggest that in coarse particles , covellite and pyrite in the unreacted region retard the 
rapid conversion of chalcocite observed in the finer particles. 
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4.3 Comparison of Abiotic and Biotic Leaching Sim-
ulations 
Fig.4.5 shows the copper recovery, and bulk ferric/ ferrous ratio, for abiotic and biotic 
leaching simulatio11s. Apart from the absence of microbes in the abiotic simulation, all 
other simulation parameters in the abiotic and biotic simulations are equal. 
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~ abiotic l 80 0.8 biotic ~ 70 0.7 " 0 > ~ 0 60 0.6 
" ~ / / 
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of abiotic and biotic leaching simulation results. 
The action of iron oxidizing microbes in heap bioleaching is to increase ferric concen-
tration by oxidizing ferrous according to Eq. ( 4.5), leading to more copper recovery. This 
is illustrated in Fig.4.5, which shows a higher bulk ferric/ ferrous ratio, and higher copper 
recovery, in the biotic simulation compared with the abiotic simulation. Although the 
ferric/ferrous ra tio for the biotic case is smaller than the values usually obtained in labo-
ratory experiments (typically > 10) , it shows that the model predicts expected behavior. 
A point to note is that the base case is operating under oxygen limitation, compared 
to typical laboratory conditions. As will be shown in Section 4.4.4 , increasing the in-
let oxygen concentration significantly increases the ferric/ferrous ratio (due to increased 
microbial activity). resulting in increased copper recovery. 
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4.4 Model Sensitivity 
In this section, the effect of selected simulation parameters on the cumulative cop-
per recovery is inv,;stigated. The parameters investigated are temperature, particle size 
distribution, solution flow rate, inlet substrate concentration, mass transfer parameters, 
Arrhenius rate constant, inlet microbial population, maximum microbial growth rate, and 
presence of sulfur oxidizers. 
4.4.1 Effect of Temperature 
Fig.4.6(a) shows the cumulative copper recovery for simulations run at 15oC, 20°C, 
38.6°C, and 45°C, keeping all other baseline parameters constant. The baseline tempera-
ture is 38.6°C, chosen because it is the optimum operating temperature of L. ferriphilum, 
the iron oxidizing wicro bial species used in this work (see Franzmann et a!., 2005). Chal-
cocite heap leaching usually operates in the neighborhood of 15-25°C, hence the choice of 
15oC and 20°C as simulation temperatures. The average microbial ferrous oxidation rate, 
shown in Fig.4.6(b 1, was calculated as follows: 
SFe2+ = fp L WjSFe2+,j + fbSFe2+,bulk , 
j 
(4.14) 
where j is the size class index, and SFe2+ is the microbial ferrous oxidation rate. 
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Figure 4.6: Effect of temperature on copper recovery and microbial ferrous oxidation rate. 
As seen in Fig.4.6(a), at a temperature of 15°C or 45°C, copper recovery is lower than 
the baseline recovery after 350 days. However , a.t a temperature of 20°C, copper recovery is 
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higher than the baseline recovery after 350 days, despite the fact that covellite and pyrite 
reaction rates are considerably lower at this temperature, and that microbial ferrous 
oxidation rate is lower than optimum at this temperature, as shown in Fig.4.6(b). The 
higher copper recovery at this temperature is maintained even after 700 days of simulation. 
This can be explained by considering the effect of temperature on the intrinsic reaction 
rate of the minerals, as follows. 
As stated in Section 4.1, the activation energy of the first stage chalcocite leach-
ing reaction is much lower than that of the second stage ( covelli te) leaching reaction. 
(The values Ecu2 s==23.9 kJ /mol and Ec1112s=97.9 kJ /mol \Vere used iu this simulation). 
Hence, the leaching rate of covellite increases significantly with temperature, compared 
to chalcocite. The activation energy of pyrite is also much higher than that of chalcocite 
(EFes2 =74.3 kJ/mol was used), hence pyrite leaching is also more sensitive to temperature 
than chalcocite. This is illustrated in Fig.4. 7, which shows the average conversion profiles 
of chalcocite, covellite and pyrite, in the different particle size classes, at 20°C, 38.6oC and 
45°C. 
Covellite and pyrite reaction rates are lower at 20oC compared to 38.6°C. This results 
in the availability of more ferric ions for chalcocite leaching at this lower temperature. 
Consequently, chalcocite leaches to completion much earlier at 20oC compared to 38.6°C. 
On the other hand the early completion of chalcocite leaching implies that ferric ions are 
able to penetrate deep into the particle, resulting in an overall appreciable rate of covellite 
leaching. despite the lower temperature. This is clearly shmvn in Fig.4.8. Operating at 
a much lower temperature ( 15°C for instance), reduces the rate of covellite leaching even 
further, so that although the ferric ions are able to penetrate deep into the particle, the 
total covellite leached is not comparable to the amount leached at 38.6°C. Hence the 
overall copper recovery is much lower at 15°C (see Fig.4.6(a)). 
At 45oC, the average microbial ferrous oxidation rate is indistinguishable from the 
rate at the optimum temperature of 38.6°C. This is because the normalized Ratkowsky 
function is still high at this temperature (see Fig.3.3(b)). Nevertheless, the cumulative 
copper recovery at 45°C is clearly lower than at 38.6oC (see Fig.4.6(a)). At 45°C, the rate 
of covellite and py1ite reaction is higher than at 38.6°C. This higher reaction rate leads to 
more competition for ferric ions among the minerals, and slows down chalcocite conversion 
(compare Fig.4.7(b) and (c)). The overall effect is that copper recovery is reduced, as 
shown in Fig.4.6(a). 
Competitive leaching of chalcocite, covellite and pyrite has been observed as a result 
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50 
of the agglomerate temperature. By running the leaching simulation at a temperature 
that is lower than the optimal operating temperature of the microbes, more overall cop-
per con version is attained (despite the lower activity of the microbes and lower reaction 
rates). because the competition for ferric ions het,veen the minE'rals is less. This therefore, 
suggests that ther1~ is a temperature range below the optimal operating temperature of 
the microbes within which higher copper extraction is achieved. Leaching below this tem-
perature range (in this case, leaching below 17- 38.6°C), results in a lower overall copper 
recovery. On the other hand, the leaching simulations run at temperatures higher than 
the optimal microbial operating temperature resulted in lower overall recovery, due to 
decreased microbial activity, and increased competition between the minerals. 
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Figure 4.8: Chalcocite and covellite conversion profiles in the 3mm radius size class at 
20oC and 38.6°C 
4.4.2 Effect of Size Class Distribution 
Fig.4.9 shows simulation results where the particle size classes (lmm, 3mm and 5mm 
radii) are equally weighted by mass (base case), and in the ratio 0.2:0.2:0.6, and 0.6:0.2:0.2, 
by mass. 
Fig.4.9(a) shows that more copper recovery is attained when there is a higher propor-
tion of the lmm size class, as expected. Mineral leaching reactions in the finer particles 
are less limited by the diffusion of reagents to the reaction sites within the particles, com-
pared to leaching in the coarse particles, and therefore leach to completion quicker than 
in the coarse partides. As a result, a higher proportion of fines leads to faster copper 
recovery. It is not<'cl here thM. 011 a heap scale. the presence of very fine particles can 
lead to pore blocking. thereby reduciug the permeability of the heap, and slowing down 
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Figure 4.9: Effect of size class distribution on copper recovery and bulk ferric/ferrous 
ratio. 
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copper recovery. The ore particles are usually agglomerated to avoid very fine particles 
migrating in a heap. 
The bulk ferric / ferrous ratio is lowest when there is a higher proportion of fines , as 
shown in Fig.4.9(t) . The demand on ferric by the fine ore particles, and the subsequent 
production of ferrous , keeps the ferric/ferrous ratio in the system low for a relatively 
longer period of time from the start of the simulation, compared to the other size class 
distributions. This is clearly seen in Fig.4.10, which shows the average concentration 
of ferric, ferrous and oxygen in the particles, for the three size class distributions. The 
averages in Fig.4.1 0 were calculated as follows: 
C\ = Cp L wjci,j + Cbcbi 
j 
( 4.15) 
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where 'i stands for the reagent , and j represents a particle size class. On completion 
of leaching in the finer particles, the average ferric concentration in the particles (for 
the 0.6:0.2:0.2 distribution) increases, as the ferric diffusing into the fine particles is not 
being used up in mineral leaching. On the other hand, the average ferrous concentration 
decreases because ferrous is no longer being produced in the fine particles. The result is 
that the ferric/fernus ratio in the hulk rises more rapidly. as observed in Fig.4.9(b). 
A rather puzzling result is obtained for the effect of the p8rticle size class on microbial 
population. Fig.-1.11 shows that a higher steady state microbial population and higher 
microbial ferrous oxidation rate is achieved when there is a. higher proportion of coarse 
ore particles. 
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Figure 4.11: Effect of size cla.-:;s distribution on microbial population and microbial ferrous 
oxidation rate in the agglomerate. 
However, the surfhce and bulk concentration of oxygen is also highest when there is a 
higher proportion of coarse ore particles (see Fig.-1.12( c) for average concentration of 
oxygen at the particle surface). This is counter intuitive, as one would expect a higher 
microbial population when there is a higher proportion of fines (clue to the increased 
surface area for adsorption), or a lower oxygen concentration when there is a higher 
concentration of microbes. (As will be seen in Section 4.4. 7, a lower oxygen concentration 
is obtained when the inlet microbial population is increased directly, keeping all other 
parameters constant). 
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Figure 4.12: A vemge particle surface concentration of ferric ions, ferrous ions and dis-
solved oxygen for different size class distributions 
In other to inve~tigate this phenomeuon, further sirnuh1tions were run using the follow-
ing size class distributions: 1:0:0, 0:1:0 and 0:0:1. Fig.4.13 sho\VS the simulation results. 
Fig.4.13(b) shows t.hat the surface oxygen concentration is more or less the same in these 
three cases. Fig.4 13(a) and Fig.4.13(c) do not seem to suggest an obvious correlation 
between the steady sta.te microbial population and the bulk oxygen concentration. One 
must bear in mind though that most of the microbes are attached to the particle sur-
faces, so the surface concentration of oxygen is more significant with respect to microbial 
activity. 
The integrity of the simulation results was queried by carrying out mass balance checks. 
As earlier stated, the code yields good copper mass balance results. An iron balance was 
also carried out. The total iron input for mineral leaching in the absence of pyrite was 
compared to the total iron output. (Pyrite produces extra iron, so one is able to easily 
match total iron input and output when there is no pyrite). This also gave good balance 
results, with relative error less than 0.2%. Furthermore, a careful check of the computer 
code did not reveal any obvious error. 
The final bulk microbial population is determined by a combination of the microbial 
growth rate, and the Langmuir isotherm (which defines the partitioning of the microbial 
bulk population into adsorbed and desorbed microbes). A speculation is that in the simu-
lations, the Langn1uir isotherm somehow favors an increased microbial population for the 
coarser ore particlns. This however does not affect simulation results for copper recovery. 
As previously discussed, more copper is recovered when there is a higher proportion of 
fines, and less whEn there is a higher proportion of coarse ore particles. 
The observed .l.nomaly in the relationship between the steady sta.te microbial pop-
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ulation, and the pE1rticle size class distribution, rs certainly an area for more thorough 
investigation. 
4.4.3 Effect of Solution Flow Rate 
The effect of the velocity of the flowing phase on copper recovery is shown in Fig.4.14(a). 
It can be seen from this graph that increasing the flowing phase velocity beyond a certain 
value does not lead to increased copper recovery. 
The baseline velocity is 0.05 em/min. Halving the flowing phase leads to a significant 
reduction in copper recovery, as shown in the Fig.4.14(a). This is because there is less 
reagent supply and less supply of microbes to the agglomerate, leading to lower rates 
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Figure 4.14: Effect of solution flow rate on copper recovery and bulk ferric/ferrous ratio. 
of mineral conversion (see Fig.4.15(a)). On the other hand, doubling the flowing phase 
velocity leads to a significant increase in copper recovery because of higher reagent sup-
ply and higher supply of microbes to the agglomerate, which results in higher mineral 
conversion rates (see Fig.4.15(c)). 
At a velocity of 0.5 em/min, the concentration of ferric in the system is high enough 
that ferric is not limiting. Hence, the rate of conversion is limited by the rate at which 
ferric can diffuse to, and be consumed at, the reaction sites within the particles. This is 
why an increase in the velocity of the flowing phase beyond this point results only in a 
marginal increase in copper recovery. 
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Figure 4.15: Conk!. - Avera.ge mineral conversion profiles at v=0.025 em/ min, u= 0.05 
em/min and u=O. l em/min. 
It is interesting to note that as the flow rate is increased, the bulk ferric/ ferrous ratio 
tends towards a lower steady state value (see Fig.4.14(b), Fig.4.16). From Fig.4.16, it is 
seen that for flow rates higher than 0.5 em/min, the final ferric/ ferrous ratio decreased 
with increased flow rate. As highlighted in the previous paragraph, the simulation results 
do not show significant improvement in copper recovery beyond a flow rate of 0.5 em/ min, 
because the system is no longer limited by ferric concentration, but rather by the rate of 
diffusion and reaction of ferric in the (coarser) ore particles. It seems, therefore, that with 
the removal of ferric limitation in the system (due to high ferric delivery with high flow 
rates) , the residence time of ferric and ferrous becomes, more or less , inversely proportional 
to the flow rate. This may be explained as follows . 
The higher the flow rate, the faster complete conversion is achieved in the lmm radius 
size class. Therea~'ter , the ferric cllld ferrous coBcelltratiolls in this size class approach a 
steady state value. because these reagents <~re no longer active in the particles. Reagent 
consumption and generation is diffusion limited in the coarse ore particles. Since the 
diffusion rate is much slower than the flow rate, there is the tendency that, for high flow 
rates, most of the reagents coming into the agglomerate will be washed out. Therefore, 
very high flow ratE's lead to lower residence times of the reagents, resulting in a lower bulk 
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ferric/ ferrous ratio. 
4.4.4 Effect of Inlet Substrate Concentration 
58 
The effect of ferric, ferrous , oxygen and acid concentration on copper recovery is in-
vestigated in this section. Fig.4.17 shows the effect of these substrates on copper recovery. 
In the simulations, the initial concentration of the substrates in the bulk were set equal 
to the feed substrate concentration. 
As shown in Fig.4.17 (a), increasing the ferric ion concentration has a more significant 
effect on copper recovery than increasing the ferrous ion concentration, as expected. Dou-
bling the ferric ion concentration led to about 10% more copper recovery, while doubling 
the ferric ion concentration led to only about 1% more copper recovery. This is because 
increasing the fenous ion concentration has an indirect effect on leaching, in that the 
amount of ferrous ions available for ferric regeneration by the iron oxidizing microbes 
is increased (unlike increasing ferric ion concentration, where the ferric is directly made 
available for mineral leaching). The rate of microbial ferric regeneration is influenced 
by other factors apart from ferrous ion concentration, such as the availability of oxygen 
(which is the limiting substrate in this system) and acid, and the operating temperature. 
Therefore, increasing the ferrous ion concentration alone does not lead to a significant 
increase in microbial ferric production. Although not included in the present model, fer-
ric ion concentration also has an inhibitmy effect on microbial activity (Hansford, 1997; 
Nemati eta!., 1993; Ojumu et al., 2005; van Scherpenzeel eta!., 1998). 
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Figure 4.17: Effect of substrate concentration on copper recovery. 
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Fig.4.17(b) shows the effect of acid concentration on copper recovery. At the baseline 
concentration of 8 gjL, acid is in excess and so does not limit the microbial oxidation of 
ferric. It is seen frnm Fig.4.17(b) that even at acid concentration of 0.5 g/L, the effect on 
copper recovery is negligible. However, at a concentration of 0.1 g/ L, acid becomes the 
limiting substrate. resulting in a reduction in copper recovery. Contrary to the low acid 
consumption observed from the simulation results, heaps consume large amounts of acid 
(Petersen, 2006). It is unclear why this is so, although a possible explanation is that the 
gangue material is more active than typically assumed. 
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Fig.4.17( c) shows the eflect of different inlet oxygen concentrations on copper recov-
ery, while Fig.4.18 shows the bulk ferric/ferrous ratios at the corresponding inlet oxygen 
concentrations. The baseline oxygen concentration is 0.008 g/1, which is the solubility 
of oxygen at ambient conditions. Fig.4.17( c) shows that operating at half the baseline 
oxygen concentration reduces the copper recovery considerably. Under the baseline con-
ditions, oxygen is in limited supply compared to ferrous ions. Therefore increasing the 
oxygen concentration has a more significant effect on microbial ferrous oxidation rate than 
increasing the ferrous concentration. Fig.4.17( c) shows that increasing the inlet oxygen 
concentration up to 0.032 g/1 significantly improves the overall copper recovery. Fig.4.18 
shows that incre~ing the inlet oxygen concentration from 0.016 g/1 to 0.032 g/1 re-
sults in a much higher bulk ferric/ferrous ratio after 350 days of simulation, indicating a 
significant improvEment in microbial activity. 
For an inlet ox::gen concentration of 0.032 g/1. a ::;harp rise in the ferric / ferrous ratio 
is observed bet\vec'n clays 150 and 250. This coincides \\"ith the cumplctiou of chalcocite 
leaching in the 3mm size class (see Fig.4.19(a)). The rapid chalcocite reaction in the 1mm 
and 3mm size clasioes (and also covellite conversion in the 1rnm size class), consumes most 
of the ferric generated by the iron oxidizing microbes, and also produces ferrous ions, 
therefore keeping the ferric/ferrous ratio low at the initial stage of the simulation. On 
completion of chalcocite leaching in the 3mm size classes , covellite and pyrite leaching 
continues. Since these reactions are relatively slow (and mineral conversion in the 5mm 
size class is govemed by diffusion effects), ferric consumption (and ferrous production) 
is now much lower, hence the ferric/ ferrous ratio climbs to higher levels. At this stage, 
microbial oxidation is limited by low ferrous concentrations. This sort of behavior, where 
ferric/ferrous ratio is low at the initial stages of chalcocite leaching and rises rapidly on 
completion of first stage chalcocite leaching, has also been observed in column leaching 
experiments (Petet·sen and Dixon, 2003). 
Fig.4.17( c) shews that increasing the inlet oxygen concentration from 0.032 g/L to 
0.064 g/L leads t(l the recovery of a. significant!~· higher alllOUllt of copper in a ::>horter 
period of time. A pronounced improvement in copper recovery between clays 0-150 is 
observed, mostly from chalcocite and covellite leaching in the 1mm and 3mm size classes 
(see Fig.4.19(b)). Subsequent copper recovery is governed by diffusion distance in the 
coarse ore particles rather than reagent concentration, which is why the overall copper 
recovery after 350 days is only about 1% higher. 
It is noted that dissolved oxygen concentrations as high as 0.016 g/1 may not be 
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Figure 4.19: Mineral conversion profiles for inlet oxygen concentration of 0.032 g/L and 
0.064 g/1. 
attainable under heap bioleaching conditions , ovvmg to the fact that the heap usually 
reaches high temperatures (50- 60°C for p_nite containing heaps), and oxygen solubility 
decreases with increasing temperature. Also, in a heap, oxygen must undergo a mass 
transfer step from the gaseous phase to the liquid phase, and this step can be rate-
limiting (Bouffard and Dixon, 2003). In this model, a fixed concentration of dissolved 
oxygen in the incoming liquid phase was assumed. The inclusion of an oxygen gas-liquid 
mass transfer step should be considered in further modelling work. 
With respect to the baseline conditions, the substrates that have the most effect on 
improving copper recovery are, (in decreasing order of effect), ferric ions, dissolved oxygen, 
ferrous ions and acid. 
4.4.5 Effect of Mass Transfer Parameters 
The mass transfer parameters in this model are ksb, the mass transfer coefficient 
at the particle smface/bulk interface (Eq.(3.3)), and kt,r, the mass transfer rate at the 
bulk/flowing phasl~ interface (Eq.(3.5)) . The ma::;s transfer coefficient is a function of bulk 
flow conditions and the local geometry, and is usually a difficult parameter to determine 
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accurately (Petersen, 1998). It appears in correlations for dimensionless numbers in heat 
transfer theory, aud due to the analogy between heat and mass transfer, correlations 
established for heat transfer can also be used for mass transfer problems. Commonly, the 
mass transfer parameter appears in the Sherwood number Sh: 
Sh = ked 
D* 
or the in terms of the Chilton-Colburn factor j o: 
. _ kc ( f-L ) ~ ]D-- --
V pD* 
(4.16) 
( 4.17) 
(Petersen, 1998). In Eq.(4.16) and Eq.(4.17). kc is the mass transfer coefficient , dis a 
characteristic length, D* is the molecular diffusivity, p is the fluid viscosity, p is the fluid 
mass density, and u is the seepage (linear pore) velocity. 
In this work, constant values were assumed for the two mass transfer parameters, ksb 
and kbf · The sensitivity of simulation results (in terms of copper recovery in the flowing 
phase), to changes in the value of ksb and kt,r, is illustrated in Fig.4.20. The simulations 
were run using the baseline parameters, and changing only the respective mass transfer 
parameters. The baseline value of ksb=0.1 cm(min- 1), and kt,r=0.1 min- 1 
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Figure 4.20: Effect of k sb and kt,r on copper recovery. 
350 
Fig.4.20 shows that a tenfold increase in k sb and kt,r above the baseline values has a 
negligible effect on the calculated copper recovery, whereas the converse is the case for 
a tenfold decrease in these parameters. In other words, the baseline parameters used in 
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the simulation represent a situation where there is little mass transfer limitation at the 
particle surface/bulk interface, and at the bulk/flowing phase interface. 
Decreasing the mass transfer parameters leads to lower copper recovery because mass 
transfer limitation has been introduced at the respective interfaces. From Fig.4.20, a 
tenfold decrease in ksb leads to less copper recovery compared \vith a tenfold decrease in 
kbf• 
Comparing Fig.4.20(a) and Fig.4.20(b), it is seen that copper recovery is more sensitive 
to the ksb parameter than the kj;f parameter. 
4.4.6 Effect of Arrhenius Rate Constant 
The intrinsic rate of chalcocite reaction is high compared to that of covellite and pyrite, 
hence the effect of its Arrhenius rate com;tant is not included iu this investigation. 
Increasing the rate constant of covellite conversion by a factor of 2 increases copper 
recovery, as shown in Fig.4.21. From Fig.4.21, it is seen that copper recovery is consid-
erably higher bet\\een days 20 and 130, for a higher covellite rate constant, compared to 
the base case. This time interval is dominated by covellite leaching in the 1mm size class 
(see Fig.4.22(b)). On completion of chalcocite and covellite leaching in the 1mm size class 
(around day 130), copper recovery slows down, and the overall additional copper recovery 
after 350 days of leaching is about 1%. This is because subsequent leaching in 3mm and 
5mm size classes is dominated by the effect diffusion distance, ciS discussed in Section 4.2. 
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Figure 4.21: Effect of covellite and pyrite rate constant on copper recovery. 
Increasing the pyrite rate constant by a factor of 2 results in a marked decrease in 
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copper recovery, ~ shown in Fig.4.21. 1 mol of pyrite reacts with 14 moles of ferric ions 
(see Eq.(4.3) , where ,8=0). Therefore increasing the rate of pyrite reaction increases the 
rate of ferric co!lsttmptioll by pyrite. limiting t!tc nmount of ferric available for chalcocite 
and covellite leaching. 
Fig.4.22 shows the average mineral couverston profiles for the cases discussed in this 
section. From the~e graphs, it is seen that doubling the covellite rate constant increases 
covellite conversion, but has a small effect on chalcocite and pyrite conversion. On the 
other hand, doubling the pyrite rate constant has the pronounced effect of slowing down 
chalcocite and covellite conversion. 
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4.4. 7 Effect of Inlet Microbial Population 
The effect of the inlet microbial population of iron oxidizing microbes on copper re-
covery is shown in Fig.4.23( a). The baseline microbial population is 1010 cells/ 1. In 
the simulations, the initial desorbed microbial concent ration was set equal to the feed 
microbial concentration. The legend for Fig.4.23(a.) also applies to Fig.4.23(b). 
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Figure 4.23: Effect of inlet microbial population on copper recovery and bulk oxygen 
concentration. 
As shown in Fig.4.23( a.), increasing the inlet microbia.! population to 1015 cells/ 1 
(while maintaining all other baseline parameters), does not lead to a noticeable increase 
in copper recover~·. The increased microbial population leads to increased demand for 
ferrous . dissolved oxygen <:mel acid. Oxygen is in limited supply with respect to ferrous 
and acid (see Fig . .J: .23(b)) , and the microbes can oxidize ferrous only to the extent that 
dissolved oxygen is ava.ila.ble. Therefore increasing the microbial population without a. 
corresponding increase in dissolved oxygeu concentration does not lead to an appreciable 
increase in microbia.! ferric ion production. Consequently, leaching is not enhanced. 
Decreasing the inlet microbial population leads to a reduction in copper recovery. At 
an inlet microbial concentration of 105 cells/1, the copper recovery is comparable to the 
recovery in an abiotic system (comp<l.!'e Fig.4.23(a.) and Fig.4.5(a.)), implying that copper 
recovery is not being enhanced by the presence of the microbes. The microbial populatiOn 
is too low to have a significant effect on increasing the ferric concentration. 
Fig.4.24 shows the fractional microbial growth rates, p.j /1-max, for the three microbia.! 
populations investigated. For the low microbia.! population (105 cells/ 1), the fractional 
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Figure 4.24: Fractional microbial growth rates , J-L/ /Lmax, for different inlet microbial pop-
ulations. 
growth rate is higlt . However, the microbial population is too low for appreciable ferric 
production, and the maximum growth rate, /Lmax , is such that the microbial population 
does not increase ~ignificantly within the lea.ching period simulated. On the other hand , 
for the high microbial population (10 15 cells/ 1), the fractional microbial growth rate is 
very low, so that the overall microbial ferric oxidation is comparable with the oxidation 
by the baseline population ( 1010 cells/ L). 
4.4.8 Effect of Maximum Microbial Growth Rate 
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Figure 4.25: Eft'ect of f-1-max on copper recovery. 
Fig.4.25( a) shows that increasing the maximum microbial growth rate /Lmax, while 
maintaining all other baseline parameters, has negligible eft'ect on the overall copper re-
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covery. On the other hand , operating at a high growth rate and increasing the inlet 
concentration of fErrous or oxygen (in this case by a factor of 2) increases copper re-
covery, as shown in Fig.4. 25(b). This suggests that using faster growing microbes will 
not necessarily improve initial copper recovery under substrate limiting conditions, and 
therefore the empLasis should rather lie on improving the substrate levels. However , if 
the initia l microbial population is low, and there is an adequate amount of substrate (for 
example, the situation for the 105 cells/1 inlet population discussed in Section 4.4. 7), 
then a high growth rate is beneficia.! , as the microbes are able to attain a high population 
in a shorter p eriod of time. 
4.4.9 Presence of Sulfur Oxidizers 
Sulfur oxidizer& react with elemental sulfur according to Eq.( 4.6) to produce sulfuric 
acid. Elemental sulfur is a product in reactions Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(4.3) (when {3 > 0). 
Fowler and Crundwell (1999) report that in the absence of bacteria, a product layer of 
sulfur is formed in the ferric leaching of zinc sulfide, which acts as a diffusion barrier for 
ferric ions. In the presence of bacteria, sulfur is oxidized , no product layer is observed, 
and reaction with ferric ions becomes the rate-limiting step. 
In this section, sulfur formation was not modelled as a diffusion barrier to ferric ions. 
The action of sulfur oxidizing bacteria is then primarily the production of acid. The 
assumption made in the model is t hat the clesorbed sulfur oxidizers do not grow, because 
there is no elemeut al sulfur iu t he staguant liquid. On the other hand , the growth rate of 
the attached sulfur ox idizers is limited by the rate of production of elemental sulfur from 
covellite leaching. 
The effect of a comparable population of iron and sulfur oxidizers on the leaching 
process was investigated by introducing additional elementa l sulfur into the system. An 
initial concentration of 0.1 gj gore of elemental sulfur was specified at the surface of the ore 
particles, and inlet populations of 109 cells/ 1 and 1010 cells/ 1 for sulfur and iron oxidizers 
respectively were used. Simulation results are shown in Fig.4.26. 
For the first ten days of the simulation, there is an increase in the population of both 
iron and sulfur oxidizers. The iron oxidizers rise to a higher initia l population due to a 
higher growth rat( ~, and the availability of ferrous ions. Subsequent ly, the population of 
iron oxidizers falls as competition for oxygen between the two microbia.! species increases. 
On the other hand, the competition for ox:y·gen leads to a reduced rate of increase of the 
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Figure 4.26: r-..'Iicrobial population, surface sulfur concentration, and copper recovery in 
the presence of sulfur oxidizers. 
sulfur oxidizing pc,pulation. 
With the exh<tustion of the element;;ll sulfur available at the surface of a particle 
size class, the rate of growth of sulfur oxidizers reduces significantly, accompanied by an 
increase in the population of iron oxidizers (compare Fig.4.26(a) , (b) and (c)). Eventually, 
all the elemental sulfur on the particle surfaces is consumed after about 290 days , and 
the attached sulfur oxidizers can no longer grow. On the other hand, the population 
of iron oxidizers is able to reach a steady state (the same steady state achieved in the 
absence of sulfur oxidizers) . On the whole, copper recovery is less in the presence of sulfur 
oxidizers compared to the base case (see Fig.4.26(d)), due to the lower population of the 
iron oxidizers during the simulation. 
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It is noted that 0.1 gj gore is a fairly high concentration of elemental sulfur for a heap 
bioleaching system. This concentration was chosen in order to investigate the effects 
of a comparable population of iron and sulfur oxidizers on the leaching process. Initial 
simulations run u~ing baseline parameters, and both sulfur and iron oxidizers at inlet 
populations of 109 cells/1 and 1010 cells/1 respectively encountered numerical errors, 
with the population of the sulfur oxidizers going into negative values. This is clue to 
the rapid depletiou of sulfur oxidizers in the early stages of the simulation, owing to an 
insufficient amount of elemental sulfur at the particle surfaces to support the growth of 
the attached microbes. The initial shortage of elemental sulfur at the particle surfaces is 
because covellite conversion in that region is delayed in the early stages of the leaching 
simulation by the conversion of the more reactive chalcocite. 
In reality. it codd be that the sulfur oxidizers do not actually attach to the ore particles 
in the absence of elemental :mlfur. However, the model simulates this by first calculating 
the expected population of attached sulfur oxidizers from the clesorbed population using 
the Langmuir isotLerm, and then calculating the change in this adsorbed population from 
Eq.(3.8) (which is in terms of the microbial growth and death rates). The expected 
numerical result is that the population of sulfur oxidizers will decrease to zero in the 
absence of elemental sulfur to sustain the attached population. This insufficient elemental 
sulfur at the initial stages of the simulation means that the microbial growth rate is close 
to zero, and this, coupled with a large inlet population of sulfur oxidizers and a negative 
death rate, leads tJ a rapid decrease in the population of sulfur oxidizers initially, which 
the numerical method did not accurately capture. The initial rapid phase will require 
very small timestPps for the numerical method to accurately represent the change in 
the population of adsorbed sulfur oxidizers in this phase. Further simulations run with 
smaller inlet populations of sulfur oxidizers gave results where the population of sulfur 
oxidizers decreased to negative values in the first few clays of the simulation, and then 
rose to positive values as the simulation progressed. The initial dip of the sulfur oxidizing 
population was less negative as smaller inlet populations of sulfur oxidizers were used. 
The simulation results presented in Fig.4.26 give an indication of the interaction be-
tween iron and sulfur oxidizers in heap bioleaching, and the influence this as on copper 
recovery. However, the microbial phenomena are much more complex. For instance, At. 
ferrooxidans, an important mesophile in heap bioleaching, can grow on both ferrous ions 
and elemental sulfur (Rawlings , 2002). The microbial model implemented here is one of 
several proposed for microbial activity in heap bioleaching. As highlighted in the liter-
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ature review, mathematical modelling of microbial processes in heap bioleaching is an 
active area of study. 
4.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, numerical simulations were carried out to investigate the effect of 
selected model parameters on copper recovery for a theoretical case study ore containing 
chalcocite and pyrite, in the presence of iron oxidizing microbes. The ore particles were 
grouped into three size classes of radii lmm, 3mm and 5mm. 
With respect to copper recovery, the sensitivities of the following parameters were 
investigated: temr-,erature , particle size distribution , solutiou flow rate, inlet substrate 
concentration, ma~s transfer parameters, Arrhenius rate constant, inlet microbial popu-
lation, maximum microbial growth rate, and presence of sulfur oxidizers. The base case 
was operating under oxygen-limiting conditions. 
A significant finding from the simulation results is the possibility of higher copper 
recovery by operating at a temperature range below the optimum temperature of the iron 
oxidizing microbes due to the competitive leachiug of miuera.ls and lower microbial ferric 
genera tiou at higlwr tempen1 t m cs. This findiug should be wrificd experimenta.lly. 
The parameters that had most effect 011 increasing copper recovery above the base 
case value were th·~ inlet ferric concentration , iulet dissolved oxygen concentration, flow 
rate, and increased proportion of fine ore particles. Of these parameters, the first three 
deal with the delivery of reagents to the agglomerate, suggesting this as the key factor to 
improving copper recovery at the agglomerate level. 
An unexpected simulation result was observed in the effect of particle size distribution 
on the steady state microbial populatiou. The cause of this could uot be ascertaiuecl, 
and the speculation is that it is clue to the implementation of the Langmuir isotherm. 
This is certainly an area for more thorough investigation. It is noted that despite this 
unexplained result, the simulation results showed the correct trend with respect to the 
effect of particle size distribution on copper recovery. 
CHAPTER 5 
Closure 
5.1 Concluding Discussion 
This thesis has been concerned with the development of a mathematical model for heap 
bioleaching at the <tgglomerate scale. au iutermediate scale bet\veen the particle scale and 
the bulk scale. The agglomerate was defined a.s a uuit volume of a heap that comprises 
a solid phase (a size distribution of ore particles), a liquid phase (stagnant and flowing 
leaching solution, which contains dissolved solutes, attached and planktonic microbes) and 
a gas phase (flowing air and air pockets). The proposed agglomerate model provides a 
framework for the systematic integration of particle scale processes into bulk scale models. 
It can also be queried to gain insight into heap bioleaching at the agglomerate scale, or 
even applied to study bioleaching in short laboratory columns. 
The agglomerate model was developed in terms of a single unit volume of the heap. 
Simplifying assumptions were made in the model development. Notable among them are 
isothermal agglomerate conditions, the absence of a gas phase (but a fixed concentration 
of dissolved oxygen in the incoming flowing liquid phase), and well mixed conditions in 
the stagnant liquid phase. 
\Vith the help of this model. the agglomerate scale bioleaching of a theoretical case 
study ore containing chalcocite clllcl pyrite. in the presence of iron oxidizing microbes, 
was investigated. At the particle sulle. the successive nature of the first and second stage 
chalcocite leaching was observed, with covellite conversion only in regions where chalcocite 
had been depleted ~see Fig.4.2). Base case simulations showed improved copper recovery 
in the presence of uon oxidizing microbes (see Fig.4.5). It also showed an initial rapid 
copper extraction rate which gradually declined as diffusion limitation effects set in (see 
Fig.4.1( a)). At suitably high inlet oxygen concentrations, a rapid rise in ferric/ ferrous 
ratio was observed on completion of first stage chalcocite leaching in the finer ore particles 
(see Fig.4.18). The observations stated above have also been reported in an experimental 
study of the column leaching of an ore containing chalcocite and pyrite in the presence 
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of iron oxidizing microbes (Petersen and Dixon, 2003). Hence, the base case simulation 
results show that the agglomerate model is able to predict expected qualitative behavior. 
Model sensitivity studies were carried out to test the sensitivity of the cumulative 
copper recovery to selected parameters. The parameters investigated were temperature, 
particle size distribution, solution flow rate, inlet substrate concentration, mass trans-
fer parameters, Arrhenius rate constant, inlet microbial population, maximum microbial 
growth rate, and presence of sulfur oxidizers. The sensitivity studies showed that the fol-
lowing parameters had the largest effect on increasing copper recovery above the base case 
value: flow rate, inlet ferric concentration, inlet oxygen concentration, and the proportion 
of fine ore particles. 
The study of model sensitivity to temperature indicated the possibility of higher copper 
recovery by operating in a certain temperature range below the optimum temperature of 
the iron oxidizing microbes, due to competitive leaching of minerals and lower microbial 
ferric generation at higher temperatures. 
The interaction between iron and sulfur oxidizers was studied by specifying an initial 
surface concentration of elemental sulfur for the ore particles. The simulation results 
showed that the introduction of sulfur oxidizers led to competition for oxygen between 
the sulfur and iron oxidizers, leading to a lower population of iron oxidizers compared to 
the base case simulation, and hence lower copper recovery. Initial simulations using iron 
and sulfur oxidizers without the introduction of additional elemental sulfur encountered 
numerical inaccuracies, due to severe elemental sulfur limitations. 
5.2 Recommendations for Further Work 
On the premise of the work done so far on the agglomerate model, a logical step will 
be the application of this model to a physical case. The aforementioned model predic-
tion of the response of copper recovery to temperature should be tested by performing 
experiments. 
The relationship between the particle size distribution and the steady state microbial 
population requires further investigation. The simulation results showed that an increased 
proportion of coarse ore particles led to an increased steady state bulk population of 
microbes, which is clearly counter-intuitive. A conclusive explanation for this behavior 
could not be given at this stage, although a speculation is that it is related to the current 
implementation of the Langmuir isotherm. 
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As has been previously highlighted, two significant processes not included in the cur-
rent model are oxygen gas-liquid transfer, and temperature variation. The proposed 
agglomerate model can be made more realistic by including these two processes. The 
inclusion of the oxygen gas-liquid transfer will require the explicit addition of a gas phase. 
This can be achieved in the current framework by introducing a flowing gas phase of 
volume fraction Eg (such that Ep + cb + cf + Eg = 1), and writing mass balance equations 
for oxygen similar to Eq.(3.4) and Eq.(3.6), where the rate of oxygen exchange between 
the flowing gas phase and the stagnant liquid phase is a function of the gas-liquid mass 
transfer coefficient, the oxygen concentration in the flowing gas and the stagnant liquid 
phases, and Henry's coefficient. This is typically written as: 
(5.1) 
where Cb,o2 and Cg,o2 are the oxygen concentration in the liquid (bulk) and gas phases 
respectively, kLa is the mass transfer coefficient, and He is Henry's constant (which is 
dependent on temperature). The incorporation of temperature variation into the current 
model will require the addition of a heat balance equation. 
An important step from the present agglomerate model is its integration into a bulk 
scale model. A suggestion is to assume that the unit volumes are stacked to form a unit 
heap column, and incorporating the interaction between neighboring unit volumes in the 
unit heap column, and bulk flow phenomena. Further development from this point will 
require a description of the interaction between adjacent heap columns. 
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APPENDIX A 
Model Implementation 
A.l Numerical Considerations 
The consistenc~' of the simulation results wa~ checked by performing a mass balance 
at the end of each simulation. Total copper formed, based on the final conversion of 
the copper minerals, wa.s compared to the total dissolved copper obtained during the 
simulation (that is, the sum of the amount of copper in the agglomerate at the end to 
the simulation, and the total copper that has been carried out of the system by the 
flowing phase). An iron balance was also performed: the total iron input into the system 
(total inflowing ferric and ferrous, plus the initial amount of ferric and ferrous in the 
agglomerate), was compared to the total iron output from the system (total outflowing 
ferric and ferrous, plus the final amount of ferric and ferrous at the end of the simulation) . 
Achieving a. mass balance that was within reasonable error bounds proved to be the 
most challenging aspect of the numerical implementation. The point to note is that the 
system of equations is stiff. Roughly speaking, a system of differential equations is said 
to be stiff in a ce1 tain interval of integration if its numerical solution by some numeri-
cal methods require a step-size that is extremely small in relation to the smoothness of 
the exact solution in that interval in order to avoid instabilities. At the initial stage of 
the simulations, there are rapid variations in the reagent concentrations due to a steep 
diffusion gradient at the particle surfaces. Furthermore, the diffusion, reaction and ad-
vection mechanisms occur at different timescales. These phenomena contribute to the 
stiffness of the equations. The scheme that wa~ used was to semi-discretize the partial 
differential equations using method of lines, and solve the resulting system of ordinary 
differential equati(lns using a stiff ODE ~olver. The implemented scheme is explained in 
more detail in Sections A.2 and A.3. Using these methods, the mtt.x:imum relative error 
in the mass balance calculations, for all the simulations that were run in this thesis, was 
< 0. 7%. Apart from the relative errors for the simulations involving high flow rates, all 
other simulations had relative errors < 0.15%. Higher simulation errors were obtained 
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with increasing flowrates , the highest being about 0.65% for a flowrate of 2 em/min. 
Prior to the set t liug 011 the aforementioned scheme. 11 \'<1 riety of munericctl techniques 
were tried. This included backward Euler (implemeuted in semi-implicit form for the 
diffusiou-reaction Pquation Eq.(3.1)), midpoiut rule, Crank-Nicholson, and Runge-Kutta 
of orders 2 and 4. A main source of error was the finite difference implementation of the 
surface boundary condition of the ore particles. Initially, the following work-around was 
used: 
1. Set the particle surface concentration of a species at a given time equal to the bulk 
concentration, and use this value to solve the diffusion-reaction equation, Eq.(3.1). 
2. Calculate the contribution to the bulk concentration of the species, from a given size 
class, and for the present timestep, by taking the difference of the volume averaged 
concentration of the species in that particle size class before and after Eq.(3.1) was 
solved. 
3. Calculate the rate of change of the bulk concentration by adding together the mi-
crobial source term, the rate of exclwuge \\'i th the flowing phase, a.nd the weighted 
average of the total contribution from the particle size classes (weighed by the mass 
fraction of e<1ch size class) divided by t ime. 
Expressing these steps, respectively, in mathematical terms: 
1. 
(A.l) 
2. 
Sps,ij (A.2) 
(A.3) 
The expression on the RHS of Eq.(A.3) is nov,; discretized, using Simpson's rule, to 
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get: 
3/ 
Sps,ij = ~tR3 where, (A.4) 
J 
I= ~r (fo + fN + 4 L j, + 2 L fn); (N even) and (A.5) 
11 odd n eve11 
fn ~ ( E( C,\m+l) - C,\m)) - L'>t ~ v,~S1~,")) ( nl'>r )' ( A.6) 
3. 
Eb d~bi = -3Ecp L 'WjSps,ij + kt,r(Cr;- Cb;) + Eb L V;mSbulk,m (A.7) 
j m 
Although this method gave decent mass balance results, the flaw is in the assumption 
that the particle surface concentration of a species at any time is equal to the bulk 
concentration (that is, a Dirichlet boundary condition). A Neumann boundary condition 
(which is the current implementation) makes more sense; that is to say that flux across 
the ore particle boundary is driven by the concentration gradient at the particle surface. 
The fact that the ODE solver that is presently being used does adaptive timestepping 
is a definite plus. The system experiences very rapid changes initially. Coupled with a 
finite difference discretization of the particle surface boundary conditions, this resulted 
not only in numerical inaccuracies, but sometimes in solutions that experienced initial 
oscillations. The ability to use very small timesteps initially, and relax this timestep later 
on when the solutions <:lre slowly vnryiug, is important . 
It is possible that the (albeit minor) discrepcmcy t lwt still exists in the mass bal-
ance can be resoh·ed usiug a finite volume formulntion for the space discretization. As 
previously stated, the finite difference discretization of the particle surface boundary con-
ditions leads to some loss of mass. Finite volume methods have better mass conservation 
properties, and may therefore rectify this problem. 
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A.2 Space Discretization 
The partial differential equations in the model were semi-discretized (in space), and 
the resulting system of ordinary differential equations was solved using an ODE solver. 
Eq.(3.1) (see page 29) was semi-discretized using second order central difference: 
dC11 D [ , ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ] ("'"""' vii ) t = (f:.r)2 Cn-1 1- -:;;, - 2Cn + Cn+1 1 +-:;;, + 7 -;Stn 
+ (8(R- r) ~ ";n S,..,fmn) . (A.S) 
The boundary conditions were implemented a.s follows: 
• Discretizing 
acl 
-a =O , ,. 
r=O 
(A.9) 
we obtain 
(A.10) 
Applying L'Hopital's rule to Eq.(3.1), we obtain, 
ac 82C ("'"""' vii ) ( ( "'"""' vim ) ot =3D or2 + 7 --;_-Stn + 8 R- r) ~ -E-Ssurf,mn (A.ll) 
Discretizing the first term on the RHS of Eq. ( A.11) using central differences, and 
substituting Eq.(A.10) gives: 
• Discretizing 
acl 
- D-;;- = -khs(Co- C'n) u.,. 
r=R 
using central differences gives: 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
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Hence the difference equation at r = R is: 
(~)2 [cN-1 (1- ~)- 2CN + ( CN_1 + k~s(Cb- CN)) (1 + ~)] 
+ ( ~ v;' StN) + (o(R- r) ~ v;m S"'"l,mN) . (A.l6) 
Eq.(3.6) and Eq.(3.10) (see page 31) were semi-discretized using first order forward 
difference method: 
dCrn _ (Cfn- Cr(n-1)) k* (C C) Er-- - -u - b r - b dt 6z f n . (A.17) 
A.3 Time Integration 
The time integration of the resulting system of ordinary differential equations was 
done using the odeint routine in the Scipy package. 
Scipy is a collection of mathematical libraries for use with the Python programming 
language. The odeint routine is available in Scipy for integrating a first-order vector 
differential equation: 
dy 
-d = f(y,t)' 
.t 
(A.18) 
with initial conditions y(O) = y0 , where y is an N length vector. The routine is able to 
solve stiff and non-stiff systems. It provides implicit Adams method (up to order 12), for 
non-stiff problems, and a method based on backward differentiation formulas (up to order 
5), for stiff problems. It is able to automatically choose a suitable method for a problem, 
and also to do adaptive stepsize control. 
A.4 Program Overview 
The codes were developed in Python (version 2.3.5) on a Linux workstation. Python is 
a powerful, cross-platform, object-oriented, scripting language that is freely available. An 
object-oriented approach was taken in the programming. and 5 classes were defined: the 
particle size distribution class, species class (for chemical species). microbes class, minerals 
class, and simpar class (to hold other simulation parameters that do not fit into the other 
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classes). These classes were stored in the classes.py module. The rest of the program 
was organized into the following modules: main .py (the main program, from which all 
other functions are called), preamble.py (contains code that is executed at the start of 
the program), engine. py (contains the integration, and other general purpose functions), 
IO.py (contains th(~ input/output functions) , and modulecheck.py (contains functions for 
checking that all required Python modules , and other external programs called by the 
code, are installed) . Input parameters were defined in 5 input files: min_par (mineral 
parameters), species_par ( cher nica.l species parameters), psc_par (particle size distribution 
parameters), bacLpar (microbial parameters) and sinLpar (other simulation parameters) . 
The Python scripts and sample input files are listed in Appendix B. The program 
flowchart is shown in Fig.A.l. 
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check that all necessary modules 
and programs are available 
expected from minerals 
calculate total dissolved substrate (=copper and iron) 
i.e. total dissolved substrate in system + total 
substrate removed by flowing phase 
no 
initialize class instances 
calculate total expected iron input (lrom llow rate)+ 
total iron in the agglomerate currently 
Figure A.l: Program flowchart. 
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Code Listing 
B.l Python Codes 
The Python codes are formatted to allow for easier reading. For the Python novice, 
the color codes are explained as follows: 
• keywords are in red and underlined. 
• comments are in gray and italicized. 
• strings are in purple and bold face. 
• all other identifiers are in black. 
Listing B.l: main.py 
#!usr/Oin/python 
"'"' Main program 
,,, 
from preamble import * 
startTime=time.time() 
#SETUP SIMULATION 
#get the input directory 
10 pathzos.path.split(cwd)[O] 
inputdir=os .path.join(path, 'input-files') 
#read data from input fiLes 
simpar,sizeclass_dict,minerals_dict,species_dict,microbes_dict=\ 
ini tializeFrom.Files ('sim_par', 'psc_par', 'min_par', 'species_par', 'bact_par', \ 
inputdir) 
if simpar.microbes: 
text•"Running Biotic leaching simulation ... " 
else: 
20 text="Running Abiotic leaching simulation ... " 
print text 
#create output directory 
simresults_dirzos. path. join(path, 'simulation-results') 
if not os.path.isdir(simresults_dir): 
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os.mkdir(simresults_dir) 
simpar.outdirname=os.path.join(simresults_dir,simpar.outdirname) 
if os.path.isdir(simpar.outdirname) : 
print "Output directory already exists. Overwriting ... \n" 
30 shutil.rmtree(simpar.outdirname) 
os.mkdir(simpar.outdirname) 
#RUN SIMULATION 
simstart•time.time() 
log•simulate(simpar,sizeclass_dict,minerals_dict,microbes_dict,species_dict) 
simstop=time.time() 
text2: 'Simulation time=%g hrs' I. (simpar. tstop/60) 
print text2 
print log 
40 text+='\n'+text2 
lo~string. join( [text ,log], '\n') 
#more logs 
simpar .getLogs() 
#STORE OUTPUT DATA IN FILES 
#create output directories- -contd 
data_outdir =os.path.join(simpar .outdirname, 'data') 
os.mkdir(data_outdir) 
report_outdir=os .path. join(simpar. outdirname, 'graphs') 
50 os.mkdir(report_outdir) 
#create output data files 
createDataFiles(simpar,minerals_dict.keys(),species_dict.keys(),\ 
microbes_dict.keys(),sizeclass_dict.keys(),data_outdir) 
datafilesasimpar.outfiles['files3d'] 
#write data 
for sc in sizeclass_dict.keys(): 
for sname in species_dict.keys() : 
vriteData3d(datafiles[sc] [sname],sizeclass_dict[sc] .r,\ 
simpar . time_list,species_dict[sname] .psolutions[sc]) 
60 for mn i n minerals_dict .keys() : 
vriteData3d(datafiles[sc] [mn],sizeclass_dict[sc] .r,\ 
simpar.time_list,minerals_dict[mn] .solutions[sc]) 
if simpar.pmicrobes : 
for micname in microbes_dict .keys() : 
vriteData3d(datafiles[sc] [micname] ,sizeclass_dict[sc] .r,\ 
simpar.time_list,microbes_dict[micname] .psolutions[sc]) 
vriteData2d(simpar .outfiles['files2d'],simpar.time_list,species_dict,\ 
microbes_dict,minerals_dict) 
if simpar .microbes: 
70 writeMisc(simpar, species_dict ['ferrous'] ,microbes_dict) 
#close data f i les 
closeDataFiles(simpar .outfiles) 
#GENERATE REPORTS 
#create reports-- is done only if integration was successful 
#resolve report format 
if simpar .report_style=='eps': 
if rstyle ['eps'] : 
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fileType•'eps' 
80 elif rstyle ['png'] : 
print "•••Ghostscript is not installed(or not in PATH). \ 
Generating html report" 
fileType='png' 
elif simpar .report_style"'"''postscript': 
if rstyle ['eps'] : 
fileType•'eps' 
if not rstyle ['ps'] : 
print "•••epsmerge not installed. Generating eps report" 
elif rstyle ['png'] : 
90 print "•••Ghostscript is not installed (or not in PATH). \ 
Generating html report" 
fileType•'png' 
elif simpar .report_style••'html': 
f ileType .. 'png' 
else : 
simpar.plot2d=False; simpar.plot3d,..False 
print "••.Invalid report style. No graphical output will be generated.\n" 
#create reports 
if not (simpar.plot2d ==False and simpar.plot3d ==False): 
100 files2d={};files3ds[] 
if simpar.plot2d: 
files2d ['bulk Cone'] xplot2d(simpar. outfiles ['files2d'] ['bulkConc'] , \ 
'bulk',species_dict.keys(),microbes_dict .keys(),fileType,\ 
report_outdir); 
files2d ['bulkConc'] . sort 0 
f iles2d ['ftowConc'] "'plot2d (simpar. outf iles ['files2d '] ['ftowConc'] , \ 
'ftow',species_dict.keys(),microbes_dict.keys{),fileType,\ 
report_outdir); 
files2d['ftowConc'] .sort() 
110 f iles2d ['avePsolns'] • plot2dAve (simpar. outfiles ['files2d'] ['avePsolns'] , \ 
sizeclass_dict,species_dict.keys(),minerals_dict.keys(),fileType, 
report_outdir) 
if simpar.microbes: 
files2d ['surfaceConc'] •plotSurf (\ 
simpar. out files ['files2d'] ['surfaceConc'] , sizeclass_dict, \ 
species_dict.keys(),fileType,report_outdir) 
if simpar.plot3d : 
files3d-plot3d(simpar.plot_gap,datafiles,species_dict.keys(),\ 
microbes_dict.keys(),sizeclass_dict,fileType,report_outdir); 
files3d.sort0 
120 if fileType"'•'eps': 
if simpar .report_style=='postscript' and rstyle ['ps']: 
filename2d='bulkConc.ps,ftowConc.ps,AvParticleConc.ps,SurfaceConc.ps' 
filename3d='plots3d.ps' 
psReport(filename2d,filename3d,files2d,files3d,simpar) 
elif fileType--'png': 
filename•'results.html' 
htm1Report(filename,files2d,files3d,simpar) 
#copy input air to output directory for reference and 
#to keep track of input vatues used for a given run 
130 outindir=os. path. join(simpar. outdirname, 'input_files') 
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import shutil 
shutil.copytree(inputdir,outindir) 
#END SIMULATION 
stopTime=time.time() 
simTime=(simstop-simstart)/60 
totalTime=(stopTime-startTime)/60 #aLmost! 
text=" Solving time = %.5f mins\nTotal time = %.5f mins\n " I. (simTime, total Time) 
print text 
140 log +=text 
10 
log_file=simpar. outfiles ['mise'] ['simlog'] 
log_file.write(log) 
log_file.write(simpar.log) 
log_file.close() 
print "All outputs are in %s\n" I. simpar. outdirname 
Listing B.2: engine.py 
#!/usr/Oin/python 
"""GeneraL purpose functions 
This moduLe contains generaL purpose functions used in the program 
,,, 
import sys 
from scipy.integrate import simps,odeint 
from Numeric import ones,zeros,array,ceil,matrixmultiply,arange 
import os 
def errorHandler(message): 
message = "•••Error: " +message 
print message 
print "*****Program terminated prematurelY*****" 
sys.exitO 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def tryCommand(command): 
failure=command 
if failure: 
20 message="•••Running command (%s) failed" I. str(command) 
errorHandler(message) 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def storeSolutions(solnarray,tindx,simpar,sizeclass,minerals,species,microbes): 
"'"'Store simuLation soLutions into the respective cLasses. 
111111 
skeys=species.keys() 
if 'ferric' in skeys : skeys . remove ('ferric') 
if 'ferrous' in skeys : skeys. remove ('ferrous') 
minNames=minerals.keys(); 
30 if 'sulfur' in minNames: minNames. remove ('sulfur') 
#mineraLs 
for mn in minNames: 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
minerals[mn] .solutions[sc].append(\ 
solnarray[tindx] [minerals[mn] .conv_indx[sc] [0] :minerals[mn] .\ 
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conv_indx[sc) [1))•100) 
#sulfur gra.de 
sulfur-minerals ['sulfur') 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
40 sulfur.solutions[sc) .append(solnarray[tindx) [sulfur.grade_indx[sc) [0):\ 
sulfur.grade_indx[sc] [1))) #gig-ore 
#chemical species 
#ferric/ferrous 
for sp in ['ferric', 'ferrous') : 
species[sp) .bulk_solutions.append(solnarray[tindx] [species[sp].bulk_indx)\ 
•species[sp) .mmass) 
species[sp).floY_solutions.append(solnarray[tindx][species[sp] .floY_indx]•\ 
species[sp] .mmass) 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
50 massconc=solnarray[tindx) [species[sp].pconc_indx[sc][O] :species[sp).\ 
pconc_indx[sc] [1]]•species[sp).mmass•simpar.porosity #(g/cm~3_p) •1e-3 
species[sp) .psolutions[sc).append(massconc) 
species[sp] .surface_solutions[sc].append(solnarray[tindx] [species[sp] .\ 
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pconc_indx[sc) [1]-1)•species[sp] .mmass•simpar.porosity)#(g/cm~3_p)•1e-3 
#range for ferric/ferrous graphs 
sizeclass[sc] .minFezrange-min(sizeclass[sc] .minFezrange,min(massconc)) 
sizeclass[sc) .maxFezrange-max(sizeclass[sc] .maxFezrange,max(massconc)) 
#other chemica.t species 
for sp in skeys: 
60 species[sp).bulk_solutions.append(solnarray[tindx) [species[sp].bulk_indx]•\ 
species[sp] .mmass) #g/L 
species[sp).floY_solutions.append(solnarray[tindx] [species[sp] .floY_indx]•\ 
species[sp] .mmass) #giL 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
massconc•solnarray[tindx) [species[sp) .pconc_indx[sc] [0] :species[sp] .\ 
pconc_indx[sc] [1]]•species[sp] .mmass•simpar.porosity 
species[sp) .psolutions[sc] .append(massconc) 
species[sp] .surface_solutions[sc] .append(solnarray[tindx] [species[sp] .\ 
pconc_indx[sc] [1]-l]•species[sp] .mmass•simpar.porosity) 
70 #microbial species 
for me in microbes.keys(): 
#unitConv converts cetls/g_ore->celts/Lb 
unitConv = simpar.ore_density•(1-simpar.porosity)•simpar.solid_volfrac•\ 
1000/simpar.bulk_volfrac 
ads_pop_mc = solnarray[tindx] [microbes[mc] .ads_pop_indx)•unitConv 
des_pop_mc • solnarray[tindx] [microbes[mc] .des_pop_indx) 
if ads_pop_mc < 0: 
ads_pop_mc = 0.0 
bulk_popaads_pop_mc + des_pop_mc 
80 microbes[mc] .bulk_pop_solutions.append(bulk_pop/((1e10))) #cells/Lbulk 
microbes[mc] .ads_solutions.append(ads_pop_mc/(1e10)) #cells/Lbulk 
microbes[mc] .des_solutions.append(des_pop_mc/(1el0)) #cells/Lbutk 
microbes[mc] .floY_solutions.append(solnarray[tindx) [microbes[mc] .\ 
floY_pop_indx]/(1e10)) #cells/Lflow 
#store 
if simpar .microbes: 
for me in microbes.keys(): 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
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microbes[mc] .agr_solutions[sc] .append(microbes[mc] .\ 
agr_solutions2[sc] [tindx]) 
microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions.append( microbes[mc].dgr_solutions2[tindx]) 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions [sc] . append (species ['ferrous'] . \ 
sr_solutions2[sc] [tindx]) 
species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions. append(species ['ferrous'] . \ 
br_solutions2[tindx]) 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def storeAverageParticleSolutions(sizeclass,species,minerals): 
'""'CaLcuLate and store a1Jerage soLutions for particLe size cLasses. 
100 111111 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
for mn in minerals.keys(): 
#get and store average 
int_fac ~minerals[mn] .solutions[sc]•\ 
sizeclass[sc] .r**2 
minerals[mn].average_solutions[sc].extend(3•\ 
simps(int_fac,sizeclass[sc] .r)/sizeclass[sc] .R••3) 
for spin species.keys(): 
#get and store average 
110 int_fac =species[sp] .psolutions[sc]•sizeclass[sc] .r**2 
species[sp] .average_psolutions[sc] .extend(\ 
3•simps(int_fac,sizeclass[sc] .r)/sizeclass[sc] .R••3) 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def xdotAbiotic(x,t,simpar,sizeclass,minerals,species): 
"""Derivative function for abiotic simuLation. 
Returns the rhs vector f(y,t) for the system of equations: 
dy/dt = f(y, t); 
,,, 
120 xdot = zeros ( (len(x),), 'd') 
minkeys=minerals.keys() 
if simpar. sulfur _present: minkeys. remove ('sulfur') 
#caLcuLate mineraL conversion rates 
for mn in minkeys: 
minerals[mn] .updateRxnRate(x,simpar,sizeclass,species['ferric'],\ 
species ['ferrous']. species ['acid']) #mo vcm-3p-min 
#acid/gangue rate 
getAcidGangueRate(x,species['acid'] ,simpar,sizeclass) 
130 #setup differentiation 1Jector xdot 
#--mineraLs 
140 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
sulfur _rate•zeros ( (sizeclass [sc] . N,), 'd') 
for mn in minkeys: 
minscind=minerals[mn] . conv_indx[sc] 
xdot[minscind[O] :minscind[l]] • minerals[mn] .rate[sc]/(\ 
simpar .ore_density•(l-simpar.porosity)•minerals[mn] .grade[sc]) 
#caLcuLate the rate of change of suLfur grade due the the react ion of 
mineraL 'mn' 
if minerals [mn] . type 'sulfide': 
sulfur_rate += minerals[mn] .rate[sc]•minerals[mn] .Sstoic•\ 
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minerals ['sulfur'] .mmass #->g/cm~3p_sc-min 
#net rate of change of suLfur grade at the particLe surface 
#is the rate of formation from the suLfide mineraLs 
if simpar.sulfur_present: 
sulfur_rate/•(simpar.ore_density*(1-simpar.porosity)) #g/g_ore-min 
xdot [ minerals ['sulfur'] . grade_indx [sc] [0] :minerals ['sulfur'] . \ 
grade_indx[sc] [1] ] = sulfur_rate 
#--species 
for spin species.keys(): 
150 exchbs =0 #exchange at buLk/surface interface 
bconc = x[species[sp] .bulk_indx] 
fconc = x[species[sp] .flow_indx] 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
#get the source term 
minSource = species[sp].getSource(sp,sc,simpar,minerals,\ 
species['acid'] .rate) #moVcm~3_p 
spscind = species[sp] .pconc_indx[sc] 
pconc = x[spscind[O] :spscind[1]] 
factor • species[sp] .diff/(2*sizeclass[sc] .dr) 
160 xpend = (species[sp] .k/factor)* bconc * (1+1./(sizeclass[sc] .N-1))*\ 
(species[sp] .diff/sizeclass[sc] .dr**2) #factor to add at r=R --mass 
transfer buLk/surface 
xdot[spscind[O]:spscind[1]] = matrixmultiply(\ 
species[sp].diffMatrix[sc],pconc) 
xdot[spscind[1]-1] += xpend 
xdot[spscind[O]:spscind[1]] += minSource*1000/simpar.porosity 
exchbs += (sizeclass[sc] .massfrac/sizeclass[sc].R) * \ 
(bconc - x[spscind[1]-1]) 
exchbf = simpar.kbf * (fconc-bconc) #exchange at the buLk/fLowing interface 
#derivative for the stagnant and flowing phases 
170 if simpar.flow_volfrac > 0: 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx] = -3*simpar.porosity*simpar.solid_volfrac*\ 
species[sp].k*exchbs + exchbf 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx] /= simpar.bulk_volfrac 
xdot[species[sp].flow_indx] = (simpar.uf/simpar.L) * \ 
(species[sp] .inletflow_conc- fconc) - exchbf 
xdot[species[sp] .flow_indx] /• simpar.flow_volfrac 
else: 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx] = -3*simpar.porosity*simpar.solid_volfrac*\ 
species[sp].k*exchbs 
180 xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx] /= simpar.bulk_volfrac 
xdot[species[sp] .flow_indx] = 0 
return xdot 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def xdotBiotic(x,t,simpar,sizeclass,minerals,species,microbes): 
"""Derivative function for biotic simuLation. 
Returns the rhs vector f(y,t) for the system of equations: 
dy/dt = f(y, t) ; 
,,, 
190 xdot = zeros ((len(x),), 'd') 
minkeys=minerals.keys() 
if simpar. sulfur _present: minkeys. remove ('sulfur') 
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#caZcuZate source terms 
#--caZcuZate microbiaZ growth rates 
for me in microbes.keys(): 
microbes[mc] .updateGrowtbRate(x,simpar,sizeclass,\ 
species ,minerals ['sulfur']) 
#--caZcuZate mineraZ conversion rates 
for mn in minkeys: 
200 minerals[mn] .updateRxnRate(x,simpar,sizeclass,\ 
species ['ferric'] ,species ['ferrous'], species ['acid']) #moZ/cmA3_p 
#--caZcuZate other rate terms 
getMicrobialSurf aceRate (species ['ferrous'] , x, simpar, \ 
size class ,microbes, 'iron') 
getMicrobialBulkRate (species ['ferrous'] , simpar ,microbes) 
getMicrobialSurfaceRate (minerals ['sulfur'] , x, simpar, \ 
sizeclass ,microbes, 'sulfur') 
getAcidGangueRate(x,species['acid'],simpar,sizeclass) 
210 #setup source vector xdot 
#--mineraZs 
220 
230 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
sulfur_rate=zeros((sizeclass[sc] .N,),'d') 
for mn in minkeys: 
minsclnd = minerals[mn] .conv_indx[sc] 
xdot[ minsclnd[O]:minsclnd[1]] a\ 
minerals[mn] .rate[sc]/((1-simpar.porosity)•\ 
simpar.ore_density•minerals(mn].grade[sc]) 
#caZcuZate the rate of change of suZfur grade due the the reaction of 
mineraZ 'mn' 
if minerals [mn] . type == 'sulfide': 
sulfur_rate += minerals[mn] .rate[sc]•\ 
minerals [mn] .Sstoic•minerals ['sulfur'] .mmass #->g/cmA3p_sc-min 
#net rate of change of suZfur grade at the particZe surface is 
#the rate of formation from the suZfide mineraZs minus the rate 
#of consumption by the suZfur oxidizing microbes 
sulfur _rate [ -1] -= minerals ['sulfur'] . surface_rate [sc] •\ 
minerals ['sulfur'] .mmass #g/cmA3p_sc-min 
if simpar.sulfur_present: 
sulfur_rate/•(simpar.ore_density•(1-simpar.porosity)) #g/g_ore-min 
xdot [ minerals ['sulfur'] . grade_indx [sc] [0) :minerals ['sulfur'] . \ 
grade_indx[sc)[l] ] = sulfur_rate 
#--microbes 
for me in microbes.keys(): 
#adspop rate 
avadspopgr=O #average adsorbed popuZation growth rate 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
avadspopgr +• sizeclass[sc] .massfrac * microbes[mc] .ads_growth_rate[sc] 
#appZy the Langmuir isotherm 
ads_pop = (microbes[mc] .ads_max * microbes[mc] .adsEq_const•x[microbes[mc] .\ 
240 des_pop_indx])/(1+microbes[mc] .adsEq_const•x[microbes[mc] .des_pop_indx]) 
xdot[microbes[mc] .ads_pop_indx] = ads_pop * (avadspopgr- \ 
microbes[mc] .death_rate) 
#despop rate 
dplndx•microbes[mc] .des_pop_indx 
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fplndx-microbes[mc] .flow_pop_indx 
exchbfm = simpar.kbf•(x[fplndx] - x[dplndx]) 
if simpar.flow_volfrac>O: 
xdot[dplndx] =x[microbes[mc] .des_pop_indx]•(\ 
microbes[mc] .des_growth_rate - microbes[mc] .death_rate)+\ 
exchbfm/simpar.bulk_volfrac 
xdot[fplndx] = (simpar.uf/simpar.L)•\ 
(microbes[mc] .inlet_flow_pop-x[fplndx]) - exchbfm 
xdot[fplndx] /=simpar.flow_volfrac 
else: 
xdot[dplndx] =x[microbes[mc].des_pop_indx]•\ 
(microbes[mc].des_growth_rate- microbes[mc].death_rate) 
xdot[fplndx] = 0 
#--chemical species 
for spin species.keys(): 
260 bconc ~ x[species[sp] .bulk_indx] #cone in bulk phase 
fconc = x[species[sp] .flow_indx] #cone in flowing phase 
#surface rates 
fe2srate=species ['ferrous'] . surface_rate 
Ssrate -minerals ['sulfur'] . surface_rate 
exchbs=O #exchange at bulk/surface interface 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
spsclnd•species[sp] .pconc_indx[sc]#indicies 
minSource = species[sp] .getSource(sp,sc,simpar,\ 
minerals,species['acid'] .rate,microbes) #mol/cm~3_p 
270 surfSource= species[sp] .getSurfaceSource(sp,simpar,\ 
fe2srate[sc] ,Ssrate[sc]) #mol/cm~3p_sc-min 
pconc = x[spsclnd[O] :spsclnd[1]] #cone in particle 
factors species[sp] .diff/(2•sizeclass[sc] .dr) 
xpend = (species[sp] .k/factor)•bconc•(1+1./(sizeclass[sc] .N-1))•\ 
(species[sp] .diff/sizeclass[sc] .dr••2) #factor to add at r=R --mass 
transfer bulk/surface 
xdot[spsclnd[O]:spsclnd[1]] ~ matrixmultiply(\ 
species[sp] .diffMatrix[sc],pconc) 
xdot[spsclnd(1]-1] +•xpend 
#add source term 
280 xdot[spsclnd[O] :spsclnd[1]] +=minSource•1000/simpar.porosity 
#additional source term at particle surface due to microbial reactions 
xdot[spsclnd(1]-1] += surfSource•1000/simpar.porosity 
exchbs += (sizeclass[sc] .massfrac/sizeclass[sc].R) •\ 
(bconc-x[spsclnd[1]-1]) 
exchbf = simpar.kbf*(fconc-bconc) #exchange at bulk/flowing interface 
bulkSource •simpar.bulk_volfrac•simpar.bstoic[sp][O]•\ 
species ['ferrous'] . bulk_rate #onty ferrous has a bulk oxidation rate 
if simpar.flow_volfrac>O: 
if sp in simpar.bulkspeciesNames: 
290 xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx]= -3•simpar.porosity•\ 
simpar.solid_volfrac•species[sp] .k•exchbs + bulkSource + exchbf 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx]/~simpar.bulk_volfrac 
else: 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx]=O 
xdot[species[sp] .flow_indx]=(simpar.uf/simpar.L)•\ 
(species[sp] .inletflow_conc-fconc) - exchbf 
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xdot[species[sp] .flow_indx]/•simpar.flow_volfrac 
else: 
if sp in simpar.bulkspeciesNames: 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx]= -3•simpar.porosity•\ 
simpar.solid_volfrac•species[sp].k•exchbs + bulkSource 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx]/=simpar.bulk_volfrac 
else: 
xdot[species[sp] .bulk_indx)sQ 
xdot[species[sp] .flow_indx]=O 
#store the microbial oxidation rates of ferrous at the psc 
#surfaces and in the bulk_solutions. Also store the microbial growth rates. 
for me in microbes.keys(): 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
310 microbes[mc].agr_solutions[sc] .append(\ 
microbes [me] .ads_growth_rate[sc]) 
microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions.append(microbes[mc] .des_growth_rate) 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions [sc] . append(\ 
species ['ferrous'] . surface_rate [sc]) 
species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions. append(species ['ferrous'] . bulk_rate) 
return xdot 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def simulate(simpar,sizeclass,minerals,microbes,species): 
320 '"'"Main simulation routine. 
The tasks undertaken in this routine are (in chronological order): 
1. Do initial mass balances. 
2. Set up the initial input vector. 
3. Call the integration routine. 
4· Store the simulation output to the respective classes. 
5. Calculate the effective copper conversion. 
6. Do final mass balances. 
,,, 
330 #define extra structures for ferrous species 
if simpar.microbes: 
species ['ferrous'] . surface_rate={}; species ['ferrous'] . bulk_rate=O 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions={}; species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions• [] ; 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
species ['ferrous'] . surface_rate [sc] =0 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions [sc] = [] 
#species with non-constant concentration in the bulk 
simpar.bulkspeciesNames•[] 
340 for spin species.keys(): 
if not simpar.constant_in_bulk[sp]: simpar.bulkspeciesNames.append(sp) 
#do initial balance 
#--calculate total expected copper 
getExpectedCopper(species['copper'],simpar,sizeclass,minerals) 
#--calculate total iron input 
getExpectediron(simpar, sizeclass, species ['ferric'], species ['ferrous']) 
#setup the initial input vector; order:minerals,species,microbes 
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350 x=[]; indx=O; 
#minerals 
minkeys=minerals.keys() 
if 'sulfur' in minkeys: minkeys. remove ('sulfur') 
for mn in minkeys: 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
minerals[mn].conv_indx[sc].append(indx) 
x.extend(zeros((sizeclass[sc].N,),'d')) #initial conversion of minerals is 
zero . 
indx += sizeclass[sc] .N 
minerals[mn].conv_indx[sc] .append(indx) 
360 if simpar.sulfur_present : 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
minerals ['sulfur'] .grade_indx [sc] . append(indx) 
x.extend(ones((sizeclass[sc] . N,),'d' )•O.OO) #initial sulfur formed from 
sulfide minerals is zero. 
indx += sizeclass[sc] .N 
minerals['sulfur'] .grade_indx[sc] .append(indx) 
#species 
for spin species.keys(): 
for sc in sizeclass .keys(): 
species[sp].pconc_indx[sc].append(indx) 
370 x.extend(ones((sizeclass[sc] .N,),'d')•species[sp] .pconc) #uniform species 
concentration. Specified by user in input file and the same for all 
sizeclasses. 
indx += sizeclass[sc] .N 
species[sp] .pconc_indx[sc] .append(indx) 
x.extend([species[sp] .bulk_conc,species[sp].flov_conc]) 
species[sp].bulk_indx indx; indx +=1 
species[sp].flov_indx = indx; indx +=1 
#microbes 
if simpar .microbes: 
for me in microbes.keys(): 
if simpar.pmicrobes : 
380 for sc in sizeclass .keys(): 
microbes[mc] .pconc_indx[sc] . append( i ndx) 
x.extend(zeros((sizeclass[sc].N,),'d')) #initial microbial cone . 
inside particles 
indx += sizeclass[sc] .N 
microbes[mc] .pconc_indx[sc].append(indx) 
x.extend([microbes[mc] .ads_pop,microbes[mc].des_pop,\ 
microbes[mc] .flov_pop]) ; 
microbes[mc].ads_pop_indx = indx; indx+=1; 
microbes[mc] .des_pop_indx = indx; indx+=1; 
microbes[mc] .flov_pop_indx = indx; indx+=1; 
390 x•array(x, 'd') 
#call integration routine 
if simpar.microbes: 
if simpar.pmicrobes: 
pass 
else: 
soln,simpar.infodict odeint(xdotBiotic,x,simpar.time_list,\ 
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args=(simpar,sizeclass,minerals,species,microbes),full_output=1) 
else: 
400 soln,simpar.infodict = odeint(xdotAbiotic,x,simpar.time_list,\ 
args=(simpar,sizeclass,minerals,species),full_output=1) 
soln = array(soln, 'd') 
simpar.soln=soln ### 
#what to do if simuLation JaiLs: 
if not 'Integration successful' in simpar. infodict ['message']: 
filename=os. path. join(simpar. outdirname, 'simlogs.log') 
logfile =open(filename, 'w') 
simpar.getLogs() 
410 logfile.write(simpar.log) 
logfile.close() 
message = "Simulation logs in %s\n" % simpar. outdirname 
errorHandler(message) 
#store microbiaL growth rates 
if simpar.microbes: 
for me in mlcrobes.keys(): 
microbes[mc] .agr_solutions2={} 
for sc _ig sizeclass. keys() : 
420 temp=microbes[mc] .agr_solutions[sc] [:] 
microbes [me]. agr_solutions [sc]= [] 
microbes[mc] .agr_solutions2[sc]=[] 
microbes[mc] .agr_solutions2[sc] [:] = \ 
[temp [tt-1] for tt in simpar. infodict ['nfe']] 
microbes[mc] .agr_solutions2[sc] .insert(O,temp[O]) 
temp=microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions[:] 
microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions=[] ;microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions2=[] 
microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions2[:]=\ 
[temp [tt-1] for tt in simpar. infodict ['nfe']] 
430 microbes[mc] .dgr_solutions2.insert(O,temp[O]) 
#store microbiaL ferrous oxidation rates 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions2={} 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
temp=species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions [sc] [:] 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions [sc] = [] 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions2 [sc] = [] 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions2 [sc] [:] =\ 
[temp[tt-1] %...2!: tt t_g simpar.infodict['nfe']] 
species ['ferrous'] . sr _solutions2 [sc] . insert ( 0, temp [0]) 
440 temp=species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions [:] 
species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions=[] 
species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions2= [] 
species ['ferrous'] . br _solutions2 [:] =\ 
[temp [tt-l] for tt in simpar. infodict ['nfe']] 
species['furrous'] .br_solutions2.insert(O,temp[O]) 
#copy simuLatio~ output to respective classes 
for tt in range(int(simpar.timesteps)): 
storeSolutions(soln,tt,simpar,sizeclass,minerals,species,microbes) 
450 storeAverageParticleSolutions(sizeclass,species,minerals) 
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#do finaL mass baLance . 
#--caLcuLate tc taL copper f ormed 
log=copperBalance (simpar, sizeclass, minerals, species ['copper'] ) 
#--caLcuLate tctaL iron output 
log+=ironBalance (simpar, sizeclass, species ['ferric'] , species ['ferrous']) 
#caLcuLate effective copper conversion 
effCopperConv (species ['copper'] , simpar, sizeclass ,minerals) 
#return mass ba Lance Logs 
return log 
#------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------
def copperBalance(simpar,sizeclass,minerals,copper) : 
"""Do a copper baLance and return formatted output 
minNames=minerals.keys() 
#remove key sulfur from mineraLs keys. 
if 'sulfur' in minNames: minNames. remove ('sulfur') 
99 
cpm =[simpar .pstoic[mn][O] for mn in minNames] #moLes of copper formed per moLe of 
mineraL reacted 
#copper formed from mineraLs 
copper_formed={} #av copper formed by each mineraL 
tot_copper_formed=O #copper from mineraLs 
for cf,name in zip(cpm,minNames): 
copper_formed[name]=O 
f or sc in sizeclass .keys(): 
intfac=(minerals [name]. solutions [sc] [ -1] *sizeclass [sc] .r**2) /100 
avConv=3*simps(intfac ,sizeclass[sc] . r)/sizeclass[sc] .R**3 
minReacted=minerals[name] .grade[sc]*avConv*\ 
simpar . ore_densi ty* ( 1-simpar . porosity) #mo Vcrn -3-p 
copper_formed[name]+=cf*minReacted*sizeclass[sc] .massfrac 
tot_copper_formed+=copper_formed[name] 
tot_copper_formed*=simpar.solid_volfrac*copper.mmass*simpar.L**3 #g 
#copper concentration in particLe, buLk and fLowing phase 
pcopper,bcopper,fcopper=aveAggConc(simpar,sizeclass,copper) #g 
#caLcuLate aver·age amount of copper that Left the system 
copper_outflow=simpar . soln[:,copper.flow_indx]*copper.mmass*\ 
490 simpar.uf*simpar . L**2/1000 
copper_outflow = simps(copper_outflow,simpar.time_list) #g 
#print resuLts 
result=" Copper· mass balance results (mol/ em - 3-p) \ n" 
for name,cf in zip(minNames,cpm): 
if cf: 
result+=name + "\n" 
result+=" Coppe r expected = %g\n" '!. copper. expN [name] 
result+=" Copper formed= %g = %.5f' % (copper_formed[name], \ 
500 (copper_formed[name]*100/copper.expN[name])) + ''%\n'' 
result+='- '*52+ "\u' 
result+="Coppt~r umss bala uee res ults (g) \ n' ' 
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result+=''Total copper expected = %.9f\n" '/, copper. expected 
result+="Copper formed so far as calculated from :\n" 
result+=" ( *) Minerals = %.9f = %.5f" '/, \ 
(tot_copper_formed,(tot_copper_formed*lOO/copper.expected)) +'%\n' 
result+=" ( *) Dissolved copper = %.9f = %.5f' '/, \ 
(((bcopper+pcopper+fcopper+copper_outfloY)),\ 
((bcopper+pcopper+fcopper+copper_outfloY)*lOO/copper.expected)) +'%\n' 
510 result+=" Copper in particles = %.9f = %.5f' '/, \ 
(pcopper, (pcopper*lOO/copper. expected)) +'% \n' 
result+=" Copper in bulk = %.!:If= %.5f' '/, \ 
(bcopper, (bcopper*lOO/copper. expected)) + "% \n' 
result+='' Copper in flowing = %J.!)f = %.5t"" '!. 
(fcopper,(fcopper*lOO/copper.expected)) +'%\n' 
result+=" Total copper outflow = %.9f = %.5f' '/, \ 
(copper _outfloy, (copper _outflow*lOO/ copper. expected)) +'% \n' 
result+='. '*52+'\n' 
520 return result 
100 
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def ironBalance(simpar,sizeclass,ferric,ferrous): 
"""Do an iron balance and r·etur·n formatted output 
pferrous,aferrous,fferrous=aveAggConc(simpar,sizeclass,ferrous) 
pferric,aferric,fferric=aveAggConc(simpar,sizeclass,ferric) 
ferrous_outflow=simpar.soln[ : ,ferrous.flow_indx]*ferrous.mmass*\ 
simpar.uf*simpar.L**2/1000 #g 
530 ferrous_outfloY = simps(ferrous_outfloY,simpar.time_list) 
ferric_outflow=simpar.soln[:,ferric.flow_indx]*ferrous .mmass*\ 
simpar.uf*simpar.L**2/1000 #g 
ferric_outfloY = simps(ferric_outflow,simpar . time_list) 
simpar.tot_iron_output=ferrous_outflow+ferric_outflow 
tot_iron_in_system =pferrous+aferrous+pferric+aferric+fferrous+fferric 
result="Iron mass balance results (g)\n" 
if simpar.floY_volfrac>O: 
540 result+=''Total iron input = %.5f\n'' '!. \ 
(simpar.init_total_iron+simpar.tot_iron_input) 
result+=" Final iron = %.5f\n'' '/, (tot_iron_in_system+simpar. tot_iron_output) 
result+='' Final iron in system = % .5t\n'' {, tot_iron_in_system 
result+='' Total iron outflow = %.5f\n" /, simpar. tot_iron_output 
else: 
result+="Total iron input = %.5f\n'' '!. (simpar. ini t_ total_ iron) 
result+="Final iron in system = %.5t\u" '!. tot_iron_in_system 
result+='. '*52+'\ n' 
550 return result 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def effCopperConv(copper,simpar,sizeclass,minerals): 
"""Calculate the effective copper conversion. 
ef feet ive coppe·r conversion= (average copper formed) I (expected copper) 
560 
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minNames=minerals.keys(); psc=sizeclass.keys() 
#remove key suLfur from mineraLs keys. 
if 'sulfur' in minNames: minNames. remove ('sulfur') 
101 
cpm=[simpar.pstoic[mn] [0] for mn in minNames] #moLes of copper formed per moLe of 
mineraL reacted 
#get info onLy for mineraLs that form copper 
for cf,mn in zip(cpm,minNames): 
if cf==O: 
del cf ; del mn 
#get Length of array 
length=len(minerals[minNames[O]] .solutions[psc[O]]) 
copper.eff_conv=zeros((length,),'d') 
570 fori in xrange(length): #for each timeLeveL 
for cf ,mn irt zip(cpm,minNames): 
avsum=O 
191.: sc _:i,g, psc: 
intfac=minerals[mn] .solutions[sc] [i]*sizeclass[sc] .r**2 
average=(3*simps(intfac,sizeclass[sc] .r)/sizeclass[sc] .R**3)/100 # 
conversion from percentage 
#weigh by sizecLass 
avsum+=sizeclass[sc] .massfrac*average*minerals[mn] .grade[sc] #moL/g_o 
copper.eff_conv[i]+=avsum*cf*simpar.ore_density*(l-simpar.porosity)#moL/cm 
-3_p 
copper.eff_conv*=copper.mmass*simpar.solid_volfrac*simpar.L**3/copper.expected\ 
580 *100 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def getExpectedCopper(copper,simpar,sizeclass,minerals): 
"""CaLcuLate the expected amount of copper (in g) from the mineraL 
composition of the ore. 
minNames=minerals.keys() 
if 'sulfur' in minNames: minNames. remove ('sulfur') 
cpm =[simpar.pstoic[mn] [0] for mn in minNames] #moLes of copper formed per moLe of 
mineraL reacted 
copper.expected=O #totaL copper expected 
590 copper.expN={}; #totaL copper expected from each mineraL 
copper.expS={} #totaL copper expected in each sizecLass 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): copper.expS[sc]=O 
for cf,name in zip(cpm,minNames): 
copper.expN[name]=O 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
mn=minerals[name] .grade[sc]*simpar.ore_density*(l-simpar.porosity) #moL/em 
-3-p 
copper.expN[name]+=cf*mn*sizeclass[sc] .massfrac #moL/cm-3-p 
copper.expS[sc] +=cf*mn*sizeclass[sc] .massfrac #moL/cm-3-p 
copper.expected+=copper.expN[name] 
600 copper.expected*=copper.mmass*simpar.solid_volfrac*simpar.L**3 #g 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
def getExpectediron(simpar,sizeclass,ferric,ferrous): 
pferrous=O;pferric=O 
.. 
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for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
pferrous += sizeclass[sc) .massfrac•ferrous.mmass•ferrous.pconc #giL 
pferric += sizeclass[sc) .massfrac•ferric.mmass•ferric.pconc #g/L 
piron = (pferrous+pferric)•simpar.porosity•simpar.solid_volfrac*\ 
simpar.L••3/1000 #g 
610 bferrous = ferrous. bulk_conc•ferrous .mmass #g/L 
bferric = ferric.bulk_conc•ferric.mmass #g/L 
biron = (bferrous+bferric)•simpar . bulk_volfrac•simpar.L••3/1000 #g 
fferrous= ferrous.flow_conc•ferrous.mmass 
fferric = ferric.flow_conc•ferric.mmass 
firon = (fferrous+fferric)•simpar . flow_volfrac•simpar.L••3/1000 
simpar.init_total_iron=piron+biron+firon 
#---totaL iron input by fLowing soLution 
620 fferrous_input = ferrous . inletflow_conc*ferrous.mmass #giL 
fferric_input = ferric.inletflow_conc*ferric.mmass 
simpar.tot_iron_input= (fferrous_input+fferric_input)*simpar.uf•\ 
(simpar.L••2)•simpar.time_list[-1)/1000 #g 
102 
#-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
630 
def aveAggConc(simpar,sizeclass,species,indx=-1): 
'"'"CaLcuLate the average concentration of a dissoLved species (g/cm-3_a) in the 
aggLomerate . 
aveAggConc = a·ueParticleConc + buLkConc + fLowConc 
indx is the index i n the 's oLut ions' v ector 
pspecies=O; 
for sc in sizeclass .keys(): 
intfac=species.psolutions[sc] [indx]*sizeclass[sc) .r**2 
avspecies=3*simps(intfac,sizeclass[sc] .r)/sizeclass[sc) . R**3 
pspecies+=avspecies•sizeclass[sc) .massfrac #g/ cm-3-p x1e3 
pspecies•=simpar.solid_volfrac*(simpar . L**3)/1000 #g 
bspecies=species.bulk_solutions[indx)*simpar.bulk_volfrac*simpar.L**3/1000 #g 
fspecies=species . flow_solutions[indx)*simpar . flow_volfrac*simpar .L**3/1000 #g 
return pspecies,bspecies,fspecies 
640 #•••••············································ 
from math import exp as mexp 
#-------- ---------------------------- ------------------------
def getMicrobialSurfaceRate(substrate,datalist,simpar,sizeclass,microbes ,oxidizes): 
"""CaLcuLate the rate of microbiaL oxidation of a substrate at the surface of a 
sizecLass. 
substrate = ferrous/ suLfur; oxi dizes=iron/ suLfur 
for me in microbes.keys() : 
ads_pop = datalist[microbes[mc) .ads _pop_indx) #c eLLs/g_ore 
650 _tj ads_pop < 0 : 
ads_pop=O 
datalist[microbes[mc) .ads_pop_indx] 0 
if microbes[mc) . oxidizes==oxidizes: 
for sc in sizeclass.keys() : 
660 
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ads_pop_sc = (ads_pop*sizeclass[sc] .massfrac) #ceLLs/g_ore_sc 
substrate.surface_rate[sc] = ads_pop_sc* 
103 
(microbes[mc] .ads_growth_rate[sc]/ microbes[mc] .myield +\ 
microbes[mc] .temperature_function(simpar.temperature)* \ 
microbes[mc] .maintenance) #moL/g_ore_s c -min 
substrate.surface_rate[sc]*=simpar.ore_density*(1-simpar.porosity)#moL/ 
cm-3p_sc-min 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def getMicrobialBulkRate(ferrous,simpar,microbes): 
"'"'CaLcuLate rate of microbiaL oxidation of ferrous in the buLk phase. 
IIIIU 
rate=O 
for me in microbes .keys(): 
if microbes [me] . oxidizes=='iron': 
rate +=microbes[mc] .des_pop*(\ 
microbes [me] . des_growth_rate/microbes [me] .myield + microbes [me] . \ 
670 temperature_function(simpar.temperature)*microbes[mc] .maintenance)# 
moL/LbuLk-min 
ferrous.bulk_rate=rate 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def getAcidGangueRate(datalist,acid,simpar,sizeclass): 
'""'CaLcuLate the rate of gangue dissoLut i on by acid 
R=8.314 #-> J/r10L/K 
fT=acid.akO*mexp(-acid.Ea/R * (1/simpar.temperature-1/acid.Tref)) 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
acid_ cone = datalist [acid. pconc_indx [sc] [0] : acid. pconc_indx [sc] [1]) 
680 acid.rate[sc]=(simpar.porosity*acid_conc*fT)/1000 #-> moL/cm-3_p 
#!/usr/ bin/py 
"""Classes moduLe 
Listing B.3: classes.py 
This module holds an the classes us ed in the pTogram 
#UNITS : 
#l engt h= (cm), volune=(L) ,weight=(g), t i me=(mins), temperature(K), ener·gy(J) 
from Numeric impor! array,zeros,ones,arange,where,equal 
10 f rom Numeric impor! exp as nexp 
20 
from math import pi,exp as mexp,sqrt as msqrt 
from scipy import linspace,isnan 
#*********************************************** 
class SizeClass: 
def __ init __ (self,parlist) : 
self. N = int (par list [0]) #gr·i d Number 
self.R = float(parlist [1])/10 #->em 
self.massfrac = float(parlist[2]) 
self.dr = self.R/(self . N-1) 
self.r = arange(O,self.R+self.dr/2,self.dr) 
#3-D pLotting parameters 
self.minFezrange =0 
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self.maxFezrange =0 
def _show(self): 
print '-'*50 
print 'dr =',self.dr*10,'nun' 
print 'Radius =',self.R*10,'nnn' 
print 'l\1ass Fraction =',self .massfrac 
print 'Grid points =',self. N 
print '-'*50 
def __ str __ (self): 
self . _show() 
return "" 
def dMatrix(self,diff,k): 
"""Second crder central differentiation matrix 
diff=diffusivity,k=mass transfer coefficient 
If/Iff 
N=self. N 
m=zeros ( (N, N), 'd') 
a=diff/(2*self.dr) 
fori in xrange(1,N-1): 
m[i,i-1] = 1-1./i 
m[i,i] = -2 
m[i,i+1] = 1+1./i 
m[O,O]= -6; m[0,1]= 6 
m[N-1,N-2] = 2; m[N-1,N-1] = -2-(k/a)*(1 + 1./(N-1)) 
m*= diff/self.dr**2 
return m 
#------------------------------------------------------
class Species: 
def __ init __ (self,parlist,psc): 
fori in xrange(len(parlist)) : 
m: 
par~ist[i]=float(parlist[i]) 
except ValueError: 
paS[! 
base_pars = 5 #number of parameters common to all species 
if len(parlist)>base_pars: 
#rate of reaction defined in terms of these species, 
#eg ferrous,acid 
self._rspecies=True 
else: 
self . _rspecies=False 
self.mmass =parlist[4] 
self. diff =parlist [3] *6* 1e5 #- >em ' 2/min 
self.inletflow_conc =parlist[2]/(self.mmass) #- >mol/L 
self.bulk_conc =parlist[l]/(self.mmass) #->mol/L 
self.pconc =parlist[O]/(self.mmass) #->mol/L 
104 
self.flow_conc = self.inletflow_conc #initialize concentration in the flowing 
phase 
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self.diffMatrix={} 
#self.•_solutions are matrices that store values from the simulation. 
self.psolutions={}; self.average_psolutions={}; self.surface_solutions={} 
self.bulk_solutions=[]; self.flow_solutions=[] 
self.pconc_indx={}; self.bulk_indx=O; self.flow_indx=O 
for sc in psc.keys(): 
N=psc[sc] .N 
self.psolutions[sc] =[] 
self.average_psolutions[sc] =[] 
self.pconc_indx[sc] =[] 
self.surface_solutions[sc] =[) 
self.diffMatrix[sc] =psc[sc] .dMatrix(self.diff,self.k) 
if self._rspecies: 
i=base_pars 
self.Ea =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.akO =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.Tref =parlist[i]+273 #K 
self .rate={} 
for sc ~~ psc . keys(): 
N=psc[sc] .N 
self. rate [sc] =zeros ( (N,), 'd') 
def getSource(self,name,sc,simpar,minerals,acidrate,microbes=None): 
100 '"'"Get source term for a species for reactions in the particle 
using reaction stoichiomet ry and formula rates 
llO 
120 
if name == 'coppet·' : 
ind=O 
elif name == 'ferric': 
ind=l 
elif name== ' fe rrous': 
ind=2 
elif name=='acid': 
ind=3 
minNames=minerals.keys(); 
if 'sulfur' in minNames : minNames . remove ('sulfur') 
if name == 'oxygen': 
N = len(acidrate[sc]) 
source=zeros((N,),'d') #return initial source which is a vec tor of zeros 
else: 
source=O 
form ig minNames: 
source=source+s impar.pstoic [m) [ind]*minerals [m) .rate [sc] 
if name == 'acid': 
source=source+simpar . pst oic ['gangue'] [ind] *acidrate [sc] 
return source 
def getSurfaceSource(self,name,simpar,ferrous_srate,sulfur_srate): 
" '"'Get sou"'ce t erm for a species for reactions at the particle surface 
using reaction stoichiomet r y and microbial oxidation rat es 
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#index 0 =f~rrous; i ndex 1 =suLfur. See simpar . bs to ic 
source =simpar.bstoic[name] [O)*ferrous_srate+\ 
simpar.bstoic[name] [l)*sulfur_srate 
return source 
def _show (self) : 
print '-'*50 
print 'l'v1olar mass = ' ,self .mmass,' (g/mol)' 
print 'Diffusivity = %g (cmA2/min)''l. self .diff 
print 'Bulk concentration = % g (mol/L)''l. (self . bulk_conc) 
print 'Flowing liq. cone = % g (mol/ L)''l. (self.flow_conc) 
if. self. _rspecies : 
print 'Activation Energy = %g (J j mol)'% self .Ea 
print 'Arrhenius Constant = ' ,self . akO,' (1 / min)' 
print 'Ref. Temperature =' ,self . Tref,' (K)' 
p..rint ' - ' *50 
def __ str __ (self) : 
self. _show() 
return '"' 
#---- -- ------------------ ------------------ - -------- ------ - -----
class Minerals: 
150 def __ init __ (self,parlist,psc) : 
160 
170 
for i in xrange(2,len(parlist ) ) : #do not i ncLude grade s 
gy: 
parlist[i]=float(parlist[i]) 
except ValueError: 
pas r: 
self.type = parlist[O] 
self.mmass = parlist[2) 
self.phi = parlist[3) 
self.Ea = parlist[4] 
self.akO = parlist[5] 
self .Tr ef = par li st[6]+273 #- >K 
self.pstoic = parlist[7) 
if self. type == 'sulfide' : 
self .m = parlist[8] 
self.ka = parlist[9] #moVL 
self.kb = parlist[lO] #moL / L 
self .Sstoic = parlist[ll] #->suL fur s to ichi ometry in the minera L Leach i ng 
r eaction 
#sort ou t ch e grades 
grade=parl:!.st[l) .split(',') 
grade_list=[float(i) fQ~ i i~ grade] 
#check t ha: number of grades == number of sizecLass es . 
#Does not matt er if it is mor e as the extra vaLues ar e ignored. 
if len(grade_list) < len(psc): 
from engine i mport errorHandler 
mes sage=" Grade list is less than number of particle size classes" 
errorHandler(message) 
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#rate,conversion,solution matrix,grade 
self.grade={};self.rate={}; 
self.solutions2 {};self.average_solutions={} 
self.conv_indx={} 
i=O 
keys=psc.keys() 
keys.sort() 
for sc in keys: 
self.grade[sc]=grade_list[i]; i+=1 
self .rate [sc] =zeros((psc[sc] . N,), 'd') 
self.solutions[sc]=[] 
self.average_solutions[sc]=[] 
self.conv_indx[sc] = (] 
#NOTE that correct assignment of grades is dependent on the 
#psckeys being sorted in such a way that it matches the order 
#of arrangement of the grades. Hence sizeclass names should 
#start the same and end with integers appended in increasing order. 
def updateRxnRate(self,datalist,simpar,sizeclass,fe3,fe2,acid): 
'""'Calculate the rate of mineral conversion. 
,,,, 
R=8.314 #J/mol/K 
fT=self.akO • mexp(-self.Ea/R • (1/simpar.temperature- 1/self.Tref)) 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
fx = (1-datalist[self.conv_indx[sc] [O]:self.conv_indx[sc] [1]])••self.phi 
#sometimes, conversion (X) goes >1 due to numerics. Force X=t if X>t 
if isnan(fx): 
temp•isnan(fx) 
eq0_ind=equal(temp,1) 
fx=where(eqO_ind,O.O,fx) 
if self. type == 'sulfide': 
fe3conc = datalist[fe3.pconc_indx[sc][O]:fe3.pconc_indx[sc] (1]] 
fe2conc = datalist[fe2.pconc_indx[sc] (0] :fe2.pconc_indx[sc] (1]] 
fc• fe3conc/( (self.ka+fe3conc)••(1-self.m) • \ 
(self.kb+fe2conc)••self.m) 
elif self. type == 'oxide': 
fc• datalist[acid.pconc_indx[sc] [O]:acid.pconc_indx[sc] [1]] 
self.rate[sc]=(1-simpar.porosity)•simpar.ore_density•\ 
self.grade[sc]•fT•fx•fc #mol/cm~3_p 
def _show(self): 
print '-' • 50 
print 'Molar mass =',self.mmass,'(g/mol)' 
print 'Topological Exponent(phi) =',self .phi 
print 'Activation Energy= %g (J/mol)'Y. self .Ea 
print 'Arrhenius Constant=', self.akO, '(1/min)' 
print 'Ref. Temperature =',self. Tref, '(K)' 
if self. type == 'sulfide': 
print 'Ferric reduction exponent(m) =', self .m 
print 'Ferric mass transfer parameter(ka) = %g (mol/L-water)' Y,self .ka 
print 'Ferric reduction parameter(kb) = %g (mol/L-water)' Y,self .kb 
print 'Grades in sizeclass' 
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sckeys=self.grade.keys() 
sckeys.sort() 
for sc in sckeys: 
print "%s \t= %f (mol/g- ore)" %Csc,self.grade[sc]) 
print ' - ' * 50 
def __ str __ (self): 
108 
240 self . _show( ) 
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return "" 
#------------------·---------------- -----------------------------------
s; l a~.§. Simpar: 
cief __ init __ (self ,parlist): 
fori in xrange(len(parlist ) ): 
i=O 
m: 
parlist[i]=float(parlist[i]) 
except ValueError: 
pass 
#physical parameters 
self.ore_density = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.porosity = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.bulk_volfrac = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.flow_volfrac = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.temperature = parlist[i]+273; i+=1 #->K 
self.L = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.uf = parlist[i] ; i+=1 #superficial velocoty (em/ min) 
self .ksb = parlist[i]; i+=l #mass transfer coefficient for part/stag interface 
(em/min) 
self.kbf = parlist[i] ; i+=1 #mass transfer rate for stag/flow interface (1/min 
) 
#simulation parameters 
self.tstop = parlist[i]•60; i+=1 #->mi ns 
self . timesteps = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.plot_gap = parli st[i] ; i+=1 
self.report_style = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self . outdirname = parlist[i]; i+=1 
#boolean parameters 
self .plot2d = parl i st[i]; i+=1 
self.plot3d = parlist[i]; i+=1 
self.constant_in_bulk={} 
self. constant_i n_bulk ['ferric' ] =parlist [i]; i+=1 
self. constant_ in_ bulk ['ferrous'] =par list [i] ; i +=1 
self. constant_in_bulk ['acid'] =parlist [i]; i+=l 
self . constant_in_bulk ['oxygen'] =par list [i]; i+=1 
self. constant_in_bulk ['copper'] ='no' 
self.microbes = parlist[i]; i+=1 #there are mi crobes in the system 
self.solid_volfrac = 1- (self . f l ow_volfrac+self.bulk_volfrac) 
self.time_list=linspace(O,self.tstop,self.timesteps) 
self.pstoic={} #stoichi ometry matrix for part i c le r eactions 
self.bstoic={} #s toi chiometry v ector for bulk reaction 
self.outfiles={} #files that store simuLation results 
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def getpstoic(self,minerals): 
'""'Stoichiometry matrix for reactions in the ore particLes 
/IIIII 
stoic={} 
if 'pyrite' ;.._n minerals. keys(): 
beta=minerals ['pyrite'] . Sstoic 
else: 
beta=O 
minNames=minerals.keys() 
if 'sulfur' ]._n minNames: minNames. remove ('sulfur') 
# array coLumns: Cu Fe3+ Fe2+ Acid 
stoic['gangue'] = array([O.O, 0.0, 0.0,-1.0],'d') 
for mn in minNames: 
tt=minerals [mn] . pstoic. split(',') 
stoic[mn]=array([eval(i) for i in tt] ,'d') 
return stoic 
def getbstoic(self): 
'""'Stoichiometry matrix for reactions in the buLk soLution 
stoic={} 
# Fe2+ S 
stoic ['copper'] = [0. , 0.] 
stoic['ferric'] = [1.0, 0.] 
stoic ['ferrous']= [ -1.0, 0.] 
stoic['acid'] = [-0.5, 1.] 
stoic['oxygen'] = [-0.25, -1.5] 
return stoic 
def getLogs(self): 
'""'Format log from simulation run. 
import string 
from scipy.integrate import odeint 
doc = ode1nt. doc 
#select thE required section of the doc string 
lind= string.find(doc,'infodict --') 
uind = string.find(doc,'Additional') 
log='\n'+ '·'*60 + '\n' 
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log+=" An additional dictionary of outputs is returned by the integration function ' 
scipy.integrate.odeint'. The entries in this dictionary are explained in the 
excerpt below (from the documentation of odeint):" + '\n\n' 
log+=doc[lind:uind] 
log+=" Additional outputs from sirnnlatiou'' + ' \n' 
keys=self.infodict . keys() 
keys.sort() 
for k in keys: 
log+= k + '· + str(self.infodict[k]) + '\n' 
self.log =log 
def _show(self): 
print '-' * 50 
print "Simulation time= %g (hrs)" % (self. tstop/60) 
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print "Tinwstep = ",self. dt," (mins)" 
print ''Plot interval= %g (mins)" % self .plot_interval 
print "Ore density= %g (g/cm'3)"% self.ore_density 
p_[_;i.nt "Agglomerate temperature = %g (K)'' % self. temperature 
print ''Particle porosity = %g '' % self .porosity 
print "Solid to liquid ratio (volume) = %g'' % self. vsol_liq 
print '-' * 50 
def __ str __ (self): 
self. _show() 
return "" 
#----------------- ·-------------------------------------------------
class Microbes: 
from math impor~ sqrt as msqrt 
def __ init __ (self,parlist,sizeclass,simpar): 
350 f9_t i in xrange(len(parlist)): 
360 
370 
380 
i=O 
.!ll : 
parlist[i]=float(parlist[i]) 
except ValueError: 
pass 
self.oxidizes =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self . bulk_pop =parlist[i]; i+=l #->cells/L 
self.inlet_flow_pop =parlist[i]; i+=l #->cells/L 
#***physical parameters 
self.mmass =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.diff =parlist[i]*6*1e5; i+=l #->cm'2/min 
self.myield =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.maintenance =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.max_growth_rate=parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.death_rate =parlist[i]; i+=l 
#***adsorption paramet ers(Langmuir) 
self.ads_max =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.adsEq_const =parlist[i] ; i+=l 
#t emperatur·e parameters (Ratkowsky) 
self.Tmin =parlist[i]+273; i+=l #-> K 
self.Tmax =parlist[i]+273; i+=l 
self.Topt =parlist[i]+273; i +=l 
self.b =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.c =parlist[i]; i+=l 
#Monad parameters 
self.inhib_fac =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.oxygen_monod =parlist[i]; i+=l 
if self. oxidizes == 'iron': 
self . ferrous_monod =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self . acidlim =parlist[i]; i+=l 
elif self. oxidizes=='snlfnr': 
self.sulfur_monod =parlist[i]; i+=l 
self.ads_growth_rate={} 
self.des_growth_rate=O 
self.ads_pop_indx=O; self.des_pop_indx=O; self.flow_indx=O 
llO 
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#store microbial growth rate at certain intervals 
self.agr_solutions={} #adsorbed growth rate 
self.dgr_solutions=[] #desorbed growth rate 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
self.ads_grovth_rate[sc]=O 
self.agr_solutions[sc]=[] 
self.bulk_pop_solutions•[] 
self.ads_solutions =[] 
self.des_solutions =[] 
self.flov_solutions•[] 
111 
self.flov_pop=self . inlet_flov_pop #arbitrarily initialize celts in the flowing 
phase 
unitConv=simpar.ore_density•(1-simpar.porosity)•simpar.solid_volfrac•\ 
1000/simpar.bulk_volfrac #[cetts/g_ore->cetts/Lb] 
templ •1+self.adsEq_const•(self.bulk_pop+unitConv•self.ads_max) 
temp2 -msqrt(templ**2- 4•unitConv•self.ads_max•self.bulk_pop•\ 
self.adsEq_const••2) 
self.ads_pop= (temp1-temp2)/(2•unitConv•self.adsEq_const) #cetts/g_ore 
self.des_pop•self.bulk_pop-(unitConv•self.ads_pop) 
#calculate optimum temperature parameter 
self.kopt = self.b•(self.Topt-self.Tmin) * (1-mexp(self.c * \ 
(self.Topt-self.Tmax) )) 
def temperature_function(self,temperature): 
if (temperature> self.Tmax) 2r (temperature< self.Tmin): 
return 0 
else: 
ktemp= self.b•(temperature-self.Tmin) * (1-mexp(self.c * \ 
(temperature-self.Tmax) )) 
return ktemp/self.kopt 
def applyLangmuir(self,datalist,simpar): 
"""Calculate adsorbed/desorbed partitioning from Langmuir Isotherm. 
,,, 
unitConv=simpar.ore_density•(1-simpar.porosity)•simpar.solid_volfrac•\ 
1000/simpar.bulk_volfrac #[cetts/g_ore->cetts/Lb] 
temp1 =1+self.adsEq_const•(self.bulk_pop+unitConv•self.ads_max) 
temp2 =msqrt(temp1**2- 4•unitConv•self.ads_max•self.bulk_pop•\ 
self.adsEq_const••2) 
self . ads_pop= (temp1-temp2)/(2•unitConv•self . adsEq_const) #cetts/g_ore 
if temp 1 <temp2 : 
sys.exitO 
self.des_pop=self.bulk_pop-(unitConv•self.ads_pop) #cetts/Lb 
datalist[self.ads_pop_indx] self.ads_pop 
datalist(self.des_pop_indx] = self.des_pop 
def updateGrovtbRate(self,datalist,simpar,sizeclass,species,sulfur): 
if self .oxidizes == 'iron': 
#growth rate of desorbed microbes 
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#--get buLk indicies 
acidbindx = species['acid'] .bulk_indx 
fe2bindx=species ['ferrous'] . bulk_indx 
oxbindx=species ['oxygen']. bulk_indx 
#--get growth Limitation term 
acid_term = 1-mexp(-datalist[acidbindx]/self.acidlim) 
ferrous_term = datalist[fe2bindx]/(self.ferrous_monod +\ 
datalist[fe2bindx]) 
oxygen_term s datalist[oxbindx]/(self.oxygen_monod +\ 
datalist[oxbindx]) 
growth_lim = acid_term * ferrous_term * oxygen_term 
#--get growth inhibition term 
growth_inhib = self.inhib_fac/(self.bulk_pop+self.inhib_fac) 
#--growth rate 
self.des_grovth_rate = self.max_grovth_rate* grovth_lim * \ 
growth_inhib •self.temperature_function(simpar.temperature) 
#growth of adsorbed microbes 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
#--get surface indicies 
acidsindx s species['acid'] .pconc_indx[sc] [1]-1 
fe2sindx • species['ferrous'] .pconc_indx[sc](1]-1 
oxsindx = species['oxygen'] .pconc_indx[sc][1]-1 
#--get growth Limitation terms 
acid_term = 1-mexp(-datalist[acidsindx]/self.acidlim) 
ferrous_term = datalist[fe2sindx]/(self.ferrous_monod + \ 
datalist[fe2sindx]) 
oxygen_term = datalist[oxsindx]/(self . oxygen_monod + \ 
datalist[oxsindx]) 
growth_lim = acid_term * ferrous_term * oxygen_term 
#--growth rate (inhibition term same as for desorbed microbes) 
self.ads_grovth_rate[sc] =self.max_growth_rate * growth_lim * \ 
growth_inhib •self.temperature_function(simpar . temperature) 
#--microbes in particLes 
elif self. oxidizes == 'sulfur': 
#growth rate of adsorbed microbes 
for sc in sizeclass.keys(): 
#--get surface indicies 
sulfursindx = sulfur.grade_indx[sc] (1]-1 
oxsindx =species['oxygen'] .pconc_indx[sc] [1]-1 
#--get growth Limitation terms 
sulfur_term = datalist[sulfursindx]/(self.sulfur_monod + \ 
datalist[sulfursindx]) 
oxygen_term = datalist[oxsindx]/(self.oxygen_monod + \ 
datalist[oxsindx]) 
growth_lim = sulfur_term * oxygen_term 
#--get growth inhibition term 
grovth_inhib = self.inhib_fac/(self.bulk_pop+self.inhib_fac) 
#growth rate 
self.ads_growth_rate[sc] =self.max_grovth_rate* grovth_lim•\ 
grovth_inhib •self.temperature_function(simpar.temperature) 
#--microbes in particLes 
def _shov(self): 
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print '-' * 50 
print "Type: %s oxidizing %s" !. (self. oxidizes, self. type) 
print "Population= %g (cells/cm·3 agg)"!. self.agg_pop 
print "***Physical Parameters***" 
print "Molar mass = %g (g/mol)" !. self .mmass 
print "Difusivity = %g (crn.2/ min)" !. self .diff 
print "Yield = %g (cells/mol Fe2+ )'' !. self .myield 
print "Ivlaintenance rate = %g (mol Fe2+/cell- min)" !. self .maintenance 
print "l\1aximum growth rate = %g (1/min)" !. self .max_growth_rate 
print "Death rate= %g (1/rnin)" !. self .death_rate 
print "***Adsorption Pararneters(Langmuir)***" 
print "l\t1ax. adsorbable microbes= %g (cells/g-ore)" !. self .ads_max 
print "Adsorption equilibrium constant= %g (L/cell)" !. self. adsEq_const 
print ''***Temperature Panuneters(Ratkowsky)***" 
print ''Tmiu = %g (K)'' % self. Tmin 
p_:r::i-_!1_! "Tmax = %g (K)'' % self. Tmax 
print ''Topt = %g (K)" % self. Topt 
print ''Fitting parameter b = %g (K)'' % self . b 
print "Fitting parameter b = %g (K)'' % self. c 
print "***1\1onod paranleters***'' 
print "Inhibition constant = %g (mol/L)" !. self . inhib_fac 
print "Oxygen Monod constant = %g (rnol/L)" % self. oxygen_monod 
if self. oxidizes == 'iron': 
print "Fe rrous Monod constant = %g (mol/L)" !. self . ferrous_monod 
print "Acid limiting constant = %g (mol/L)" %self. acidlim 
elif self. oxidizes == 'sulfur': 
print "Sulfur Monod constant = %g ( mol/ L)" !. self. sulfur _monod 
print ' - ' * 50 
def __ str __ (self): 
self. _show() 
return "" 
#--------------------------------------------------
class SulfurMineral(Minerals): 
def __ init __ (self,psc): 
self.grade={};self.solutions={};self.average_solutions={} 
self. type=N:me 
530 self.mmass=32 
540 
self.surface_rate={}; self.prate={};self.grade_indx={} 
keys=psc.keys() 
keys.sort() 
for sc in keys: 
self.solutions[sc]=[] 
self.average_solutions[sc]=[] 
self.surface_rate[sc]=O 
self.grade_indx[sc]=[] 
def _show(self): 
print ' --· '*50 
print "Molar mass = ", self .mmass 
print ' - '*50 
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def __ str __ (self): 
self. _shor.r() 
,,,, 
#!/usr/ bin/python 
"""Input/Output functions 
List ing B..±: IO.py 
This module contains input/output Junctions used by the program 
,,, 
from string import split,strip,replace,rstrip 
import os 
import Gnuplot 
10 from Numeric import.. ceil 
from engine import errorHandler,tryCommand 
from classes impor~ * 
def cbeckBoolean(parameter,name=") : 
"""Verify the -va lue of a boolean parameter. 
A boo lean paran·et er in the input files takes the value 'yes' or 'no'. 
If current value is neither, set it to 'yes' 
If/Ill 
20 if g_q}_ (parameter .i!! ['yes', 'no']): 
parameter=True 
print "** %s parameter set to 'yes'**\n" % name 
elif parameter == 'yes': 
parameter=True 
elif parameter == 'no': 
parameter=False 
return parameter 
#----- ------------------------------------------------------------
def readParFile(filename): 
30 '"'"Read an input file, and return a di ctionary of parameter values. 
usage : parDict=readParFile (filename) 
gy: 
parfile=open(filename, 'r') 
except IOError : 
message="No such file %s" % filename 
errorHandler(message) 
40 parameter _diet={} 
go_on=True 
while go_on: 
line=parfile.readline( ) 
.i:f. line == "" : 
go_on=False 
elif line [0] == '#': 
#ignore comment lines 
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pass 
elif 'begin' in line: 
temp=[] 
name=strip(line.split() [1]) 
parameter_dict[name]=O 
#read the remaining Lines tiLL "end" 
line=parfile.readline() 
whilE_!_ !1.9. ~. "end'' ,!.!} line: 
#ignore comment Lines 
if llne[O]=="#": 
pass 
else 
temp.append(strip(line.split('=') [1])) 
line=parfile.readline() 
#store vaLues 
parameter_dict[name]=temp[:] 
parf ile. close () 
return parameter_dict 
#------------------·------------------------------------------
def initializeFromFiles(simpar_file,psc_file,minerals_file,\ 
species_file,microbes_file,dir): 
"""Read parameters from input fiLes, create the cLass instances 
70 from these vaLues,and return each instance as an entry in the 
associated dictionary. 
80 
90 
returns simpar,sizecLassDict,mineraLsDict,speciesDict. 
simpar is just a cLass instance. The other dictionaries have keys 
defined by the user in the input fiLe using the 'begin' 
keyword. 
ALL input fiLes must be in the same directory, set by 'dir'. 
DefauLt is "cwd/input-fiLes" where cwd=current working directory. 
#---initaLize simuLation parameters---# 
simpar_file=os.path.join(dir,simpar_file) 
temp_dict=readParFile(simpar_file) 
key= temp_dict.keys() 
simpar=Simpar(temp_dict[key[O]]) 
#check that voLume fractions add up to 1 
if (simpar.bulk_volfrac +simpar . flow_volfrac) >= 1 : 
message="(stagnant phase)+(ftowing phase) volume fraction is>= 1" 
errorHandler(message) 
#check that particLe porosity > 0 
if simpar.porosity <= 0: 
message="Particle porosity must be > 0" 
errorHandler(message) 
#check booLean parameters 
simpar.plot2d =checkBoolean(simpar.plot2d,name='plot2d') 
simpar.plot3d =checkBoolean(simpar.plot3d,name='plot3d') 
simpar. microbes =checkBoolean (simpar. microbes, name='microbes') 
for sn in simpar.constant_in_bulk.keys(): 
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#---initialize particle size classes---# 
psc_file=os.path.join(dir,psc_file) 
temp_dict=readParFile(psc_file) 
sizeclass={} 
for sc in temp_dict.keys(): 
sizeclass[sc]=SizeClass(temp_dict[sc]) 
#check that tot2l mass fraction=l 
llO tot_mass_frac=O 
for sc in sizeclass .keys(): 
tot_mass_frac+=sizeclass[sc] .massfrac 
if tot_mass_frac != 1: 
message=" Total rnass fraction rnust be = 1" 
errorHandler(message) 
#---initialtze minerals---# 
minerals_file=os.path.join(dir,minerals_file) 
temp_dict=readParFile(minerals_file) 
120 minerals={}; 
simpar.sulfur_present=False; 
for mn in temp_dict.keys() : 
minerals[mn]=Minerals(temp_dict[mn] ,sizeclass) 
.if minerals [mn] . type == 'sulfide': simpar. sulfur _present=True 
#Initialize Sulfur mineral 
if simpar.sulfur_present: 
minerals ['sulfur'] =SulfurMineral (sizeclass) 
130 #***set up stoi:hiometry matrix 
simpar.pstoic=simpar.getpstoic(minerals) #->particle reactions stoichiometry 
simpar.bstoic=simpar.getbstoic() #->bulk reactions stoichiometry 
#---initialize chemical species---# 
Species.k = simpar.ksb 
species_file=os.path.join(dir,species_file) 
temp_dict=readParFile(species_file) 
species={} 
for sn in temp_dict.keys() : 
140 species[sn]=Species(temp_dict[sn],sizeclass) 
#---initialize microbial species---# 
microbes={} 
if simpar.microbes: 
microbes_file=os .path.join(dir,microbes_file) 
temp_dict=readParFile(microbes_file) 
if temp_dict .keys(): #Microbes file has an entry 
for me lQ temp_dict.keys(): 
H go:t, temp_dict [me] [0] Jp ["iron'', ''s ulfur''] : 
150 rr:essage=''Microbe must be 'iron' or 'sulfur' oxidizer\n 
Check 'oxidizes' parameter in %s" % microbes_file 
errorHandler(message) 
if n.<?.! temp_dict [me] [1] in ["mesophile", "thermophile"]: 
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message="Microbe type must be mesophile or thermophile\n\ 
Check 'type' parameter in %s" % microbes_file 
errorHandler(message) 
microbes[mc]=Microbes(temp_dict[mc],sizeclass,simpar) 
else: #Micr-obes fiLe has no entr-y 
simpar.microbes = False 
print '' lVIicr·obt~s file has 110 entry. Running abiotic simulation.'' 
:r§lt.l1:r::r1 simpar, sizeclass ,minerals, species ,microbes 
#---------------------------------- --------------------------
def createDataFiles(simpar,min_names,species_names,microbe_names,\ 
sizeclass_names,outdir): 
"'"'Create fiLes that hoLd simuLation resuLts and simuLation logs. 
#3D files 
simpar.outfiles['fi1es3d']={} 
header2d="" 
170 sizeclass_names.sort() 
180 
for sc in sizeclass_names: 
header2d+=" \ t" +sc 
simpar.outfiles['fi1es3d'] [sc]={} 
for mn in min_names: 
f ilename=mn+'3D- '+sc+' .txt' 
filename=os.path.join(outdir,filename) 
simpar . outf iles ['files3d '] [sc] [mn] =open(filename, 'w') 
#write header 
if mn == 'sulfur': 
header="#Radius( mrn) \ttime(hrs) \ tGrade(g/g- ore) \n" 
else: 
header="# Radius(mrn) \ ttime( hrs) \ tCouversion(%) \ n'' 
simpar. outfiles [ 'files8d'] [sc] [mn]. write(header) 
for sn in species_names : 
filenarr.e=sn+'3D- '+sc+' .txt ' 
filename=os.path . join(outdir,filename) 
simpar . outf iles ['files3d ' ] [sc] [sn] =open (filename, 'w') 
#write header 
header="#Radius(mm) \ttime(hrs) \tConc(g/cmA3 part)Xe- 3 \n" 
190 simpar. outf iles ['files3d '] [sc] [sn] . write (header) 
header2d+="\n'' 
#2D fiLes 
simpar. outfiles ['fih~s2d'] ={} 
simpar. outfiles [ 'fi1es2d'] ['bulkConc'] ={} #buLk concentration 
simpar.outfiles['files2d'] ['flowConc']={} #concentration in fLowing soLution 
simpar. outf iles ['files2d'] ['avePsolns'] ={} #average particLe cone en trat ion 
simpar. out files ['files2d'] ['surfaceConc'] ={} 
filename=os. path. join(outdir, 'SpeciesBulkConc.txt') 
200 simpar. outf iles ['files2d'] ['bulkConc'] ['species'] =open (filename, 'w') 
filename=os. path . j oin(outdir, 'lVIicrobiaiBulkConc.txt') 
simpar. outfiles ['files2d'] ['bulkConc'] ['microbes'] =open(filename, 'w') 
f ilename=os . path. j oin(outdir, 'SpeciesF!owConc.txt') 
simpar. outf ile s [ 'files2d '] [ ' flowCoBc'] ['species'] =open (filename, 'w') 
f ilename=os. path . join (outdir, 'l\rlicrobiaiFiowConc. txt') 
simpar. outfiles ['files2d'] ['ftowConc'] ['microbes'] =open(filename, 'w') 
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header='#'+"% l6s" % ("time(hrs)"); header2d=header+header2d 
for sn in speeies_names: 
210 header+=" o/c 15s" % (sn+" (g/L-bulk)") 
filename=sn+'2D.txt' 
filename=os.path.join(outdir,filename) 
simpar. out files ['files2d'] ['avePsolns'] [sn] =open(filename, 'w') 
simpar . outf iles ['files2d ') ['avePsolns'] [sn] . 'llri te (header2d) 
#** 
filename=sn+'SurfConc.txt' 
filename=os.path.join(outdir,filename) 
simpar. outfiles ['files2d'] ['surfaceConc'] [sn] =open(filename, 'w') 
simpar. outf iles ['files2d '] ['surfaceConc'] [sn] . 'llri te (header2d) 
220 simpar. outf iles ['files2d '] ['bulkConc'] ['species'] . '~<rite(\ 
header+" - - AvCopperCouv(%)" +"\n") 
simpar. outf iles ['files2d'] ['ftowConc'] ['species'] . 'llri te (header+" \n '') 
headerl='#'+"%His'' % ("time(hrs)"); header2='#'+''%16s" % (''t.ime(hrs)") 
for me .ill. mierobe_names: 
header1+='"7c,15s'' % (''Tot''+mc+"(cjcm3a)''); header2+=''%15s'' % \ 
("Tot" +me+" ( c/ cm3a)") 
headerl +=" %15s"% (''Des" +me+'' ( c/Lb )") 
header1+="%15s" % ("Ads"+me+"(c/Lb)'') 
230 headerl +="\n''; header2 +="\n" 
simpar. outf iles ['files2d'] ['bulkConc'] ['microbes'] . '~<rite (headerl) 
simpar. outf iles ['files2d'] ['ftowCouc'] ['microbes'] . 'llrite (header2) 
for mn in min_names: 
f ilename=mn+'2D. txt' 
filename=os . path.join(outdir,filename) 
simpar. out files ['files2d'] ['avePsolns'] [mn)=open(filename, 'w') 
simpar. outfiles ['files2d '] ['avePsolns'] [mn] . 'llri te (header2d) 
simpar. outf iles ['mise']={} 
240 #file for simulation logs 
filename=os. path. join(outdir, 'simlogs.]og') 
simpar. outf iles ['mise'] ['simlog'] =open(filename, 'w') 
#other files 
filename=os . path. j oin(outdir, '1.1icrobialGrowthRate.txt') 
s impar. outf iles ['mise'] ['rngrat.e'] =open (filename, 'w') 
header_mrate = replaee(header2d,"(g/L - bulk)" ,''1/min" 
header_mrate = rstrip(header_mrate) 
header_mrate+= "%15s'' % ''bulk\ n#" 
for me in mierobe_names: 
250 header _mrate += "%40s" % me 
header _mrate+"'" \n'' 
simpar. out files ['mise'] ['rngrate'] . 'llrite (header _mrate) 
f ilename=os .path. j oin(outdir, 'ferrousOxRate.txt.') 
simpar. outf iles ['mise'] ['fe2rate'] =open (filename, 'w') 
header _frate "' replace (header2d, "(g/L bulk)''," (g/Lb- · min)") 
header_frate "' r s trip(header _frate) 
header_frate+= ''%15s" % "bulk\n" 
simpar. outfiles ['mise'] ['fe2rate'] . 'llri te (header _frate) 
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260 #------------------------------------------------------------
def closeDataFiles(datafiles): 
"'"'Close files that contain simulation results 
for sc in datafiles['files3d'] .keys(): 
for name in datafiles['files3d'] [sc] .keys(): 
datafiles ['files3d'] [sc] [name]. close() 
for name in dataf iles ['files2d '] ['bulkConc'] . keys() : 
dataf iles ['files2d '] ['hulkConc'] [name] . close() 
for name in datafiles ['files2d'] ['ftowCouc']. keys(): 
270 datafiles['tiles2d'] ['flowConc'] [name] .close() 
for name in datafiles['files2d'] ['avePsolns'] .keys(): 
dataf iles ['files2d '] ['avePsolns'] [name] . close() 
for name in dataf iles ['files2d'] ['surfaceConc'] . keys() : 
dataf iles ['files2d '] ['surfaceConc'] [name] . close() 
datafiles ['mise'] ['mgrate'] . close() 
dataf iles ['mise'] ['fe2rate'] . close() 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def writeData3d(file,radius,time,data): 
for tt in xrange(len(time)): 
280 for ii in xrange(len(radius)) : 
dataset="%.5f \t %.5f \t %.5f \n" % \ 
(radius [i i] * 10, time [ tt] /60, data [ tt] [i i] ) 
file.write(dataset) 
file.writeC'\n') 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def writeMisc(simpar,ferrous,microbes): 
sckeys=ferrous.sr_solutions.keys() 
sckeys. sort() 
time = simpar.time_list 
290 for tt in range (len(time)) : 
fdataset = "%15.4f' % (time[tt]/60) 
mdataset = ''%15.4f' % (time [tt] /60) 
for sc in s ckeys: 
fdataset += "%15.5g" % (ferrous.sr_solutions[sc] [tt]) 
fdataset += "%15.5g\n" % (ferrous . br_solutions [tt]) 
simpar . outf iles ['mise' ] ['fe2rate'] . write (fdataset) 
for mn in microbes.keys(): 
for sc in sckeys: 
mdataset += " % 15.5g" % (microbes [mn] . agr _solutions [sc] [tt]) 
300 mdataset += "%15.5g" % (microbes [mn]. dgr _solutions [tt]) 
310 
mdataset += "\n" 
simpar. outfiles ['mise' ] ['rngrate'] . write (mdataset) 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def writeData2d(files2d,time,species,microbes,minerals): 
sizeclass_keys=species ['copper'] . psolutions. keys() 
sizeclass_keys.sort() 
for tt in xrange(len(time)): 
bulk_dataset="%15.4f' % (time[tt]/60) 
flow_datas et='' % 15.4f' % (time [tt] /60) 
for sn i n species .keys() : 
bulk_dataset+='"/(d5.5P' % species [sn]. bulk_ solutions [tt] 
flow_dataset+='' % 15.5f' % s pecies [sn] . flow_solutions [tt] 
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ave_dataset= "%15.5f" % (time [tt] /60) 
surf_dataset="%15.5f' % (time [tt] /60) 
for sc ln sizeclass_keys: 
ave_ dataset+=" %15.5f' % species [sn]. average_psolutions [sc] [tt] 
surf_dataset+="%15.5f' % species [sn]. surface_solutions [sc] [tt] 
ave_dataset+= "\n"; surf_dataset+="\n" 
files2d['avePsolns'] [sn] .TJrite(ave_dataset) 
f iles2d ['surfaceConc'] [sn] . TJri te (surf _dataset) 
bulk_dataset+="%15.5P' % species ['copper'] .eff_conv[tt] 
bulk_dataset+=" \n" ; floTJ_dataset+=" \ n" 
files2d ['bulkConc'] ['species'] . TJri te (bulk_dataset) 
files2d ['flowCouc'] ['species'] . write (flow_dataset) 
#microbiaL data 
bulk_dataset="%10.4f" % (time[tt]/60) 
floTJ_dataset="%10.4f" % (time [tt] /60) 
for sn in ffiicrobes.keys() : 
bulk_dataset+=" % 15.7f % 15.7f %15.7f' % \ 
(microbes[sn] . bulk_pop_solutions[tt] ,microbes[sn] . des_solutions[tt] ,\ 
microbes[sn] .ads_solutions[tt]) 
floTJ_dataset+=" % 15. 7f " % microbes [sn] . flow _solutions [ tt] 
bulk_dataset+="\n"; floTJ_dataset+=' ' \n" 
files2d ['bulkConc'] [ ' microbes'] . write (bulk_ dataset) 
files2d ['flowConc' ] [ ' microbes ' ] . write (flow_dataset) 
for mn in minerals.keys(): 
ave_dataset= "%15.4f" % (time [tt] /60) 
340 for sc in sizeclass_keys: 
ave_dataset +=" %15.5f' % minerals [mn]. average_solutions [sc] [tt] 
ave_dataset+= "\n" 
files2d ['a vePsolns '] [mn] . Yri te (ave_dataset) 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def plot3d(plot_gap,datafiles , speciesNames,microbesNames,sizeclass,fileType,outdir): 
if not (f ileType in ['eps' , 'pug']) : 
message= '' tileType must be eps or png" 
errorHandler(message) 
g=Gnuplot.Gnuplot(debug=O) 
350 g ('set style data lines') 
g ('unset key') 
g('se t vie w 60,36 ' ) 
g('se t grid ztics' ) 
g('set border 1023 128') 
g. ylabel ('time(hrs) ' ) 
flist= [] 
if fileType=='eps': 
g. xlabel ('radius(mm)&{junk }') 
for sc in datafiles.keys(): 
360 smin=min(sizeclass[sc] .r*lO); smax=max(sizeclass [s c] .r*lO) #- >mm 
g('set xrange [%g:% g] '% (smin, smax)) 
for key in datafiles[sc] .keys(): 
if key in speciesNames : 
g('set zlabel "Couc. x lW{ - 3} (gjcm ' 3 particle)'") 
elif key in microbesNames: 
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g('set zlabel ''Pop. x 10" { · 3} (cells/cm"3 particle)"') 
elif 'sulfur' in key: 
g('set zlabel "Grade (g/g ore)"') 
else: 
g('set zlabel "Frac. reacted (%)"') 
#get output fiLename 
fname=datafiles [sc] [key] .name 
title=os.path.basename(fname) 
outfile=os.path.join(outdir,title) 
outfile=outfile. replace ('txt', 'cps') 
(title, extension) = os.path . splitext(title) 
flist.append(outfile) 
if 'ferric' in key or 'ferrous' in key: 
if sizeclass[sc] .maxFezrange<3: 
a='%e'% sizeclass[sc] .maxFezrange;a=a.split('e') 
aO=ceil(float(a[O]));al=float(a[l]) 
newmax=(aO*lO**al) 
a=newmax/aO 
g( 'set ztics %s' % str (a)) 
g ('set zrange [%g:%g]' % ( sizeclass [sc] . minFezrange, newmax)) 
else: 
g('set zrange [%g:%g]" % (sizeclass[sc] .minFezrange, \ 
sizeclass[sc] .maxFezrange)) 
g('set term postscl'ipt eps enhanced 15') 
390 g('set title "%s'" % title) 
g("set output '%s''' % outfile) 
g("splot '%s' every :%s" % (fname,plot_gap)) 
g('set. output') 
g('set autoscale z') 
g('set. zties autofreq') 
else: #fiieTyp e==png 
g. xlabel C'radius(mm)') 
for sc in datafiles.keys() : 
smin=min(sizeclass[sc] . r*lO); smax=max(sizeclass[sc] .r*lO) #->mm 
400 g('set xrange [%g:%g]'%Csmin,smax)) 
for key in datafiles[sc] .keys(): 
if key in speciesNames: 
g('set zlabel "Cone x le- 3 (g/cm-3 p)'") 
eli!. key in microbesNames: 
g('set zlabel "Pop x le- 3 (cells/cm-3 p)'") 
eliJ. 'sulfur' in key: 
g('set zlabel "Grade (g/g ore)"') 
els·~: 
g('set zlabel "Frac. reacted (%)'") 
410 #get output fiLename 
fname=datafiles[sc] [key] .name 
title=os.path .basename(fname); 
outfile=os.path.join(outdir,title) 
outfile=outfile. replace ('txt', 'png') 
(title, extension) = os.path.splitext(title) 
flist.append(outfile) 
.if 'ferric' .in key 9.K 'ferrous' in key: 
ii sizeclass[sc] .maxfezrange<3: 
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a:'%e' % size class [sc] .maxFezrange; a:a. split ('e') 
a0:ceil(float(a[O)));a1:float(a[1]) 
newmax:(a0*10**al) 
a:newmax/10 
g ('set ztics %s' % str (a)) 
g('set zrange [% g:%g]' % (sizeclass[sc] .minFezrange,newmax)) 
9lse: 
g('set zrange [%g:o/og]' % \ 
(sizeclass[sc] .minFezrange,sizeclass[sc] .maxFezrange)) 
g('sd term png ~mall crop') 
g('sd size 0.8,0.8') 
430 g('set title '' o/os'" % title) 
g("~et output '%s"' % outfile) 
g("t:.plot '%s' every :o/os" % (fname ,plot_gap)) 
g('set output') 
g('set autoscale z') 
g('set ztics autofreq') 
return flist 
#------------------------------------------------------------
def plot2deps(g,filename,outdir,names,ind,prefix"'",graphsList"'[] ,\ 
sizeclass:None,Ferange:[)): 
440 #g:gnuplot handle 
for name in names : 
outf ile:pref ix+name+' .eps' 
outfile:os .path . join(outdir,outfile) 
graphsList . append(outfile) 
g('set t e rm postscript enhanced eps 17') 
g('set title "%s'" % name) 
g("se t output '%s"' % outfile) 
if size class: 
if name::'sulfur' : g('set ylabel ''Grade(g/g-ore)"') 
450 if Ferange: 
460 
470 
if name::'ferric' 9..[ name=='fe t-rous' : 
if Ferange[1] <3: 
a='%e' % Ferange [1) ; a=a. split ('e') 
aO=ceil(float(a[O)));al=float(a[l]) 
newmax=(aO*lO**al) 
a=newmax/10 
g('set ytics %s'% str(a)) 
g('set yrange [%g:%g]' % (Ferange [0] ,newmax)) 
g_J,.§_~: 
g('set yrange [%g:%g]' % (Ferange[O] ,Ferange[l])) 
sizeclassKeys:sizeclass.keys() 
sizeclassKeys . sort() 
#get p lot string 
i=2 ; SS"'" plot " 
for sc in sizeclassKeys: 
ss+='"%s' using 1:%s title '%s'," %(filename[name] .name,\ 
str(i) ,str(sizeclass[sc] .R*lO)) 
i+=l 
ss=ss. rstrip (', ') 
g(ss) 
g('set output') 
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_if Ferange: 
g('sd autoscale y') 
g('sd ytics autofreq') 
else: 
ind+=1 
g("plot '%s' using 1:%s"% (filename,str(ind))) 
g('set output') 
if 'Microb' ii! filename: ind+=2 
480 return graphsList 
#---------------------------------------------------------
def plot2dpng(g,filename,outdir,names,ind,prefix=",graphsList=[] ,\ 
sizeclass=None,Ferange=[]): 
#g=gnuplt hand~e 
for name in names: 
outfile=prefix+name+' .png' 
outfile=os.path.join(outdir,outfile) 
graphsList.append(outfile) 
g('set term png small crop') 
490 g('set size 0.7,0.7') 
g('set title "'%s'" % name) 
g(''set output '%s"' % outfile) 
if sizeclass: 
if name=='sulfur': g('set ylabel "Grade (g/ g - ore)'") 
1-1. Ferange: 
if name=='ferric' .Q±: name=='ferrous': 
if Ferange[1]<3: 
a='%e'% Ferange[1) ;a=a.split('e') 
aO=ceil(float(a[O)));a1=float(a[1)) 
500 newmax=(a0*10**a1) 
510 
520 
a=newmax/10 
g('set ytics %s' % str(a)) 
g('set yrange [%g:%g]' % (Ferange [0) ,newmax)) 
else: 
g('set yrauge [%g:%g]' % (Ferange [0] ,Ferange [1])) 
sizeclassKeys=sizeclass.keys() 
sizeclassKeys.sort() 
#get plot string 
i=2; ss=" plot " 
for sc in sizeclassKeys: 
ss+='"%s' using 1:%s title '%s'," '/.(filename[name] .name,\ 
str(i),str(sizeclass[sc] .R*10)) 
i+=l 
ss=ss. rstrip (', ') 
g(ss) 
gC'set output') 
if Ferange: 
g('set autoscale y') 
g('set ytics autofreq') 
else: 
ind+=1 
g(''plot '%s' using 1:%s" % (filename,str(ind))) 
g('set output') 
if 'Microb' :in filename anc:l, 'Bulk' in filename : ind+=2 
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return graphsList 
#------------------·---------------------------------------------
def plot2d(datafiles,phase,speciesNames,microbesNames,fileType,outdir): 
"""Plot two-dimensional data (bulk or flowing concentrations) 
530 phase is a string that holds the name of the phase we are referring to -
in this case 'bulk' or 'flow'ing phase 
if no!(fileType in ['eps', 'png']) 
message= "filt~Type must be eps or png" 
errorHandler(message) 
g=Gnuplot.Gnuplot(debug=O) 
g('unset key') 
g ('set data style lines') 
g('set mxtics 5') 
540 g.xlabel('time(hr)') 
sfname=datafiles ['species'] . name 
mfname=datafiles ['microbes'] . name 
graphs=[] 
if fileType=='eps': 
ind=l 
g('set yrange (0:]') 
g('set ylabel "%s" '% ("Cone (g/L " +phase+")'')) 
plot2deps(g,sfname,outdir,speciesNames,ind,phase,graphs) 
550 #plot microbes 
ind=l 
g('set yrange [*:]') 
# g('set yrange [0:]') 
if phase == 'bulk': 
g('set ylabel "Ads+Des Microbes x lW {10} (ce lls/L bulk)''') 
elif phase == 'flow' : 
g('set ylahel "l'v1icrobes x 10' {Hl} (cells/ L flow)"') 
plot2deps(g,mfname,outdir,microbesNames,ind,phase,graphs) 
else : #fi leType== 'png' 
560 ind=l 
g('set yrange [0:]') 
g('set ylabel "%s"'% ("Cone (g/L '' +phase+'')")) 
plot2dpng(g,sfname,outdir,speciesNames,ind,phase,graphs) 
#plot microbes 
ind=l 
g('se t yrange [* :]') 
# g ('se t yr ange [O :]') 
if phase == 'bulk' : 
g('set ylabel "Ads+ Des Microbes x lelO (cells/L bulk)'") 
570 elif phase == 'flow' : 
g('set ylabe l "Microbes x lelO (cells/L flow)'") 
plot2dpng(g,mfname,outdir,microbesNames,ind,phase,graphs) 
return graphs 
#----------------·------------------------------------------
def plot2dAve(ave_datafiles,sizeclass ,species Names,mineralsNames,fileType,outdir): 
"'"'Plot parti ( le average concentrations 
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if not (fileType in ['eps', 'png']) : 
message= "fileType must be eps or png" 
580 errorHandler(message) 
sizeclassNames=sizeclass .keys() 
sizeclassNames.sort() 
#get maximum Ferric & Ferrous va~ues 
smaxFe=[sizeclass[sc] .maxFezrange for sc in sizeclassNames]; maxFe=max(smaxFe) 
sminFe=[sizeclass[sc] .minFezrange for sc in sizeclassNames]; minFe=min(sminFe) 
g=Gnuplot.Gnuplot(debug=O) 
g('set key outside reverse title "R(mm)" box 3') 
g('set data stylE· lines') 
g ('set mxtics 5') 
590 g.xlabel('time(hr)') 
ave_graphs= [] 
Ferange=[minFe,maxFe] 
if fileType== 'eps' : 
#p~ot speci es 
speciesNames . sort() 
g('set ylabel "Cone x 10" { -3} (g/cm'3 particle)'") 
plot2deps(g,ave_datafiles,outdir,speciesNames,O,'ave',\ 
ave_graphs,sizeclass , Ferange) 
#pLot minera~s 
600 mineralsNames.sort() 
610 
g('set ylabel "Frac. reacted (%)'") 
plot2deps(g,ave_datafiles,outdir,mineralsNames,O,'ave',\ 
ave_graphs,sizeclass) 
elif fileType=='png': 
#pLot species 
speciesNames.sort() 
g('set ylabel "Cone x le-3 (g/cm~3 particle)"') 
plot2dpng(g,ave_datafiles,outdir,speciesNames,O,'ave',\ 
ave_graphs,sizeclass,Ferange) 
#pLot miner.1Ls 
mineralsNames.sort() 
g('set ylabel "Frac. reacted (%)'") 
plot2dpng(g,ave_datafiles,outdir,mineralsNames,O,'ave',\ 
ave_graphs,sizeclass) 
return ave_graphs 
#---------~----------------------- ----------------------------
def plotSurf(surf_datafiles,sizeclass,speciesNames , f i leType,outdir): 
"""PLot particLe surface conc etrat i ons 
620 if not (fileType i n ['eps' , 'pug']) : 
message= ''fileType rnust be eps or png'' 
errorHandler(message) 
sizeclassNames=sizeclass .keys() 
g=Gnuplot.Gnuplot(debug=O) 
g('set key outside reverse title "R.(mm)" box:~') 
g('set data style lines') 
g('set mxtics 5') 
g. xlabel ('time( hr) ') 
surf _graphs=[] 
630 if fileType=='eps': 
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#pLot species 
speciesNames.sort() 
gC'set ylabel "Cone x lW{-3} (g/cm':~ particle)'") 
plot2deps (g, surf _datafiles, outdir, speciesNames, 0, 'surf,\ 
surf_graphs,sizeclass) 
elif f ileType=='png': 
#pLot species 
speciesNames.sort() 
g('set ylabel ''Cone x le·-3 (g/em'3 particle)'") 
640 plot2dpng(g, surf_dataf iles, outdir, speciesNames, 0, 'surf,\ 
surf_graphs,sizeclass) 
return surf_graphs 
#-----------------------------------------------------------
def htm1Report(filename,files2d,files3d,simpar): 
"""CoLLect pLots in a htmL document 
#get output dire c tory 
if simpar.plot2d: 
path,dummy=os. path. split (files2d ['bulkConc'] [0]) 
650 elif simpar.plot3d: 
path,dummy=os.path.split(files3d[O)) 
def writePlots(title,fileList): 
html . write C'\n<table border=8 et~lbpacing=3 cellpadding=2> \n\ 
<captic.n><font size=fi>%s</font></captiou>\n'' % title) 
i=O 
files= [os . path. split (ff) [1] for ff in f ileLi st] 
while i<len(files): 
m : 
660 html. write(' <tr> \n\ 
<td><img src="%s"></td>\n' % files [i]) 
html.write('<td><img src="%s''> </td >\n' % files[i+l]) 
html. write('< /tr> \n') 
except IndexError: 
html. write C'</tr> \n') 
i+=2 
html. write ("</table> \n<br>") 
html=open(os. path. join(path, filename), 'w') 
670 html.write( '"'"<htmL> 
680 
<head><titLe>Simu.Lation Resu.Lts</titLe></head> 
<body><h1>Simu.Lation Resu.Lts</h1> """) 
if simpar.plot2d: 
#flowing l i quid concentration 
wri tePlot s ("Concentration in flowing solution", f iles2d ['flowConc']) 
#Bu. Lk resu ~ ts 
wri tePlots ("Concentration in bulk", files2d ['bulk Cone:']) 
#Surface cane 
if simpar.nicrobes: 
writePlots("Conce ntration at the particle surface'',\ 
f iles2d ['surfaceConc']) 
#Average fiLes 
wri tePlots ("Average concentration in particle size class",\ 
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files2d['avePsolns']) 
#Part ide 
if simpar.plot3d : 
~ri tePlots (''Concentration in particle size class", f iles3d) 
html.~rite("""</table> 
</body> 
690 </html>""") 
html. close() 
#-----------------------------------------------------------
def psReport(filename2d,filename3d,files2d,files3d,simpar): 
"'"'Collect plots i n postscript f il es 
from util impor~ tryCommand 
filename2d=filename2d . split(',') 
def plotFile(mfile,path,fileList) : 
mfile=os.path . join(path,mfile) #mfile=merge fil e 
700 cmd='epsmerge ····· O ' + mfile + ' x 2 -y 3 par ·ps '+ ' '. join(fileList) 
tryCommand(os.system(cmd)) 
#remove epsfi les 
for file in fileList: 
os .remove(file) 
#get output directory 
if simpar.plot2d: 
path, dummy=os. path. split (f iles2d ['bulk Cone'] [0]) 
710 #plot bulkconc graphs 
mfile=filename2d.pop(O) 
plotFile (mf ile, path, f iles2d ['bulkConc']) 
#plot flowConc graphs 
mfile=filename2d.pop(O) 
plotFile (mfile ,path, files2d ['ftowConc']) 
#plot Average particle soln graphs 
mfile=filename2d.pop(O) 
plotFile (mfile, path, f iles2d ['avePsolns']) 
if simpar .m1crobes : 
720 #plot Surface cone soln graphs 
mfile=filename2d.pop(O) 
plotFile (mfile ,path, files2d ['surfaccConc']) 
if simpar.plot3d: 
path,dummy=os .path . split(files3d[O]) 
plotFile(filename3d,path,files3d) 
Listing B.5: prea.mble.py 
#!/us r/bin/python 
'""'Executed at the start of each run. 
Ens ure that all necessary programs/python moduL es are i ns ta Lled. Otherwi se , raise 
error and ex i t. 
import sys,os,shutil 
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import modulecheck 
from modulecheck import findprograms 
##add current directory to path 
c>~d=os.getc>~d() 
sys.path.append(cwd) 
#required Python moduLes 
modules={ 
'Numeric' : 'for nun1erical cornputation', 
'scipy' : 'for numerical computation', 
'Gnuplot' : 'curve plotting tool', 
} 
20 #programs that sho"~Ld be instaL Led -- onLy GnupLot is essentiaL 
programs={ 
'wgnuplot' : 'Gnuplot (plotting program)', 
'gswin32' : 'ghostscript,psjpdf interpreter and previewer', 
'gnuplot' : 'plotting program', 
'gs' : 'ghost.script,ps/pdf interpreter and previewer', 
'epsmerge' : 'a program for merging encapsulated postscript files', 
} 
#possibLe report styLes based on pr·ograms instaLLed 
rstyle={ 
30 'eps' : False, 
'ps' : False, 
'png' True 
} 
#check for instaLLed programs 
installed=findprograms(programs . keys()) 
if sys.platform.starts>~ith('win'): 
if installed['wgnuplot'] is None: 
print "***Gnuplot not installed or not in PATH'' 
sys.exit(l) 
40 elif os. name=='posix': 
if installed ['gnuplot'] is None: 
print "***Gnuplot must be~ installed" 
sys. exit (1) 
if sys .platform.startswith('win'): 
if installed['gswin32']: 
rstyle ['eps'] =True 
glif os. name=='posix': 
if installed['gs']: 
50 rstyle ['eps']=True 
if installed['(•psmerge']: 
rstyle ['ps'] =True 
#check f or Python moduLes 
for key in modules.keys(): 
if not modulecheck.message(key,msg=modules[key]) : 
sys . exit CL 
import time 
import string 
60 ###import user-defined Libraries 
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from ID import * 
from engine import * 
fileType=" #in case a report styLe is not chosen 
Listing B.6: modulecheck.py 
#adapted from 
#Python scripting for computationaL science 
#H.P Langtangen 
#Springer,2004 
g~f message (module, cri tical=l, msg=None) : 
Import a moduLe and write a message if it is missing. 
criticaL=O means that the moduLe is not criticaL 
10 (programs may work without). criticaL=l means that the 
moduLe must be instaLLed. 
msg is an optionaL description of the moduLe. 
111111 
gy: 
exec("import ''+ module) 
success = True 
except: 
print "***The", module, ''Python module is not available ... " 
success = False 
20 if msg : prir!! '' (%s)" % msg 
if not critical: 
print " .... but this is not critical'' 
success = False 
return success 
# ______________ ______ _________________________________ _ 
i mp or:! os, re, sys 
def findprograms(programs, searchlibs= [] , write_message=False): 
30 Given a List of programs (programs), find the fuLL path 
of each program and return a dictionary with the program 
name as key and the fuLL path as vaLue. The vaLue is None 
if the program is not found. 
The program List can either be a List/tupLe or a 
dictionary (in the Latter case, the keys are the programs 
and the vaLues are expLanations of the programs). 
If write_message is true, the function writes a message 
if a program is not found. In that case, None is returned 
40 if not aLL progr·ams are found. 
A singLe program can aLso be gt v en as first argument. In that 
case, findprograms returns True or FaL se according to whether 
the program is found or not. 
ExampLe on usage: 
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if findprograms('plotmtv'): 
os.system('plotmtv ... ') 
# write a message if a program is not found: 
if findprograms(['plotmtv'), write_message=True) : 
os.system('plotmtv ... ' ) 
programs = [ 'gs ', 'convert') 
path = findprograms (programs) 
if path['gs'): 
os.system('gs . . . ') 
if path['convert '): 
60 os.system('convert ... ') 
programs= { 'gs': 'Ghostscript: file format conversions', 
'convert' : 'File format conversion from Image!1agi ck ', 
} 
if not findprograms (programs, wri te_message=True): 
print 'the ~entioned programs need to be installed' 
sys. exit (1) 
def program_exists(fullpath): 
70 if sys.platform.startswith('win'): 
80 
#add .Exe or .bat to program filename: 
if os.path.isfile(fullpath+'.cxe') or \ 
os. path . isfile (fullpath+' .bat'): 
retu::-n True 
elif os. name == 'posix': # Unix 
if os.path.isfile(fullpath): 
retu::-n True 
else: 
raise TypeError, \ 
'platform %s/%s not supported' % \ 
(sys.platform, os.name) 
return False # otherwise 
path= os.environ['PATH'] # /usr/bin:/usr/local/bin:/usr/X11/bin 
paths = re.split(os.pathsep, path) 
fullpaths = {} 
if isinstance(programs, str): 
program = programs 
for dir in paths: 
90 if os.path.isdir(dir): #skip non- existing directories 
fullpath = os.path.join(dir,program) 
if program_exists(fullpath): 
r eturn True 
# else, not found: 
if write_message: 
print 'program %s not found' % programs 
return False 
elif isinstance(programs, (list,tuple)): 
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100 # initiaLize with None: 
for program in programs: fullpaths[program] None 
for program in programs: 
1N dir tP paths: 
if os.path.isdir(dir): #skip non-exist·ing diTector·ies 
fullpath = os.path.join(dir,program) 
if program_exists(fullpath): 
fullpaths[program] = fullpath 
!;>rea_~ # stop when the program is found 
110 elif isinstanee(programs, diet): 
120 
130 
# initiaLize with None: 
for program in programs.keys(): fullpaths[program] None 
for program in programs.keys(): 
for dir in paths: 
.tJ os.path.isdir(dir): #skip non-existing directories 
fullpath = os.path.join(dir,program) 
iJ program_exists(fullpath): 
fullpaths[program] = fullpath 
break 
if write_message: 
missing = False 
for program in fullpaths.keys(): 
if not fullpaths[program]: 
if isinstanee(program, diet): 
J2rint, ''program "/(;s' (%s) uot. fouud'' % \ 
(program,programs[program]) 
else # list OT t ·uple 
,2rint 'progrmn "%s" not found' % program 
miss1ng = True 
if missing: 
return None 
return fullpaths 
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B.2 Sample Input Files - Baseline 
This section contains sample input files to the program. The input files are plain text. 
The definition of each entity in the input files starts at a 'begin' keyword followed by the 
name of the entity. and stops at the 'end' keyword . 
Listing B. 7: User defined parameters 
#Sim1tlation JIU1'an/.C:l~<rs 
#NOTE:# p-receeds c·rrnment.s 
#Please DO NOT ch,tnqe onler of pm·amcters. 
begin simpar 
#*~·>-•· Pf-1 YSfCA!, P/ RAMI~"TeJU.,'''''** 
#ore density(r;/cm ';)' 
ore_density= 1.45 
/ltJUrticlc }J<n·ustly 
porosity= 0.08 
10 /f',')lll!JI/IWI li<Jilid ·t:"hwtt: fmc/li!T/. 
stagVolFrac= 0.3 
#Flowing l·iquid vol,n.1.e fraction 
flowVo!Frac = 0.1 
#Agglomerate temper.IIure (degree C) 
temperature=38.6 
#length of the unit ·tj( 1-wne (U·nit volume i.~ a f'n./w} (nn} 
L=20 
#s·upe"ljicio.l uelocii!J r- f flowing liqw:d (em/ min) 
uf= 0.05 
20 # - --Mass lronsj(T "oefficient."<--- # 
#MtJ.ss lm.nsfer coefli,:ienl of particle smfnce/ bulk intr:rface (em/mill ) 
ksb=0.1 
#Mass lnmsfer mle ut flowing/stagnant liquid interface ( 1/min) 
#kbf = mas.- t;mnsfer pa·mmeten[eJ:dw.nge ar·ea/total volume) 
kbf=O.l 
#* ***SiMULATION PARAMETEHS**** 
#Sim1llation time(hrs) 
simTime=8400 
# Nu.m.hu of limc.-:/.fp:. to take 
30 time::;teps=5000 
# Ji lul 'JIIl' · ·- plot n: 'I'll i ff, w l u/uu1 
ploLgap= 150 
#repor·t 8t:IJ/c ·· eps, J•osl.,i.Tipl ur htm l. lww blonk i.f 1/f.J rcporl 18 1i'llll/ed 
report_sty le = html 
#nrnn.t: of outp-IJ./. diredory - ·in the ·"siundalion--n:su./t.-;" din:t:lory 
dirname = base 
#IJUODEAN \-ilDUES (yes/no). !Jej(wll :=:w8 
#gmphs to plot 
plot2d= yes 
40 plot3d= yes 
#concentrations to st 1. con.sl un.t ·in I h e bttlk 
constant ferric =no 
constant ferrous=no 
constant acid =no 
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constant oxygen =no 
#biotic or abiotic sys'c:rn. 
microbes= yes 
end 
#J\Ii·1umtl flrlf'(I1Jif":lr-·rs 
Listing B.8: :.-Iineral parameters 
#l'ln1se /)() NO'/' cho~.n,r;c order uf parmlldcr., or 7/ll.fi.Unl.<_ 
# NO:IE:/1- precccds .~ormnents 
# 
#The grade is a n:urn 1Je·r or comma sefHlTuJed list. Each ent-171 in thr,· list t:orn :.,ponds to lhe grade of 
# the miue·ml in t.he cu:h par-tide size class defined. The gm.dcs in the list M UST be i·n the order of 
#I he particle size cla.<ses in the psc_rJnr file. 
# 
#Mineml type -- suljirle o1· o:ride 
10 /!Sioichiomch~IJ colu:ll'nS- Cu. Ft:3+. Fc2+, Acirl (tfor ·renclimu; /o),:i1ly place ins'lrh: the parl;-iclest) 
begin chalcocite 
type = sdfide 
(*mol j g ore*) grade== 5.66e-5,5.66e-5,5.66e-5 
( *gf mol*) molaunaos=159.14 
TopologicaLExponent( *Phi*)= 1.3 
(*Jf mol*) Activation_Energy= 23900 
(*1/min*) Rate_Constant= .446 
(*degree C*) Reference_ Temperature= 35 
stoichiometry=0.8, - 1.6, 1.6,0 
20 ElectrochemicaLExponent( *m* )= 0.12-4 
(*molf l*) Ka= 0.15-1 
( *molf l*) Kb= 0.0001)1 
sulfur_stoic=O. 
end 
begin covellite 
type = sdfide 
(*mol j g ore*) grade= 5.66e- 5,5.66e- 5,5.66e- 5 
( *gf mol*) molauna.ss= 541.54 
30 TopologicaLexponent( *Phi*)= .6 
( *Jf mol*) Activation_Energy= 97900 
( * 1/ min*) Rate_Constant= .01 
(*degree C*) Reference_ Temperature= 75 
stoichiomet ry= 1.2,-2.4,2.4,0 
ElectrochemicaLexponent( *m* )= .5 
(*molf l*) Ka= 0.01-17 
( *molf l*) Kb= 0.00001 
sulfur _stoic= 1. 
end 
40 # 
begin pyrite 
t y pe = s1.1fide 
(*mol j g ore*) grade == 0.0003,0.0003,0.0003 
(*gfmol*) mo]ar_m;hs=ll!l97 
Topologic aLexponent( *Phi*)= 2. 
( *Jf mol*) Activation_Energy= 74300 
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( * 1/ min*) Rate_ Constant= .00005 
(*degree C*) Reference_ Temperature= 55 
stoichiometry=O., -(2+6*(2-beta)), 3+6*(2-beta), 4*(2-beta) 
50 ElectrochemicaLexponent( *m* )= .5 
(*moi/ L*) Ka= 0.00001 
( *moi/ L*) Kb= 0.00001 
(*between 0-h) sulfur_stoic=O. 
end 
Listing B.9: Species parameters 
#Sp(:cir·:s parrmu~t e1·s 
# !VOTE: <L # pn~cc:ed> comnu:n/.s 
#Plt:(Lse DO NOT r:h.m.qe orde1· off1111 "0:/n l: lf:r.~. 
begin copper 
( *g/ L*) iniLparticle_conc= 0.0 
( *g/ L*) init_bulk_conc= 0 
( *g/ L*) iniLinletflow _conc=O 
(*m~2/s*) diffusivity= 1e- 9 
( *g/ mol*) molar_ma::-s=63.54 
10 end 
# 
begin ferric 
( *g/ L*) iniLparticle_conc= 0.0 
(*g/ L*) init_bulk_conc= .1 
( *g/ L*) initjnJetflow_conc=.1 
(*m~2/s*) diffusivity = 1e-9 
( *g/ mol*) molauna<'s=55.85 
end 
# 
20 begin ferrous 
30 
( *g/ L*) iniLparticle_conc= 0.0 
( *g/ L*) init_bulk_conc= .1 
( *g/ L*) iniLinletflow _cone= .1 
( *m ~2/s*) diffusivity= 1e- 9 
( *g/ mol*) molar_ma~s=55.85 
(*J/ mol•) Activation_Energy= 68600 
(•1 / min•) Rate_Conctant= 31.17 
( •degree C*) Reference_Temperature= 100 
end 
begin acid 
( *g/ L*) iniLparticle_conc= 0.0 
( *g/ L*) init_bulk_cor.c= 8 
( *g/ L*) iniLinletflow _conc=8 
(*m~2/s*) diffusivity= 3e-9 
( •g/ mol*) molar_ma::-s=98.07 
( *J j mol*) Activation_Energy= 20000 
(*1/min•) Rate_Con::.tant= 9.3e-4 
(*degree C*) Referenc e_ Temperature= 20 
40 end 
# 
begin oxygen 
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( *gf l*) iniLparticle_conc= 0. 
( *g/ L*) iniLbulk_conc= 8e-3 
( *gf l*) iniL inletflow _conc=8e-3 
(*mA2/s*) diffusivity= 1e-9 
( *g/ mol*) molar_mass=32 
end 
Listing B.lO: l\1icrobial parameters 
!JMicmhial pammeins 
#NOTE: a # zn·ecenf, cumm.ents 
#Plw.se DO NOT chu.nge on/a of pannneter·8. 
#o1:1:dizes -- iron , .~v,lfnr 
# I !JJW -- mesophile,, hermophile 
begin FeOx 
oxidizes = iron 
( *ceii/ L*) iniLdesorbEd_conc=1e10 
( *ceii/ L*) init_inletflow _conc=1el0 
10 #***** Hphysical pa,·tmdm·., 
( *g/ mol*) molar_mas~= 1e12 
(*m A2/s*) diffusivity = 5e- 9 
(*cell / mol Fe2+*) yiEid= 2e12 
(*mol Fe2+ / cell- min*) maintenance_factor=O 
(*! / min*) max_growth_rate=0.0017 
( * 1/ min*) death_rat e =0.00017 
#******·•adso7·ption J!tUUmeters( *Langmuir* ) 
(*cells/ *g* ore*) adsc·rption_max=1.5e9 
( *L H20/cell*) adsorpt ion_constant= 67e- 12 
20 # * * * * * * f.(rrt(Wntlnre 1!t t HJ.TfiF!h:r . ., ( * llo.t.k:o-wsklt* ) 
(*degree C*) Tmin=~'.6 
(*degree C*) Tmax=-19.5 
(*degree C*) Topt=3.'3.6 
b=0.01551 
c=0.22061 
#******111-0nod paran•e/.ers 
( *moi/ L*) inhibition_factor= le12 
( *moi/ L*) oxygen_monod_factor=.00005 
( *moi/ L*) ferrous_monod_factor=.0001 
30 ( *moi/ L*) acidlinLfactor=.Ol 
end 
# 
begin SuOx 
oxidizes = sulfur 
(*cell / cmA3 agg*) ini',_agg_conc= 1e12 
( *ceii/ L*) init_inletflc w_conc= 1e12 
# *******Physical par 'JTII(·;/.r::1·s 
(*gf mol*) molauna~s=1e12 
( *m A2/s*) diffusivity= 5e-9 
40 (*cell/mol 5*) yield= 2ell 
(*mol 5 /cell - min*) nMintenance_factor = O 
( * 1/ min*) max_growtluate=U.00083 
(*1/ min*) death_rate =0.000083 
# * * * ** * * ad.~orpt ion f1rJHJmeiers (tLan.r;nnrir* j 
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(*cell/ *g* ore*) adsorption_max= 1.5e9 
(*L H20/cell*) adsorption_constant=17e-12 
#* *****tl::mperatnn~ ;)(lT!lTJ/.elers{ •Rrt./.ko-wsky•) 
(*K*) Tmin=-4.2 
(*K*) Tmax=39.7 
50 (*K*) Topt=32.8 
b=0.00293 
c=0.30891 
#** ·~·t·~·t~TI.onod parrnncft ,.., 
( *molf l*) inhibition_ factor= lel2 
( *molf l*) oxygerLHwllo<Lfactor=.00005 
( *g/ g*) sulfur_monod_factor=.00192 
end 
Listing B.ll: Size class parameters 
#Par/ir:le si:::e class pr1rttmelen; 
lfiV07E: 11 # pn:cf'l:ds co·m.me·11l.' 
#Please DO NOT c:h mgc order of pannn e/1:1'.-!. 
#Add number." in o.su:nriing order to the end of a dus .'> nwne lo diJTenJt.i.inte hetu;u:n the classes. 
begin pscl 
grid_points= 25 
(*mm*) radius= 1.0 
massfrac=.334 
end 
10 begin psc2 
grid_points=30 
(*mm*) radius= 3.0 
massfrac= .333 
end 
begin psc3 
grid_points=30 
(*mm*) radius=5. 
massfrac= .333 
end 
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